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I must profess I know enough to hold my tongue, but not
enough to speak ; and the no less real than miraculous fruits
I have found in my diligent inquiry into these arcana, lead me
on to such degrees of admiration, they command silence, and
force me to hold my tongue.
Fr

TA--R

AsExoLE : Proleg. Theat r.
Chem . Britannic . 6.

In the book called Arfephii L3er Secretes, which appears
to have been written in the 12th century, this is said
"Is not this an art full of secrets ? : and believest thou, 0
fool ! that we plainly teach this Secret of Secrets, taking our
words according to their literal interpretation ? .It

EXTRACTS
FROM THE PREFACE OF A BOOR ENTTTLED " Lose-LITEP-%"
PCBLLSEED AT Lo--,-Do-,,; n; 1722.

[The body of the work contains not one word in regard to Free
Jfasonry, or that can be W iemd to allude to it, for which reason the
preface is the more curious.]

To the
Grand Master, Masters, Wardens and Brethren
of the
Most Ancient and Most Honourable Fraternity of the Free
Masons
of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Brother Eugenius Philalethes
Sendeth Greeting .
Men, Brethren,
I address myself to you after this Manner, because it is the
true Language of the Brotherhood, and which the primitive
Christian Brethren, as well as those who were from the Beginning, made use of, as we learn from holy Scriptures, and an
uninterrupted Tradition.
I present you with the following Sheets, as belonging more
properly to you than any else . By what I here say, those of
you who are not far illuminated, who stand in the outward
Place, and are not worthy to look behind the Vei], may find no
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disagreeable or unprofitable Entertainment : and those who
are so happy as to have greater Light, will discover under
these Shadows somewhat truly great and noble, and worthy
the serious Attention of a Genius the most elevated and sublime : The Spiritual Celestial Cube, the only true, solid and
immoveable Basis and Foundation of all Knowledge, Peace and
Happiness.
I therefore, my dearest Brethren, greet you most heartily,
and am glad of this Opportunity to rejoice with you, inasmuch
as it hath pleased the Almighty, One, Eternal, Unalterable
God, to send out his Light, and his _Truth, and his vivifying
Spirit, whereby the Brotherhood begins to revive again in this
our Isle, and Princes seek to be of this sacred Society, which
has been from the Beginning, and always shall be ; the Gates
of Hell shall never prevail against it, but it shall continue
while the Sun and Moon endureth, and till the general Consummation of all Things ; for since God, my dearest Brethren,
is of us, who can be against us?
This being so, I shall speak to you a few Words on this important Subject ; and perhaps I am the first that ever spoke to
you after this Manner. I shall, as briefly as I can, present you
with a true and faithful Mirror, a Mirror which will not, which
cannot flatter (Flattery be eternally banish'd the Brotherhood),
wherein yon may see, or rather be remembered, what you are
and then you need not be told very much bow you ought to
act. And in this I shall use that Liberty and Freedom, which
is our essential Difference, richly distinguishes us from all
others, and is indeed the very Soul and Spirit of the Brotherhood.
The Style I shall make use of is most catholick, primitive
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and Christian ; it is what is extracted from the sacred Scriptures. Remember that you are the Salt of the Earth, the
Light of the World, and the Fire of the IIniyerse . Ye are
living Stones, built up a spiritual House, who believe and rely
on the chief Lapis Angularis, which the . refractory and disobedient Builders disallowed, ye are called from Darkness to
Light, you are a chosen Generation, a royal Priesthood .
This makes you, mr dear Brethren, fit Companions for the
greatest Kings ; and no wonder, since the King of Kings bath
condescended to make you so to himself, compared to whom
the mightiest and most haughty Princes of the Earth are but
as Worms, and that not so much as we are all Sons of the same
one Eternal Father, by whom all Things were made ; but inasmuch as we do the Will of his and our Father which is in
Heaven.
You see now your high Dignity ; you see what you are ; act
accordingly, and show yourselves (what . you are) Mme, and
walk worthy the high Profession to which Tou are called . But
while I say this, do not imagine I set up for a Rabbi, Master,
or Instructor, who am one of the least of you, a mere Novice, a
Catechumen, and know nothing . However, do not despise my
Mite, which I throw into your Treasury, since 'tis all I have
others may do more in Quantity, but not in Proportion .
Remember then what the great End we all aim at is : Is it
not to be happy here and hereafter ? For they both depend on
each other. The Seeds of that eternal Peace and Tranquility
and everlasting Repose must be sown in this Life ; and he that
would glorify and enjoy the Sovereign Good then, must learn to
do it now, and from contemplating the Creature gradually
ascend to adore the Creator .
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But alas ! my Brethren, what are we and our little Globe
below, to that stupendous Celestial Masonry above ! where the
Almighty Architect has stretched out the Heavens as a Curtain, which he has richly embroidered with Stars, and with his
immortal Compasses, as from a Punctum, circumscribed the
mighty Au. : is himself the Centre of all Things, yet knows no
Circumference ? who lets down his golden Balance, and weighs
all Things according to eternal incorruptible Justice, and
where the Actions of the best of Men are frequently found too
light ; who has created infinite Worlds, for what we know,
above us ; and those cast Luminaries within our Fen, to which
he has given Laws, and allotted them their peculiar influences,
Intelligences and Demons. If to do all this, and believe only
in one God the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth,
and of all Things visible and invisible, the most grand, essential, the prime, eternal, everlasting, fundamental Article of the
most holy, catholick, universal, and Christian Faith (of which
we are) makes one an Atheist ; such, my dearest Brethren, are
we all, and we glory in it Let the Infidel and Pagan World
say what they will, we shall have the Suffrage of all Christians,
under whatever other Denomination distinguished, who cannot
be so inconsistent with themselves, as to take umbrage at those
who believe the prime Article of their (that is our) holy Faith .
0 thou Eternal One ! thou Immortal unitt ! thou Incomprehensible Monas ! Never let us swerve from these everlasting
Truths. Send out thy Light and thy Truth, that they may
lead and bring us to thy holy Hill and thy Tabernacle . We
are imprisoned, who shall deliver us from the Body of this
Death ? We are exiled Children from our Country, when shall
we return ?
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Here thou hast placed us as Novices and Probationers ;
when shall we be professed amongst those blessed Denizens of
the Celestial Jerusalem, not built with Hands, and be reinstated in our Innocence ? Here we wander in the dark gloomy
Vale of Tears and the Shadow of Death, where we remember
nothing, and who dares say What dost thou ? Here halt thou
placed us for Reasons best Down to thy Almighty Justice, and
thy inscrutable Counsels, into which the curious Prier is
struck blind by the radiant Majesty of thy Glories, thou inaccessible Light ! thou eternal Power ! Wisdom ! Love !
. It is the same thing in relation to the Religion we profess,
which is the best that ever 'was, or will, or can be ; and whoever lives up to it can never perish eternally, for it is the Law
of Nature, which is the Law of God, for God is Nature . It is
to love God above . all Things, and our Neighbour as ourself ;
this is the true, primitive, catholick, and universal Religion,
agreed to be so in all Times and Ages, and confirmed by our
Lord and Master Jesus Christ, who tells us, that on these hang
all the Law and the Prophets .
Avoid all Companions whose ridiculing of Religion is
thought witty, and .more especially when the wretched discourse is turned upon the adorable Majesty of the most Holy
Trinity, which is an eternal Doctrine believed by Wise Men in
all Ages. The ancient Philosophers, who had no revealed Religion, no other Light but the Light of Nature, taught and
believed this most sacred Truth, as I could show in a proper
place as clear as the Sun . The Platonics, for example, to instance no more, acknowledge in the Godhead three Persons ;
the first they called the Father of the Universe, or of all Things ;
the second the Son and first Mind : that is, according to Plot
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tinuc and Ph z7o, the Divine Intellect, flowing from God the
Father, as Light from Light, or the Word that is spoken from
the Speaker : Hence he was called the Aoyoc, Verbum, or
Ford, Light of Light, and the Splendour of God the Father ;
and the third they called the Spirit or Anima Jfundi, which
Dove-like sate brooding on the Face of the Waters, and which
is celestial, amatorial, Denial Heat, hatcht the Universe .
And now, my Brethren, you of the higher Class, permit me
a few Words, since you are but few ; and these few Fords I
shall speak to you in Riddles, because to you it is given to
know those Mysteries which are hidden from the Unworthy.
Have you not seen then, my dearest Brethren, that stupendous Bath, filled with most limpid Water, than which no Pure
can be parer, of such admirable 'Mechanism that makes even
the greatest Philosopher gaze with Wonder and Astonishment,
and is the Subject of the eternal Contemplation of the wisest
Men? Its Form is a Quadrate, sublimely placed on siz others,
blazing all with celestial Jewels, each angularly supported with
four Lions. Here repose our mighty Ring and Queen (I speak
foolishly, I am not worthy to be of you), the King shilling in
his glorious Apparel of transparent, incorruptible Gold, beset
with living Sapphires ; he is fair and ruddy, and feeds amongst
the Lillies ; his Eyes, two Carbancles the most brilliant, darting prolifick, never-dying Fires : and his large-flowing Hair,
blacker than the deepest Black, or Plumage of the long-lived
Crow ; his Royal Consort vested in Tissue of immortal Silver,
watered with Emeralds, Pearls, and Coral . 0 mystical Union !
0 admirable Commerce
Cast now your Eyes to the Basis of this celestial Structure,
and you will discover just before it a large Bason of Porphrrian
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Marble, receiring from the Mouth of a Lion's Head, to which
two Bodies displayed on each side of it are conjoined, a greenish Fountain of liquid Jasper. Ponder this well, and consider .
Haunt no more the Woods and Forests ; (I speak as a Fool)
haunt no more the fleet Hart ; let the flying Eagle fly uuobserved ; busy yourselves no longer with the dancing Ideot,
swollen Toads, and his own Tail-devouring Dragon ; leave these
as Elements to your Tyrone.'.
The object of your Wishes and Desires (some of von may
perhaps have obtained it, I speak as a Fool) is that admirable
thing which bath a Substance neither too firs, nor altogether
earthy, nor simply watery ; neither a Quality . the most acute,
or most obtuse, but of a middle 'Nature, and light to the
Touch, and in some manner soft, at least not hard ; not having
Asperity, but even in some sort sweet to the Taste, odorous to
the Smell, grateful to the Sight, agreeable and delectable to the
Hearing, and pleasant to the Thought ; in short, that One only
Thing, besides which there is no other, and yet everrwbere
possible to be found, the blessed and most sacred Subject of
the Square of wise Men, that is
I had almost blabbed
it out, and been sacrilegiously perjured. I shall therefore
speak of it with a Circumlocution yet more dark and obscure,
that none but the Sons of Science, and those who are illuminated with the Sublime Mysteries and profound Secrets of
Masonry may understand
It is then, -chat brings you,
my dearest Brethren, to the pellucid, diaphanous Palace of the
true disinterested Lovers of Wisdom, that transparent Pyramid
of pure Salt, more sparkling and radiant than the finest orient
Ruby, in the Centre . of which reposes inaccessable Light epitomized, that incorruptible celestial Fire, blazing like burn-
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ing Crystal, and brighter than the Sun in his full Meridian
Glories, which is that immortal, eternal, never-dying PrFoprs,
the King of Gemms, whence proceeds every thing that is great,
and Rise, and happy.
These Things are deeply hidden from common View, and
covered with Pavilions of thickest Darkness, that what is
Sacred may not be given to Dogs, or your Pearls cast before
Swine, lest they trample them under Feet, and turn again and
rent you.
ErGzrs PEm u rBEs, Jun.,

F. R. S.
March 1st, 172L

CAUTIO
hasce paginas legentibus observanda .
£trmological research, and the comparison of words in difffrent. languages, appear, in the history of the human intellect,
not unlike the shipping of the ancients between Scylla and
Charybdis. "Nothing short of the resolution of Ulysses, who
caused himself to be fastened to the mast, and his ears to be
stopped, can prevent our being led away by the syren-song of
similarity of sounds, and a delusive combination of images.
nv one who yields to this seduction is lost, and will assuredly
.absurdity
sooner or later, strand his vessal on the rocks of
.
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Fay-Mao
Mestre Mason de franche piers, iv d st antre Mason iii d .
et lour servant: i d ob : teguler iii d et son garceon i d ob .
A Master Free Mason four pence, and other Masons three
pence, and their servants one penny half-penny ; Tilers three
pence, and their knaves one penny half-penny.
Statutum & Se rientibus : 23 Edw. III
SL L LD.1350-L
Issint qe chescan mageon at carpenter de quel condition
q'il soit arce par son mestre a qi it serf de faire chescun overaigne qe a lui appent affairs on de fraunehe pare ou de grosse
pere.
So that every mason and carpenter, of what condition soever
he be, shall be compelled by his master to whom he serreth, to
do every work that to him pertaineth to do, either of Free
stone or of rough stone .
Slat. 34 F.dta LI Chap. 9, 1360-L

That no person or persons shall, at any time after the first
day of April next coming, interrupt, deny, let or disturb any
Free Mason, Bough Mason, Carpenter, Bricklayer, bc.
Slat 2 & 3 Edta PL Chap . 15, 4.D.1548

In a petition from the House of Commons, presented A.D.
to regulate wages, which was granted, and
1445, 23 Henry
23
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converted into a law, it is prayed that with respect to Masons,
et-, "Tat from the feat of Ester unto Mighel messe, ye wages
of any fro mason or =sister carpenter e=cede not by the day
1111 d., withe mete and drynke, and without mete and drynke,
d. ob. A Maister Tyler or Sclatter, rough Maister and meen
Carpenter, and other artificiers eonc ernynge bildynge, by the
day, iii d. ob. ;" and from Michaelmas to Easter, the Master
Masons and Carpenters one ball penny less by the day .
In 1446, from Easter to Michaelmas, a Free Mason, with
diet, by the day, 4 d. ; without, 51 d. ; a Master tiler, rough
Mason, Slater, by the day, with diet, 3 d ., without diet, 41 d.
By 6 Henry Yom, c. 3, it is ordered that " a Free Mason,
Mayster Carpenter, rough Mason, bryklayer, 31ayster Tiler,
plommer, glasyer, career and ioyner, from Ester to Mighelmas
to take by the day vi d., withoute mete, and with mete iiii .d."
In the regulations for the gages, for artificiers, made May
28, 1610, by the justices of Okeham, in the County of Rutland,
A free Mason which draws his plotunk and set accordingly
haying charge over others," was allowed before Ifichaelmas,
4-c.: and " a rough Mason, which can take charge of others," so
much. And by like regulations for Warwickshire, 36 Charles
11, the allowances were, "A Free Mason, 6 d.," &a ; "a Master
brick-mason, 6 d.," &c.
" Wm. Horwood, Freemason," contracted to build Fotheringay Chapel in 1436.-MSS EvUen .
"John Wood, Masons," 13th Henry VI, 1439, made contract with the Abbot of St . Edmondsbury for the repairs and
restoration of the great bell tower, "in all manner of things
that-longe to Free-Masonry."
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Am= ; plur., Amanayim ; Opifez ; Architectas ; also fides .-Gzszws. Artist ; also faithful, constant,
. Lez
deioted.-LEL A lissom-\'Ewx4x, Eng.-8eb
=gm. fides, fidelis ; opifex, artifez, fsber.--Grs
.
j
Whence, perhaps, the Loyalists, i. e
. the adherents of the
Stuarts, associated, called themselves `Masons,' the word meanin& for them, 'Loyal;'

:Imxsx

, O'.)1

BEZOS

a proper name, rendered in the English
Bible, Ahima& Numb. ziii. 22 ; Josh. xv. 14 ; Jud . L 10. It is
in construction
translated by Gesenius, frater doni, from
%1161 _, a Brother ; and i n a part, portion, gift
Also, 13n maxi, meant constituted, appointed . -I"_
Fraiea- Doni, a Brother of the Gift or giving, meant in Hebrew ' a Brother given ;' or, as what is given to one is accepted
by him to whom it is given, 'an avorptrd Brother.' Also, 'one
constituted or appointed a Brother.'
,1i1, .Bezo* ; a Prince.
Laurence Dermott, author of the Ahiman Bezan, began his
schism about the year 1745, in which year the Pretender, as
the legitimate King of England and Scotland was called, made
an attempt to recover the throne .
Dermott was an Irishman, and, it is altogether probtble, an
adherent in secret of the Stuarts . The English Masonry was
Hanoverian, Hanoverian noblemen managed it, the Prince of
Wales being a member, and the third Grand Master and sev-
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eral subsequent ones, Ministers of George the First Hence,
probably, the rebellion of Dermott against the Grand Lodge of
England ; and his charge that it had removed the old landmarks, and his claim that he and his adherents were the
Ancient Masons .
Dermott himself introduced into England . about 1750, the
Royal Arch, modified from that of Enoch, -with other French
degrees ; and the title of his book, which be never eiplained,
meant, we believe, `A Brother, constituted or Accepted Prince,'
to show to those who could understand, under cover of a title
of a 'book, that he was a Prince-Mason [one loyal to the
Prince?], as those called themselves in France who had the
high degrees, and that be was a Jacobite-an adherent of the
family of Stuart .

~ "I -/\~ C~ ~ z nz*~ -~kA-
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lakayn .

The name of the right-hand column
before the Portico of the Temple of Solomon ; present tense,
in Hiphhl, of 1 ;:, 6in or caren ; present plural in Hithp :ihel,
yacunnu, means ,formed or fashioned, in the womb. And
means `dipose= prepare,,frz, establish.'
Gesenius gires the primary meaning of f_, as erectus stet it
and J_ as erect, upright, sound, wide, probus . The secondary
JAcHn
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meaning, he says, is existed, was ;
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P ;:,

kunan, set up, erect,
build, strengthen, sustain, found, create, form, : the last in Deut.
==ii
he produced, begat, ez se produzit
. 6, jJJ~~i 'tp
[ ,ivy ] Mee, and1fashioned thee. In N iphhal, erected hirnsdf,
stood up erect or,firm, isfounded, prepared, ready .
Niph. pass. Pihe'l 1 Hiph. : Erected limsdf, rose up, stood
frrm, upright, slif ready, iutr •epid

a pedestal, abase, a foundation : and
Yesfid, Fundamentum, Foundation, Stability, one of the Sephiroth, is, in
Adam-Eadmon, represented by the rnembrum virile.
It is not difficult to understand what is symbolized by this
word. The column on the right represented the rigid niembrum Lipzle, object of worship among all the ancient nations,
which the servant of Abraham grasped when he swore to do
his Lord's bidding ; the Phallus, in condition to create, prepared, ready, erect and upright .
This symbol appears in all the sacred monuments of antiquity, and was everywhere the symbol of the generative or
creative power of God . Both the words of the Book Barasith,
that are in our English Bible translated `create' and `make,'
mean in reality (and are also used in that sense), to produce
from one's self, to beget by copulation and imprea ation .
Phallic columns also were common in every part of the
orient, and obeliscs, standing stones, the stocks of trees, the
round towers in Ireland, and even the cross, were representations of the virile member . That the columns of the Temple
should represent this organ, and one of them be designated bT
a name signifring erection, vigor, potency, was not at all singular. Even the palm-tree and the pine were used to represent
the same. On this subject, the curious student may consult
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Payne Knight's Worship of Priapus, Inman's Ancient Faiths,
Dulaure, Elwt re abregae de diferens Cues, and other works
on ancient religions .
"In an age," 3Ir. Knight says, "when no prejudices of
artificial decency existed, what more just and natural image
could they find, by which to express their idea of the beneficent power of the Great Creator, than that organ which
endowed them with the power of procreation, and made them
partakers, not only of the felicity of the Deity, but of His great
characteristic attribute-that of multiplying His own image,
communicating His blessings and extending them to generations yet unborn? "
Men who were taught by their religious guides or sacred
books to believe that they were created in the image of the
Deity, and that He had the form of a man, could not reasonably be ashamed of an organ which he possessed, and to which
they mystically imputed the generation of all things . It became the sacred symbol of the Divine Generative Power, by
inevitable consequence . The book of Genesis (i . e. of the
Begetting), tells us that the first man and woman were naked
in Paradise, and felt no shame ; and the doctrine of the resurrection of the body necessarily implies the possession and
exposure without shame of the parts of generation in the next
life.
The Hebrew Kabalah deals largely with the ideas of procreation, and production thereby, between the various personifications of the Deity . In the Hymns of the Rig-Veda, Light
and Heat, Indra and Vishnu are called generators ; and more
than one word, for example, Sukra, meaning light, brightness,
means also the virile seed. So, also, in the later Veda,
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desirc first existed or arose, and brooded on matter, and crea-

tion was thus effected . The same notion is found in the Book
Barasith.
Philo, in his first kosmogony, giving the theology of the
Phoenicians, assumes that the beginning of the A11, was a dark
and stormy atmosphere, or a breath of murky air, and thick
unfathomable black chaos (the Tolat Bohu, or ` without form
and void' of the book of Genesis] ; but that these had no beginning, and for ages, no limits .
" Then," he says [Chap. ii. § 2], " the Spirit was inflamed
with lose for the eternal beginnings, and a penetration took
place ; and this intermingling was called Desire .
" This desire is the beginning of the creation of things-but
itself had no consciousness of the creation of the ALL"
in speaking of the fallen
In the Book of Enoch, chap .
angels it is said, `The name of the first is ITekun : he it was
who seduced all the sons of the Holy Angels ; and causing
them to descend on earth, led astray the offspring of men
.'
Evidently a personification of Lust, and the same as Yakain ;
and fitly represented by a phallic column .

Boat.-;
jl : aaz : Strong, strength, source of strength ; a goat ; a she-

goat.-Lm
Strong, vehement, strength, fortitude, refuge, splendour, glory,
praise.--GFSEsrus
Fiery, strong, strong of appetite, greedy, vigour, strength, impu.-N_? Ewmw:.
dence

9
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Gesenius renders 'V :, agile, alacer, agility, alacrity.
`Strong,' applied to
And Lee gives as the meaning of
anger, desire, love.

The ] prefixed means with or in, or gives the word the force
of the Latin gerund-roborando, strengthening,-Lrv, -` in, tchi7c,
when, strengthening.'
It is worthy of further note that the 7th Sephirah or Emanation of the Deity, in the Eabalah, is
foundation, establishment, stability, and that, the ten Sephiroth being assigned
to the different parts of the body of Adam Eadmon, this,
Tesud, is the generative organ .
The act of generation or creation by the Deity never ceases.
This may give one meaning of the name Boaz. But its primary meaning is, strong, firm, agile, rigorous, stout, alle, all
which are characteristics of the Phallus, as a symbol of the
Divine generative potency, represented by upright stones, obeliscs and columns .
The pomegranate and lotus, being also emblems of female
fruitfulness, were appropriate and significant ornaments of the
phallic columns .
The dimensions of the columns were the same . Each was
IS cubits in height, and 12 in circumference, with a capital,
chapiter or head, of the height of five cubits. The chapiters [in
catarat, from 11~, to surround or encircle,
Hebrew
and a diadem or crown], were egg-shaped or conical, if they
resembled those which served as models, haying chain- or
chequer-work at the bottom, " and pomegranates around their
lower part, with net-work reaching as high as the line of
greatest protuberance, - and above that the flowers or seedvessels of the lotus . ' And if the pillars were Phallic, the dimen-
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sions given in Rings are correct and in the orcUnary proportions.
The ancients, to represent, by a physical object, the regenerating force of the Sun in Spring, and the action of this force
on all the beings of 'Nature, adopted the image of masculinity,
which the Greeks called 0?411.10Z, Phallos. Phalos was -white,
splendid. Phaos, Light : Plwlas, also, a cone, the apex of a
helmet Phalcros, white, spuming, foaming : P1 alun'), make
splendid. By the very name, it was connected with the
Sun.
This image was not then indecent On the contrary, it -was
venerated, as one of the most sacred objects of worship . It
would be difficult to imagine a symbol more simple, more energetic, and more expressive of the thing signified . Accordingly,
it -was adopted and its -worship flourished everywhere ; and
waxen images of the virilia were presented to the church at
Isernia in ?Naples as late as 1780. They were publicly sold
there for that purpose . Payne Knight, in his Discourse on the
TT'orship of Priapus, published in 1786, and privately reprinted
in 1865, gives several of these ex-voti .
' Dulaure [Histoire abregee de dierens Cultes, ii . 20 et seq.]
thinks that the Phallus was not originally united to a human
body, but that as in the Spring of the year all animals are
moved and stirred by the sexual impulse, and the Bull -was,
2,400 years B.C., the Constellation into which the San entered
at the vernal equinox, and the sign of the Goat equally indicated the return of Spring, these signs were deemed to partake
of the action of the regenerating Sun, the generative Potency
that renewed the life ' of nature was ascribed to them, also, and
they were worshipped, and their genital parts were worshipped
3
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also, " as expressing in a special and most energetic manner to
the mind and the eyes, the regenerative potency, source of the
fecundity attributed to the Sun in the Spring, and to those
animals that were emblems of him . This, he thinks, accounts
'for the disproportionate size of the virilia afterwards attached
to posts and pillars and to the figures of men,-sometimes,
Herodotus says, almost as large as all the rest of the body . He
says that the women carried about such images, causing the
member to move, by a string, and adds, " But why do these
figures have the genital member of so disproportionate a size 9
and why do the women move that part only? A sacred reason
is given for it ; but I am not at liberty to make it known ."
It is more probable that the genitalia, with the principal
organ pleno vigore, became a symbol of the Divine generative
potency, at least 4,000 years before Christ, and before the ancestors of the Egyptians emigrated from the original home of
the Aryan race ; and that the Bull was assigned as a name and
figure to the constellation Taurus, on account of the size of his
organ and his vigor in copulation, and because the wealth of
these ancient herdsmen consisted in the multiplication of
cattle, which are continually spoken of as wealth, in the
Vedas.
The human form was always assigned to the Deity, and
creation has always been represented as effected by genera,
ti on. It must have been the human Phallus that first became
a sacred symbol ; and it does not appear that the organs of an
animal, of the Bull, for example, were ever represented as
attached to the human figure. These animals, the Bull, Goat,
and Ram, were secondary symbols of the Divine generative
potency ; and the stones, columns and other objects of the
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phallic worship, all represented the human and not the animal
organs. Diodorus Siculus informs us that the Goat being
prone to sexual coition, that member of his body which was
the instrument of generation was deemed worthy of adoration ;
and he adds, that not only the Egyptians, but many other
peoples worshipped the sign of the masculine sex, and employed it as a sacred object in the ceremonies of the mysteries,
because it is from it that the generation of animals proceeds.
Whatever this symbol was called, Phallus, Priapus, 3futinus,
Tutanus, Fascinum, Linga, dc, and how different soeyer the
worship of it among different nations, the reasons for the worship always referred to the fecundating action of the Sun of
the Spring, and of Light
The Gnostics represented their Sun-God Iaw in the same
attitude, with the same attributes.
Among the monuments of Egypt, described by the Egsp
tiaa Commission, is seen an Osiris of gigantic stature, holding
his Phallus -with his right hand, the ejaculations from the
member producing animals and men .
And in the mythologies of different nations, the impotence
of the Sun, -whereat all nature IanD ishes, in the Autumn, was
allegorized by fatal accidents happening to the organs of generation of the Sun-Gods.
When Osiris was cut into pieces by Typhon, that part of
his body was flung into the File: Atys, the Sun-God of
Phrygia, mutilated himself, or was mutilated by others .
Adonis, Sun-God of Phoenicia, was wounded in those organs by
a wild boar.
Odin, the Scandinavian Sun-God, and 4arnna, the 3rran
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Deity, are mutilated in the same manner, and their virility.
restored
The Phalli or phallic columns, in the vestibule of the Temple of the San at Hierapolis, served as models for the construction of such pillars elsewhere . Even in the time of Vitruvius,
round towers, whose top was shaped like an egg, were called
phala'. And the pillars of the Temple at Jerusalem were eridentlT phallic.
The signs of the sexes were, with the Hindus, the emblems
of the active and passive principles of nature .
Marcus Keane (Towers and Temples of Ancient Ireland, 303),
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agrees -with O'Brien (Bound Towers of Ireland), that the Irish
Round Towers (lists of which have been made to the number
of 120, and the remains of about 66 are traceable), were
"Phallic Temples, erected by the Tuath-de-Danaans and their
predecessors, the Cushite inhabitants of Ireland ."
Of the two Towers figured on the preceding page, a is that
at Clondalkin, in Ireland, copied from the work of O'Brien,
and b is that of Devenish in Ireland, as given by Keane .
Similar Towers of unknown antiquity, with the same conical
tops, are found in Persia (one at the ruins of Jorjan, near Asterabad), and in India, one of the latter of which is described by
Lord S alentia, who says of such buildings, " It is singular that
there is no tradition concerning them, nor are they held in any
respect by the Hindus of this country ."
An engraving of the Round Tower at Ardmore is given by
O'Brien at page 70, and that of Clondalkin, copied by me, will
be found at page 100 of his work .
These " Round Towers," he sans, " were symbols of the
fructifying potency of the Sun . But what was the form," he
asks, "under which this Deity was recognized? `Look on
this picture, and on that!' The Eastern votaries, suiting the
action to the idea, and that their vivid imagination might be
still more enlivened by the very form of the Temple in which
they addressed their cows, actually constructed its architecture
after the model of the membrum virile, which, obscenity apart,
is the divinely formed and indispensable modium selected by
God Himself for human propagation and sexual prolificacr.
"This was the Phallus of which we read in Lucian, as
existing in Syria, -of such extraordinary height, and which, not
less than the Egyptian Pyramids, has heretofore puzzled anti-
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quaries,-little dreaming that it was the counterpart of our
Bound Towers, and that both were the prototypes of the two
pillars which Hiram wrought before the Temple of Solomon ."
I do not mean that the columns were shaped like the phallus ; but that they represented it, and were symbols of the
generative power of the Deity .
The Indian Lingo itself, as will be seen below, while representing the genital organ was not in its shape. The case was

the same -with all phallic columns and towers, with the Tau
cross, and other generative, as well as productive symbols .
. The origin of the Linga worship affords a striking instance of the truth of the saying that the symbols of the wise
always become the idols of the vulgar. In the ancient Aryan

i
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sacrifices, in the days of the Vedic Bards, the fire was procured
by the rapid rotation of an upright stick, set upon a flat piece
of wood, and made to revolve swiftly b y means of a cord . The
fire, Agni, was poetically said to be `generated' thus, and this
use of the word that had that signification caused the upright
stick to be compared to the male organ, and the flat piece of
wood on the ground, to the female organ, of generation : and at
last, the two became the T>; ncra.
Layard says that it is impossible to comprehend, by the
help of the descriptions alone, the plan or appearance of the
Temple of Solomon : and that from the descriptions only it is
impossible to reproduce the columns -with any certainty, is
evident from the immense quantity of nonsense that has been
written about them. To what original genius we owe the brilliant idea of surmounting one of them with a celestial and the
other with a terrestrial globe, we do not know .
The Temple was 60 cubits, or somewhat over 90 feet, long ;
20, or somewhat over 30 feet, broad ; and 30, or somewhat over
45 feet, high. The Porch or Propykeurn in front was 20 cubits
broad and 10 deep. The columns were, it is stated in I Sings,
vii., 18 cubits high and 12 in circumference, with capitals 5
cubits high : i. e., the whole height, capitals included, was 23
cubits, or about 30 feet. They were of bronze .
According to the translation, there were in each capital
seven nets of chequer-work and wreaths of chain-work . Above
these, it seems, were two rows of pomegranates, and above
these `lily-work.'
In 2 Chron. iii., the columns are said to have been 35 cubits
high, with capitals 5 cubits, -with chains on top, and wreaths
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covering the pommels of the two capitals, and 400 pomegranates on the wreaths, covering (or above) the pommels .
As the two books of Chronicles are of considerably later
date than those of Kings, the probability is that the description in Kings is the more correct one.
The lotus, or water-lily, the Nelumbo of Linn eus, grows in
the water, and amongst its broad leaves puts forth a flower, in
the centre of -which is formed the seed-vessel, shaped like a
bell or inverted cone, and punctuated on top with little
cavities, in which the seeds, resembling small round acorns,
and exceedingly hard, grow. The orifices of these cells are too
small to permit the seeds to drop out when ripe, and they
shoot forth into new plants, in the places where they were
formed, the bulb of the vessel serving as a matrix to nourish
them, until they acquire such a degree of ma gnitude as to
burst it open and release themselves, after which they take
root wherever they sink.
This plant is found in the fresh-wafer ponds in Arkansas,
where it is called the monocco nut, a name the derivation
-whereof I do not know. It represented, anciently, the productive power of -Nature, and forms the upper part of the base of
the Linga . Brahma sits upon it ; and the figure of Isis, on
the Isiac Tablet, holds the stem of this plant, surmounted by
the seed-vessel, in one hand, and the cross, representing the
male organ of generation, in the other. On the same Tablet is
the representation of an Egyptian Temple, the columns of
which are exactly like the plant which Isis holds in her hand,
except that the -stem is made larger. Columns and Capitals
of the same kind exist in great numbers among the ruins of
Thebes and on the island of Phila-_
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The Capitals of EgTptian columns were imitations of this
seed vessel, surrounded by other ornaments and smaller vessels of the same kind ; all of which were symbolic ; the pomegranate being a symbol of the productive power of -Nature, and
a representation of the female organ of generation.
Below is a representation of the seed vessel, leaf and flower
of the lotus. In India, the flower was especially the symbol of
the productive Power : in Egypt, the seed-vessel

2
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On this and the nest page we give two Egyptian Capitals, at
Gartasse and Calapshe, on the left bank of the Nile, copied
from Gau's Antiquites de la 217ubie.
On both these Capitals are seen the `lily-work,' or imitations of the seed-vessel of the lotus, with leaves and fruit of

the grape, and that -which is called in .our translation suet-work
and chain-work. It is quite impossible that there can be any
certainty in regard to the Hebrew words thus translated .
are Sabaki,n rnaasah sabakah
These -words [1 Sings ;
gedalinc maah
ah sarasaroth lakataroth asar al-raas haamudin .

I
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Sabakim, canc i, gratings, bars, balustrade, raising ; , ,
maasah, made, work ; . . . . saber ah, net ; dathri, trellis ; . . . .
gedalim, festoons ; maasah, made, work ; . . . . sarasaroth,
r-

Irf`,''

I ~.1~ lui

catenula, little chain ; . . . . lakataroth, for the capitals ; . . .
asar, which ; . . . awl-raas, on top of ; . . . . haamudim, the
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It is equally evident that nothing definite or certain can be
ascertained as to the nwasah susan, lily-work, and the ramanim, pomegranates
But the Egyptian capitals that we have copied, give a very
clear and certain idea of the general shape of the capitals of
the columns of the Temple, "of lily-work four cubits ." This

9
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specification shows that the lotus seed-vessels composed fourfifths of the chapiter or capital, the other fifth being, probably,
the reticulated work and festoons with the pomegranates above
them.
On this page we give the columns and entablature of
the entrance to an Egyptian Temple, and on the nest, an-
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other front of a like Temple, from the same great work. It
will be seen that the proportion between the shaft of the
columns and the height of the capital, is just about the same

as that given in 1_Eings as to the columns of the Temple,1S to 5. In the second copy the height and diameter of the
shafts are as 13 to 6, which makes the proportion of height

0
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and circumference of the shaft, as 28 to 16, or as 181 to 12 ;
that of the columns of the Temple being 18 to 12 .
The phallic character of the columns of the Temple is
shown by the seed-vessels of the lotus, and by the Pomegranates, which, surmounting the upright shaft of that height and
circumference, unite the symbols of the generative and productive organs and powers.
,=;7, damxrd, column, and also a heap or pile, is from
stood, steiit, sulstifit, essfitit, surrerit, stood up, arose,
erected itself.
Eliphaz Lcvi (_Uphonse-Louis Constant) says that of the
two columns, Takarn and Baaz, one was white and the other
Uack. I find no proof of that anywhere .
either do I think that one represented the generative, and
the other the productive power of the Deity . They were alike
in all respects, of the same shape and height, and similarly
and liy-wrork
ornamented ; with pomegranates,
The lilies were the lotus, whose connection with
phallic emblems is known to all scholars ; and the pomegranate, a symbol of the female organ and of fruitfulness, was an
equally appropriate ornament .
symbolized the state of erection of the
Thus while
rnembrum. virile, when prepared for begetting or creating, in the
symbolized the potency, rigor, and fierce and even
womb,
cruel desire of the same member. It was the sexual vigor and
power, the inordinate lust of the goat, that gate that animal
daz or Oaz.
the name

1~] 'C7 9
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CABLE-TOW

khabel, a rope or cord

a cable attached to an an-

chor.-Pros. ssiii. 34.
;;1 (tu or to), affixed, meant his.
The same word khabel meant binding, and a pledge : to bind
as with a pledge.-Ezek . xviii . 12-16 ; zxxiii 15 ; Job, xxii_ 6.
khald-to, his pledge.-Ezek. x-.-iii. 7.
" If within the length of my cable-tow," therefore, means, if
within the extent, meaning and spirit of my obligation.

SaIBBOLZ

."
1")h=
and he said
Judges, iii . 6.
Say now
It is uncertain what was the difference in sound between
`; and r,. If one was Sh, and the other S, the words were
more properly Slabalat and Sabalat .
(Sin, (.,1
The Syrians used the C alone, and the Arabs
the Syriac Samech being ~Yl) : and the Chaldeans generally
substituted C for C .
The word means an ear of corn, a branch of an olive-tree .
-Job, xxiv. 34 ; Zech. ir. 12, and a stream of water.-Is. xirii.
12 ; Ps. lxix. 16.

We do not know when this word was adopted, and no one
has ever been able to find any especial significance in it as a
But I am entirely satisfied that there was
Masonic word.

I
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originally a concealed significance in every word used in a
Masonic degree . Some secret meaning and application was
covered and concealed b'r each of them . We fail now to see the
application to anything in Free-Masonry of the account given
br the Hebrew chronicler of the use made of this w ord. by
which to detect the men of a particular Tribe, who pronounced
it differently from others .
I think that the allusion was to the different pronunciation
of words by Englishmen and Scotchmen, and that it was
adopted either as a Stuart pass-word or as a Hanoverian one,
on account of that difference. Most probably it was adopted
in England, when adherents of the House of Hanover, at the
death of Queen -knne, took possession of Masonrr, changed its
formulas, and used it as a means of political association ; and
that by the Ephraimites they represented the Highlanders
who composed the principal portion , of the adherents of the
Prince styled by the Hanoverians the Pretender.
Queen Anne died on the 1st of August, 1714, and the High=
land clans rose in favor of James, in 1715 . The insurrection
eras easily suppressed ; but another was anticipated and prepared for, until it occurred in 174 and ended with the battle
of Culloden. Lodges of Free-Masons, whose Masters, at least,
bound themselves to obey the laws of the Supreme Legislature,
i. e. the acts of Parliament excluding the family of Stuart and
all Catholics from the throne, and not to engage in plots and
conspiracies against the State, became numerous, especially in
London, in a few Tears after what is called the reriral of FreeMasonrT, in 1117 ; and somewhat before 1745 Lawrence Dermott appeared on the scene, and charged the English Lodges
with haying changed the Landmarks. It is supposed that he
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meant by this that they had made Bo= the word of the first
decree, and Jadcin that of the second : -but that was a small
matter. It is more likely that the real charge and cause of the
schism was that they had made Masonry a Hanoverian, instead
of a Jacobite association, as it had at first been. Hence he
called his adherents Ancient 'Masons, and the others, the Moderns ,.• and adopted degrees worked by the Jacobites in France,
and among them the Roval Arch, to which be transferred the
Master's Word ; thus baring for the highest degree of his association, one not known to the Hanoverian Masons, and having
reference to the rebuilding of the Temple, i . e. to the restoration of the Stuarts.
In some way, becond a doubt, the -word ShiZLoleth and its
two pronunciations indicated the partisan political character
of the English and the Scottish Free-Masonry . Perhaps by the river Jordan, at a ford whereof the Word
was demanded, was meant the Tweed, which in part separates
En-land from Scotland . The two kingdoms were united ; but
the Highlanders, like the Ephraimites, were all rebellious, a
discontented, turbulent Tribe .

L.,

ir1.
means a fertile and inhabited land : orbis habitatus ;
orbis terra rum . It often means unhersus terrarum

TrBALcn :

`%
t rbis

Eanah, means a cane, reed, etc . Also, erected, erectum
statiuit, founded, created . And 1'r, Kin, kayen, means a 'spear,

lance.
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Tubal B.avin was the son of Lamakh, and a worker in brass
and iron ; but what the real significance of the name is, as used
in this degree, I am not able to discover .
Hu LLY, KING OF TIME

Hn ual AEff
The name rendered Hiram or Huram is the same for both
the Ring and Artificer. In Rings it is written, except in three
Ehirm. In Chronicles, it is written, except
instances,
Khir-m Malek Tsur, 2 Sam .
once,
and
T. 11. In 2 Chron . iv. 11, we find both
But in 1 Kings, T. 10 Eng., 24 Heb. ; 13 Eng ., 32 Heb ., and
.Shin-ont : and, in
vii. 40, we find the name written in full,
the last of these verses, also written C")%i i, as if to show that
there was some mrsterv involved in the use or disuse of the ;,
The two Books of Rings are older than those of Chronicles,
and therefore Iihir-om is the oldest form of the name, which
was one common to the Hebrews and Phoenicians or Tsarai .
It belonged alike to the Kina of Tsur and to one of his subjects, said in the Book Malakim \ to have been the son of a
widow of the Tribe of Neptelai, and in the Book Debrai Haimim ::, of a woman of the Tribe of Dan ; at any rate, Hebrew
on the mother's side, and Tsiirian on the father's : and a grandson of Benjamin had the same name .
which is the original root, and from which came
has the signification of burning, as, in
and ")"IM, as well as
Latin, areo and firo, and as in German, liar and hyr mean fire.
It also means free, free-born and noble ; from the whiteness,
purity and splc,tdor cf the man on whom is no spot or stain.
ferbuit, incaluit : in Ethiopic, (f) L L
In Arabic,

-r -,1
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(rstuaLif. And from the root 1, we have ,-,n, consume, dry
up, heat, and the name (incorrectly= HOreb), of the western
summit of Mount Sinai :,-,'),-,, to be warm or burn, with anger
beat, wrath : T),;, to roast : L •n -) ; ,, windows, lattice
Khiros or Eburos, the Sun,, ttc ., while t: - ; meant
work :
:+n artificer, or workman, in brass or stone, a sculptor, a craftsman, and also an enchanter .
E1,zir, white, to become white, to make white . Also, a
bole, aperture, window or passage, through which the white
light issues ; through which, in the l abalah, the Creative
Light shines or is manifested,
clear, shining, illustrious, noble .
Light is, in Hebrew ")IN', Aur, identical with H' r or the
Egyptian God whose name the Greeks misrepresented by
Horns. See 4 Bunsen, Eyypt's Place, &c. 20`)
Bryant (Analysis, i. 100), says, " Thus far is manifest, that
;, ov'v hypo ; irn d E,pov rs
Euros sinified the Sun. '0 pt
fxEtY(J de CtTO T8 "Mi'e 3 •F rFa~n1 qm6r .
;ralcrar ovopa Fc
Ki ov y' ZP xaaeiv Hipca ; rcv "Hale •. --Plufarch in Aitnrerze,
1012. Ctesias likewise informs us that the npme of Cvrus had
this signifcation, xtri Tt!FTa•t ro ovopa at~zOU aTO TOY
'11,1zov .-In Persicis."
Plutarch's statement is, " For the Persians call the Sun
Suros ; " and that of Ctesias, `and it is said that his name was
taken from that of the Sun.' Hesrchius explains Kepi ;, '0
'.4dwrl ; ; and the Sun-God Apollo was adored at Kurra or
E•i rra in Phocis .
Guignaut, on Creuzer's Symkdik (Book ii. p. 32S), says that
Ormuzd was K7,Jrschid, the Sun ; and at p. 3S0, that Iihoresrh
(Cyrus) was the sacred King of the Sun . At p. 352, that 3lith-
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ras, as first of the Izeds, as genius of the Sun (bhorschid), is
the dispenser of Light. Dr. Haug gives the Zend name of the
Sun, as Oturs7,ed ; Spiegel, as Qarse't . And W elsford (J tlhridates Zlinor, 132) sass, " Plutarch informs us that the name of
Cyrus was derived from that of the Sun, and Khur is still the
literal word for that luminary, which, with a Greek termination, becomes Cyrus"
The Greek word is $uros ; and the name really was a compound of Kh&r or K& 7r, the Sun,-probable Khoresc1 .
esh, in Hebrew, is fire, light, lightning, splendor. In
Sanskrit, ush is to burn, to shine ; in Persian,
esch.
The same Hebrew word meant is ; in Zend, a,
te, as:Ati ;• in Persian `,,,,,f .. E'sch is the same in Pehlri as in Persian .
The sacred books of the Persians were -written in Zend and
Pehlvi,-the Bundehesch in the latter . The name of this book
is said by Guignaut to mean, that which was from the beginning. KAor-esch meant Light of the Sun, or manifestation of
that which the Sun is .
A Magian Book of the Disciples of Zoroaster or Zerclusht
[Zarathustra] was called .Shurdeh [KAordaA-Avesta], given by
the Sun ; from KAur, Sun, and deh, giver .
The name of the Persian Deity whom we call Ormuzd, was
Ahura= .71azda. Dunlap (Spirit History of )fan, 46) says : "The Assyrians and Persians called their chief God, Asura, -4 Aura (Bar),
As and 3.ssarac." But he is not to be depended upon . His derivations are too often incorrect. As, ash, ush, vas is, in Sanskrit,
`to burn, blaze, shine ;' and As-ura, Zend Ah-ura, is `luminary.'
Eur, he says, was the name of the San in Crete (of which
I have no proof) ; and the Greek word Kurios, Lord, means the
same, the Lord of Hosts, i e ., of the Starry Azmies . In Egypt,
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Her-ra was the son of Osiris ; and Hermes was but another personification of the Sun.
in 1 Iiings, vii. 1-, is perhaps
The account given of
noteworthy . It is, in Hebrew, Ben-<zsal, almmiah hua mawatah
1isat(~
ui»: :7a
'V .ptelai u atiu (; •_ t) ai•sh-Tsu?z, kharas ;~~ ~) naa1isat
!ith-1i'Hake» :ah, u ath-lt'Tabunalr, u ath-h' Dai+th lar~sarat kt,ialaZah leuckhsat u yebaua al h' 1fakec Salomoh u yarns-<d1,-kd ?nalacotliu.

Which, translated, is : " The son of a widow woman, he, of
the Tribe of Neptalai, and his father
a native of Tsar, a
sculptor in bronze, of abundant wisdom, understanding and
skill, to do all manner of work in bronze . And he came to
Salomoh the King, and executed all his work."
Hu zM..tR, commonly written Hhokmali or Clcch ;nali, is the
second Sephirah of the Kabalah, the Divine 11 i, dom, which,
uttered, is the Logos or Creative Word, the Demiourgos, the
Monogenis, or Only-begotten One, which is in and of the Deity.
Brs&H [which means and is the same as T .kBrNA.s], usually
rendered triderstanlutg, or Intelligence, means the Divine Wisdom manifested in Humanity as the Human Intellect, producing thinking and Intellection . The Divine Idea of the
Universe existed in its entirety, succession and continuance, in
the Divine Mind, before clothed with forms and becoming its
outward utterance. The Wisdom or Divine Intellect manifests
and utters itself in Nature, and thus uttered is The Word .
D.L\Z•H , in the Kabalah, is not a Sephirah or Emanation, but
the thinking and inteRedirn, the product and issue of Binab, who
is, in the Kabalah, female, Hakemah being male .
In the early Hindu faith, Brahm, the V err Deity, to
which the intellect can assign no Attribute, was at first alone .
tnder the sexual impulse, He divided himself, or, rather, It or
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That divided itself into male and female, and so copulated, the
male Energy with 'Maya the female productive capacity, and of
her were born the three persons of the Trimartti From a still
more ancient idea comes that of the Kabalah and of the Book
Barasith or Genesis.
In this verse, also, we find the word
which, following
Khur.,m. is rendered AUI,, as if it had been a name : and about
which,
orance has uttered so much nonsense .
Kbur .m, the King of Tsar, moreover in his letter to Salomoh, said "and now I have sent aish kliakem yaradar`, Lccinal,
'_N
abi) ; a skilful man, understanding
science, of rhur,,m my father," 2 C11ron. ii. 22.
And, 2 Clroni . ir. .16, we read, aIsali Mlrrom abiu
T?Ialec Salomol, ; ' Khur .,m his father made for King
Salomoh.'
"':N 7 , 1 7, David my father," Salomoh says : and we have
abiu
already seen, 1 ihgs,, rii. 14, the phrase
aish Tsnrai, his father (was) a man of Ts-zur.
There needs no more to prove that it is simply absurd to
write and talk about Hiram 4bijT ; as if the Hebrews had suras we have Snmitb, Joows and
names, and one of these was
Jolvison . It is on a par with `high Twelve,' for noon, `low
Twelve,' for midnight, and `the sixth hour of the sixth flay,'
for 6 o'clock, P .M. ; and with the ridiculous pretence that
degrees were conferred in the Sanctum Sanctorum .
But what was the meaning of the word abi, as applied to
Khur lm?
means 'of, or Ldonging to, slave, subject,
or perhaps o, ricer or friend,' of my father E.hur.,m (the King) .
But, in the other case, where the relation existing between
Salomoh and Khfirom the Craftsman is expressed by the word

is
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(formed by affixing the possessive pronoun ;), ; •_ N*, Abiu or
Atayrr or Atayar, what is the exact meaning?
does not mean Father only ; it has these other
_\ or
meanings
.llagistcr, - and hence applied to the High Priests and
Prophets . The Rabbis were styled 4L:;th. hhtimate .4s.'ociatc,
as in Joh, xzii. 14 ; and in Gc)r. zlz. S, we hare, speaking of
Joseph, the appellation 7X -In =\, did 'Flira;(7t, Vizier or
Prime Minister of Phranh .
The word, therefore, as thus used, meant either his Instructor or Master in the Mysteries, or his Associate, Confidant, or
trusted Agent .

Dunlap (Spirit History of flan, 94), in a table of the male .
and female Deities of different 'Nations, gives Hurain, Sram,
Hermes, Death-God, and Surm-zubel, the God . The first he
finds in Movers.
And at p. 96, among other names, .4,-am a Hebrew name,
('Aram-es, Heeincs ? ') Hernici-as, a . Leader or ring,
the City Harm-ozica (Huranz or Herrz-es .4sac1, Baal Hcrnmon the
Mount of Hermaon who is Hermes, Huram, a Deity-name
(Option), k c.
Fi ulr is the Sun (Hovers, 2?S).

Hyr is the same as Adonis

and Memnon.--Movzs, 199 . 'And the &nrios is the Spirit' •?
Cor. iii. 17. ' A Saviour who is Christos Kurios.' Luke, ii. 1L
S' ra and Stcrya and *Cura are the Sun, in Sanskrit The Sanskrit I becomes k, in Greek ; hence Eurios, 'Lord ;' Kuros,
`Supreme Power.'
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From the same root came Hercules and Heracles, whom the
Egyptians called Khonso or Fhon, the Strength and Potency
of the Gods or Deity. Heracles was the symbol of the Sun,
and of the Power which the Egyptians venerated in that orb.
Heracles was also the chief God of the Phoenicians and Tsurians, and was called in their language, as we learn from Philo
By blius and Eusebius, Melkarthos (Jfalak Eartha, Res Urbis,
or Valak .4) i-its, Most Potent Ring).
Jablonski says, "I think that by Hercules, the Egyptians
designated the rirtue of the Sun, as_renorated, which he pours
forth in the Spring and displays to men, by illuminating everything with his rats, and vivifying all things by his potency."
--diz.o.,,'ssi, Opusc. ii. 217 et seq.
From the same root, some think, come the Greek word
0vpavo=, Heaven, and 0 urios, a Greek name of Zeus or Jupiter.
Ex cede Joris, religiostssimurn simulacrum Jovis Imperatoris, quem
Grcwi Urion nominant.-CIcIRO, Id3. iv. in Verrem, ch. 57.
"In Horo vigorem Solis virzlem" : and the elder Hermes, or
Thoth, was the most ancient of the Gods, and the head of all.
The second Hermes was for excellence called Trismegistos, who
was a great Adept in mysterious knowledge, and an interpreter
of the wills of the Gods . He was a great Prophet, and therefore looked on as a Dirinity.-BRY-k.\'T, Mythology, iv. 329.
Eusebius says, "Whom the Egyptians called F>c,n°, the
Alexandrians 0-w, and the Gieeks, by interpretation, Hermes ."
d iro . ztfwp Taavro ; os FvpE rtjv rwv irpcJrwv Qr0tXEFwv
ypa v.
'E;k U rj vEc as 'Epppjv exlrtEa v, he says
again. Suidas calls him Theus ; and says that he was the
same as Arez, styled by the Arabians OFVQapr7 s, and so worshipped at Petra .-BRY3.\T, Analysis, i. 13.
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The resemblance of the name b7tirnm, in the Hebrew, to
Hermes and Hcr-ra or Horns, and its similarity of meaning, no
doubt caused its adoption, and made the Artificer who bore the
name the Hero of a legend which reproduces in a different
shape the ancient legends of a God or Hero slain and raised
from the dead . The Adepts of Hermeticisin framed the Master's degree, and incorporated in it the symbolism and mystical
meanings with the words and phrases that concealed them,
which had been received by them at the hands of those who
were the surviving custodians of the mutilated antique mysteries .
For in the only authentic account that we have of Khirum, he is not spoken of as an Architect, but only as an Artificer, and worker chiefly in metals . History gives no account
of his death, and it is not true that there are any traditions
concerning him. In fact there are no Masonic traditioizz . It is
not worth while to write fiction any longer on that line.
It is absurd to suppose that Khirum was selected as the Hero
without some good reason for it . There was no reason to be
found for it in his character or history . The whole legend of
his death was pure invention . The reason, therefore, is to be
found only in his name.
The Phoenicians, like the Hebrews, habitually embodied the
names of the Gods in the names of individuals . It was especially so as to the names of Prophets, Priests and Kings . In
the name of the Phoenician King were incorporated that of the
San, HI«cr or b7iir, and tl a Hindu ineffable word ; the whole
meaning, as Hermes and Horns vtE, the IPord or Logos, or the
Deity as Creator.
On the Temple of NTeith or Isis, at Sais in Egypt, was this
inscription : " I am that which has been, is, and will be ; and
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no one of mortals has ever lifted my veil : the fruit which I
hron ht forth became the Sun."
God is the Cause ; the Word, the Instrument ; and the Matter, the Material, the element of Creation .-DE WErrz, Bihl.
cwynt . 136.
TLe Monad is. there first, where the Paternal Monad sabSIStS.-PROCLtS in Eud ,l, ?i .
The Monad is extended, which generates Two .
In the whole world shines a Triad, over which a Monad
rules.-Chaldht-an Oracles, Danrnsriu •s in Parmenides.
The Egyptians esteemed the Sun to be the Demiourgos.
Cory, ?--_~7, from Chmrcmon. The Sun s the emblem of the Divine Intelligence, when it emanates to produce . This Divine
.bacon in Hermes and bhirum, is the L g s of Plato, the TTisirlom.
of Tesus, Son of Sirach, and Philo, the IT oed of St . John, the 11isdwa and Power of God mentioned by St. Paul. It was conceived
of in two wars, first, as in the Deity- and nnmanifested ; second,
as raring forth .front Him ; to create. This is the language of
Philander, in the Books of Hermes, Pimander bein ; the uurevealed Divine Intelligence, and conversing with Thoth, the
Divine Wisdom manifested . "I am Pimander, the Thought of
the Dirine Potency. . . . From this noise went out a noire :
it seemed to me the Voice of the Light, and The TT f;rd proceeded
oat of this 1 oive of the Light. . . . I am the germ of the
Thought, the resplendent Word, the Son of God . . . . What
thus sees and perceives in you is The Word of the frrstcr, is the
Thought, which is God tJie Father . TheT are not at all separated, and their union is Life . The Intelligence is God, having
the double fecundit'r of the two sexes, which is the Life and the
Light of the Intelligence ."
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Compare this with what John says (Epi.ct . i. I) : "For the
Life was manifested . . . . that Eternal Life (the Word)
which was With the Father, and was manifested to us ."
On a seal in Dr. Abbott's Egyptian Museum, in -New York,
is a representation of Har or Horus (the Divine Potency), with
the Lion's head, the ansated Cross in his right hand, a sceptre
in his left, and the Sun's disk, surrounded by the serpent
traeus, on his head_ Underneath is the word Ammonia, to the
creative God, or the Logos.
The Hieroglyphic of Har or Horus was his symbol, the
hawk.

In the funeral ritual (Gates o% Elysiurn, Ttrenty ;frrst Gerte),
Horus says, "I am Khem-Horus, the Defender of his father .
. . . . + My father Osiris has allowed me to overthrow all his
enemies. I have come as the Sun, justified, a blessed person
in the house of my father, Tam, Lord of Aunu (Heliopolis), the
0,-iris in the Southern Heaven . . . . I make the Plo nii
come forth to my words . . . . I have taken the Crown ."
Horus Arn~ris (Her Hur), Bunsen says, was represented as
a young God, with sceptre and life ; with the flagellum and
royal sceptre, sitting on a lotus flower that rises out of the
water ; with the hawk-head ; as the hawk and as the serpent
God.
These and similar representations are found in the oldest as
well as the latest Temples . He pours life and power over the
King His constellation was Orion . fs eyes were called the
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In Cophis he is represented by the side of

T-rphon, holding his genitalia. He is a new form of Osiris, as
the God of the natural Sun and of physical life. His birth
typified the Vernal Equinox.
There is no Eavptian derivation of Her, Horns, so satisfactory as the Pheenician and Hebrew Aur, Aur or Or, Light .
-Br_\s zx, Eyyjet's 1:Wacc, i r. 357.
Horns is the revealed, revealing mediating God of the Seven
Great Gods of the Osiris Circle. Therefore be is frequently
represented as the Eighth, conducting the barque of the Gods,
with the Seven Great Gods .--Brxszx, Egrtpt's ploc t, jr. 319.
We find the following in Goulianoff's Ar •clt•.: ologie Egyptien ne, iii. 315 et s%q .
" "We will nest cite what Plutarch states on the subject of
Horns, whose special symbol was the hank : ivrr de "t2po=, etc.
Horos is the movement and temperature of the ambient atmosphere, which preserves and nourishes all things .' And 1£lian
sans, z i. 10, speaking of Horns, ' W7iom the Egyptians regard as
the chief author of the production of grain and of all the fruitfulness of the -rear ."'
"The Hawk, therefore, symbolizes Horns, in so - far as this
mythical personage was, among others, the emblem of the temperature of the Air, which preserves and nourishes all beings,
and the special author of the fertility and abundance of Egypt ."
. . . Horapollo, i. 6, tells us that the Hawk symbolized the
idea God, on account of his fecundity ; and also the Air and
Sun ; allegories also stated by Eusebius, who, in his Erangelirnl
Preparation, Book ii. cit. ti., says, `They consecrate the Hawk
to the Sun, using it as a symbol of the Spirit as well as of
which results from the graphic
Light. The legend
T.
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elements of the Hawk, agrees with these data all the more,
because this mystic reading, as we bare before seen, designates the Spirit which governs the world here below, and the
Sun, under the equivalent epithets of .onion, .4inon-Rn, Anion_
Ghnoup1LS, Anion-R'aeph, &c ., the last of which is found on the
monuments, under the contracted form .menl , which includes
the name of K,tej.d,, Spirit, and Anion, The Sun.
" Pan, Mendes, Priapus, Amon, Amon-Cnouphis, Fneph and
Horns are all equally and alike symbolic personifications of the
Sun, the Great Demiourgos of the Egyptians
"Thus we read in the 4th Test of the Pantheon
The Demiourgos, the Eternal Light, the First Being
who brought to light the force of the hidden causes, is called
; and this First Creator,
Amon-P.a or Amon-Re (Amore-Sun)
the Demiourgic Spirit, proceeding to the generation of beings, is called Amon, and more particularly Mendes . This
Plate (1, 2, and 5,) represents the generative Demiourgos,
characterized in a special manner, and one which leaves no
room for uncertainty .'
"Stephen of Byzantium (De U , liu.s), at the words 17,rvo ;
zolt=, speaks in these terms of the statue of the God who was
adored at Panopolis : `There, he says, is a great image of the
God, habems reeet rum erect um . He holds in his right hand a
scourge, to stimulate the "Soon . It is said that it is an image
of Pan.' This is an enact and detailed description of the Generator .~mon, figured in our plate (3 a)."
" We here see, then, the image of the Great Deity, whom the
Greeks confounded with their Pan, because the Egyptians had
chosen for his emblem a goat, an animal which, according to
Hvr-Apollo, was the symbol of generation and fecundity ."
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"But the reading Kn3, deduced from the image of the Hawk,
also characterizes in this symbol, the allegorical properties of
Kneph, the Spirit that governs the lower world, of Amon
Kneph or Amon Chnouphis, the same as A mon-Ra or the Demiourgic Sun, whom Champollion identifies with Anion the Generator, the God Pan or Priapus, personified in the Goat lleudes .
of the Egyptians . W e add to this that the image of a Hawk
serves equally for the reading of the God Horns, who, again,
was only the Sun, or the Spirit that lights the darkness, personified in the obscene image of Priapus . This is what is said
by Suidas on the subject : `The image of Priapus, whom the
Egyptians call Horus, they make in the form of a man
holding with his left hand rd aidoio •
(veretrwa swim bdc)"ttum) .
For they consider that God
to be the Sun'-."
Bunsen says that neither Osiris iHes-iril, Isis nor Hor or
Horns, is an E,7,ptian name . He ascribes them - all to the Phcenicians or their ancestors, who, he thinks introduced them into
Egypt. Osiris, lie thinks, is the same as .-tsar, a Phoenician or
Ya-r
Syrian name of the Sun ; and Har, Her or H :- r, is
or h',- r, the Light .
Plutarch tDe Is. et Os. ?2), says that Honis is of a fair
or white colour, as Tupho was of a red, and Osiris of a -Uack
complexion. These are also the colours of the Hindu Trimurtti
Figure 135, PL ixviii, Guignaut's Creuzer, represents a
young Pharaoh, standing between Osiris and Hermes, who
pour the consecrated water over his head . Guignaut says
(Eryticyitiort 1es Planchcs, 33), "The hawk-headed God is Thoth,
the Great God, the Supreme Lord, as his legend, corrected, says, . .
y
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He is Hermes Trismegistos, ordinarily painted in blue .* The
Isis-headed God is Thi:,ut or Thouti . or Thoth, Lord of Me
Dirinne Scril.)tures. He is Hermes doubly great, painted in red,
and oftener in green ."
The winged globe was the Egyptian symbol of Thoth Trismegistos, or the first Thoth (Hermes), and of the world created in
Time, by the Divine out-speaking or Utterance, that animates it

I am of opinion, a learned Masonic scholar sacs, that the
Adopted Masons, existing in 1691, held Rosicrucian opinions,
and that the Free and Accepted Masons of 1717 were a Reformed Branch of the Adopted Masons .
Whence the Kburomitic )tasonrr is styled Blue. and in the old Lectures
we read . " Hare you seen your )faster, to.dar !" "I hare." "How was be
clothed!" " In bane snd gold." The Blue is the Skr : the Gold, the Sun light,
in which Mercury, in Greek ' Epan always is .
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There is no doubt that the true signification of many of the
symbols of Blue Masonry is to be looked for in the Books of
the Hermetic Philosophers, where, unfortunately, they are as
profoundly concealed as in Masonry itself
The picture on the preceding page is taken from a work
printed at Francfurt, in 1613, entitled, "Azotls, side Arrelirn
Occvlta , PI t7osopllorrm, Jlateriam Pcimam, et dcranlatru: Own
Lap dem PL :7osophorrm flits Hernretis, solide, perspicue et di7ucide
esplicanles."
This design is found on page 51, and precedes and belongs
to " JIateria Pr ima," by F. Bccsilius T'identinus, which follows it,

and which we here append, translated .

M3TERLA PRIMA.

I am a Dragon, poisonous, everywhere present, and to be
bought for the smallest price, that on which I rest and which
rests above me, let him who shall rightly investigate discover
in myself: My Water and Fire destroy and compound, from
my body thou mavest extract the green and red lion ; although
thou shalt not know me accurately thou destroyest five senses
with my fire. Premature poison issues from my nostrils, which
to very many causes death . Therefore, separate artificially the
Dense from the Subtile, unless thou art delighted with extreme
poverty. The Forces of Males, as well as of Females, and verily
those of the Heavens and the Earth, do I bestow upon thee .
Zndauntedly and with a lofty spirit niy mysteries are to be
managed, provided that thou desirest I should vanquish the
Force of Fire, in which affair very many have squandered their
estate and labour. I am the Egg of 'Nature, known to the
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Sages only, who, pious and modest, engender from me the
Microcosm prepared verily for me by God the Best and Greatest, although to very few (though very many in vain desire it)
given ; that of my Treasury they may benefit the poor, and not
fasten their affections on perishable gold . By the Philosophers
I am called by the name of Mercury, my husband is the (philosophical) gold, the old Dragon everywhere on the earth
present I am, Father and Mother, young and a*ed, most strong
and feeble, death and restoration, visible and invisible, hard,
soft, descending upon the Earth, and ascending to Heaven, the
Highest and the Lowest, the lightest and heaviest, in me the
order of nature is often inverted, in -colour, number, weight and
measure containing the natural Light, obscure and lucid, issuing
forth from Heaven and Earth, known and wholly none istent,
all colours glow in me, and all metals through the rays of the
Sun. The Solar Carbuncle, the most Noble Purified Earth, by
which thou shalt be able to transmute copper, iron, alloy of
silver and lead, or lead, into gold .

No doubt all of this has a meaning, but the whole of it is
not known to me . That of the word reUis, on the breast of the
double-headed human figure, I have not found.
No doubt the SymW is the key to the whole meaning . It
will be seen that the human figure has one body, with two
heads, of a man on the right and a woman on the left . The
.
Man's hand holds the Compasses, and the woman's the Square
These symbols, therefore, have in Masonry a Hermetic origin .
The Compasses evidently represent the Generative Potency
or Creative Energy of the Deity ; and the Square, the Produc3
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Capacity. The figure is Brahm Maya, Osiris-Isis . The
Square lays off and describes straight lines and right angles,
which belongs to the Earth, (supposed b y the ancients to be
a level),-to the Earth, which, impregnated by the Sun, produces ; and the Compasses describe circles, which belong to
the Heavens, from which the fructifying influences descend.
On the side of the Yale Head, to its right, is the Sun,
always the symbol of the Generative Energy
; and on the left
of the Female Head, the Moon,_ always the symbol of the Productive Capacity and the Female Nature .
.
In the middle, over the two heads, is the sign of Mercury
(Hermes Trismea stos or Thoth), " the Master of the Lodge,"
i. e. of the universe, of which the Lodge is a symbol . Below the
Sun and -loon are Mars and Jupiter, and below these, 'Venus
and Saturn.
On the winged Globe, under the Fire-breathing Dragon, are an
Equilateral Triangle and a Square, the former on the latter, with
the figures 4-3, indicating the number of sides of each . ""'hat
these figures mean, as composing 7, is taught in the 32d Degree .
The Book Pbnander or Pezrnandcr treats of the nature of
things and the creation of the World. It is not really the production of Hermes, but of a much later date ; but it is difficult
to distinguish what is ancient in it from that which is of more
recent origin. In the Male-Female Deity, who alone is All, and
incessantly gives birth to the always new productions contained
in its bosom, we find really an Egi-ptian Divinity .
In the first chapter, Pimander styles himself tile TTord of fl c
Lord, ,1n1 •o r lir+prnv, and says that the Mor•d has been engen.
dered from the Father* and God, from the Fire and the Spirit ;
and in chapter iiii., Mercury forbids the revelation of the doc-
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trine of Regeneration . It was probably written by an Egyptian
Gnostic, a disciple of Valentinus and Basilides.-Biz, : Ecole
Juice d'3lezandrie .
Ecrmec, who was almost the Christ of the Gnostics, was
known under two different forms, the Celestial and the Terrestrial Hermes . The former who alone was one of the Twelve
Great Gods, the second being one of the Ten of the Osiris
Order, is distinguished by the epithet Thrice Great (Trismegistcs), and a particular symbol (He is hawk-headed.) He is the
Superior Intelligence, emanated from the Supreme Intelligence .
He is the son of Amiin-Cnuphis, and the First of the SuperHeavenly Gods . He has his father's symbols (the Hawk and
Winged Globe), in common with him, and is his manifestation .
This God was the object of so eat- a -veneration, that his
name was not pronounced, but be was revered in silence . This
.name was Tet, Thot, Thoth, or ThCirth
The first Hermes, the Intelligence of God, had written upon
the mysteries of Divine Science, in the Sacred characters, books
that remained unknown to the men who lived after the deluge .
Touched with compassion for a race living without law, the
Creator, wishing to teach it that it had emanated from His
bosom, and to instruct it in the war that would bring it back to
Him, sent to it, upon this high mission, Osiris and Isis, accompanied by Thoth, incarnation, or earthly repetition of the First
Hermes. Thoth taught men, with the arts that embellish
existence, the knowledge and religious ceremonies that can lead
them back to the Heavens, and deposited this knowledge in a
collection of forty-two Books, which the Ea ptian Priests
study, in whole or in part, according to their rank.-M. rrEa,
Eistoire du G)ios-ticisme .

8
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Iamblichus calls Hermes `The God who presides over language,' saying, " and the Power who presides over the true
science concerning the Gods, is one and the same in the whole
of things. Hence our ancestors dedicated the inventions of
their wisdom to the Deity, inscribing all their own writings
with the name of Hermes ."
If," he sacs, "you should propound any philosophic inquire, we shall discuss it for you, according to the ancient
pillars of Hermes, which Plato and Pvthagoras ]new before,
and from thence constituted their philosophy .
"For the Books which are circulated under the name of
Hermes contain Hermaic opinions, though they frequently employ the language of the philosophers ; for they were translated
from the Egyptian tongue, by men who were not unskilled in
philosophy .-On the Mysteries."
Pythagoras, be says, passed twenty-two Tears in Egypt and
learned all the wisdom of the Priests, and was initiated in all
the Mysteries of the Gods. Taken prisoner by the soldiers of
Cambyses, he was carried to Babylon, and there studied with
the Magi. He called Hermes `the Wisest of all,' and `him who
gave arrangement to the human speech, and was the inventor of
words.'
Hermes or Thoth was the Great God, Lord of Sessennu,
Lord of Divine Fords, resident in Heshar. He speaks in the
Hermetic Books or Ritual of the Dead, and reveals the will of
the Gods and the mysterious nature of Divine things, to man.
His doctrine that all proceeded from Unity, was adopted by
Pythagoras, who was sometimes said to have been his son ; and
he taught that the Gods were not only in Heaven, but everywhere, and therefore could easily communicate themselves to
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their worshippers, and instruct them info their essence and worship. This sublime Communication (alluded to, as will be
-seen, by many of our words) which passed from Hermes to the
.,-ptian Priests, and from th€m to Greece, is the foundation
E
.
of the secrecy of religious worship, and its hidden sig*ni8cation .
In all the representations of TLoth, the God of Sessennn
iAshmunain) `the City of the Eighth,' he is always represented,
in conjunction with" the Seven Gods, as the one echo r •eteals 1,imTLoth (the ' rrord') i.~ the unity, which has Lecorae the Assistant, the Rerealer .-Br'xszx, i r . 3?3 .
setf

So the Phoenicians had the Seven Cabiri, and an Eighth,
Esmun.
And Tet, Gwv.~ or Hermes, was also the Serpent God, the
serpent being the symbol of Wisdom . T T signifies, in Egyptian, to speak, consequently speech, which is equivalent to
I-ligos, the Ward ,;• and Thoth is this same Revealing God of the
Spirit. In Phoenician it meant Serpent ; but this was a sTml.bolic meaning, for the symbol of the Serpent, as the searching
Spirit acting from within . pervades the whole of Asia . In
Egyptian, the word was written. hieroglyphically, ~; with a
hand and Serpent-BL-\. Ex, ir. 3.57, r. 5?1.
On the title-page of ` z th' is a tree on which are the Sun
on the right and the Moon on the left, on the two lower
branches ; above them, on two branches, Mars and Jupiter ;
above them, on two, Yen-as and Saturn ; and on the summit of
the tree, Mercury . On either side of the tree stands a Man,
giving a sign. One holds out his hand with all the fingers bent
towards the palm, except the forefinger . The other holds his
hand up, presenting 'the palm . Each makes the sign with the
right hand.
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Another (p. 49) represents Prudentia by a bust with three
male faces. Another (p. 60), a Sin,,, crowned, holding the San
in one hand and the moon in the other, and standing on a
thorny tree, with two branches, at the ends of which are flowers,
one seeming to be a rose and the other a lily .
Ud, in another (p. 661, a woman sitting on a fish with an
immense mouth, with a crescent over her head, holds a bow in
one hand, and on the other, which is held up, rests the end of
an inverted phallus . The principal Symbol is a Delta, having
its apex downward, in one upper corner the Sun and in the
other the Moon, and over these the words Aitima, 'Zpiritus.
In the lower angle, a Cube, with two stars on each side and
one below, and above the Cube the word Corpus . On this
Triangle is a double circle, enclosing the sentence, Tisita
Inferioea Terrce, PCrtincaildo liiuenies Occultism Lnpuddin . On
these circles is a seven-pointed star, on each ray of which is
.the sign of a planet. The ray of Saturn is black . In the centre
of the star an equilateral Triangle, apes downward, at the points
o . This triangle is drawn
of which are the characters
upon a human face, and two human legs project below the circle .
The face does not belong to these . Above the circle are wings .
In another :figure, the Sun is above the Crescent, almost in
its lap .
ill these figures have allusions to the Zarathustrian, Pvtbagorean and Hermetic doctrines of the issuance of the all
from. tnita-, by means of Generation and Manifestation . The
Hermetic axiom was ' Omnia ez Uno, O,mtia in L-70, Oninia ad
t num, Oinnia per V diiim, set Oirnia in Onniiillus. ' All things,/1'o01
One, in One, to One ,•' * all through a medium (the Pevealer or
Manifestation, Hermes), and all things in all .
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Gassendus thus explains the doctrine of the Rosicrucians .
When they teach, he says, that the Divinity is the Light, or
the Realization of Creation, displaced from the Beginning
to the End L(2) of the whole -risible or comprehensible frame,
the-r mean that the Divine Being is not possible or existent,
acior(ling to Human idea, unless `He' (~;;,1 or the `Original
Light,' is manifested or uttered forth in some special comprehensible other Light or form. The `Second' reflects the
Glory of the First Light, and is that in which the First displat-s
itself. This Second Light, or _4ni;nn llundi, is `Manifestation,'
the "Cord, or `the Sun as proceeding from the Father .' This
Synthesis is the Light, Breath, Life, Aura, or Holy Spirit It
is the Solar or Golden Aichemical Soul, which is the sustainment and perfection of everything . All lies between Hermetic
rarefaction and condensation,-the Mortal and the Spiritual
both .
Thoth or Hermes was the God of Wisdom . With the
Hebrews and Phcr- nicians, as we know, Wisdom (Hakemah)
was the creative Emanation of the Deity . Henues was the
name of the Deity ; because the T ery Got, the Deity unmanife teal, has no name .
Brrant (Jlytltokgy, ic. 3?6) says : The Egyptians acknowledged~two personages under the titles of Hermes and of Thoth .
The first was the most Ancient of the Gods, and the head of
all. The other was sled the Second Hermes ; and likewise
for excellence called Tp :a jueytoro ;, Trismegistus . . . . This
person is said to have been a great adept in mysterious
knowledge, and an interpreter of the rill of the Gods . He
particularly deciphered all that was written in the sacred language, upon the obelisks in Tern! Seriadic .l, and instructed
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the Egyptians in many useful arts . He -vas a greaf prophet,
and on that account was looked upon as a Dirinitr. To him
they ascribed the reformation of the Egyptian -rear ; and there
were many books either written by Lim or concerning him,
which were preserved by the Egyptians in the most sacred
recesses of their Temples, and held in high esteem .

The word Thoth, Jablonski sass, signifies a pillar . His
words (O pusc. i. 90) are : "The Egyptians ascribe to this Deity
the invention of letters, and of almost all the other sciences,
so that the word seems to be the name, not of any philosopher,
or even of a God, but of Science itself . But inasmuch as the
Sciences, formerly, and especially in Ea -pt, were inscribed on
columns, and whatever was so inscribed on columns was imputed to this Mercury or Thoth as the true author, I suspect
that Tboyth was really nothing else than
CUOX't,
that is, a column, on which memorable things, and especially
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discoveries in the more important sciences, were wont to be
inscribed."
Seth, it is said, engraved the knowledge of his father on two
columns, one of brick-, and the other of stone, and this column
of stone, Josephus says, was still to be seen, in his day, in the
Sirirliac land . Where that land was, unfortunatelT, be does
not inform us. In the works of Manetho, who lived three
hundred Tears before him, the same column is spoken of, as
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existing in the same land : and Manetho declares that he had
seen it ; but be says that it was engraved by the first Thoth,
in the sacred language and in hieroglyphs ; and that after the
deluge, the Son of the Second Thoth translated the inscription
into the language of the Priests and wrote it in saeerdntal
characters.
Buddha is . apparently, a very ancient generic name in the
Mrtholo_•y of the Hindus. It signifies learned, wise, exrell-_nt
and Superior Iutelli_enee ; it is even used to express the Sole
and Supreme Intelligence, God . Budh, in Sanskrit, means 'to
know, to think, understand, perceive .' Buddha, is its ptcple . of
the perf. pass., ` known, understood, knowing, a sage .'
Ancient monuments found in India decorate Buddha with
all the names given to Vishnu and to Krishna, his supreme
representative, between whom and himself there are sty ikin_
resemblances . He is, above all, called the God of Pity [as. in
the Hebrew, El-Ehanan], the dispenser of health [Beph-Adon,
in Phoenicia], and the Guardian of the human race .
As Surra, and represented with seven heads, in a llusion . no
doubt, to the seven planets, Buddha is the Superior Genius of
-Science ; as Dharma-lama, he is Intellectual Life, as the opposite of physical Life ; is the Symbol of Truth which is the Life
of Souls, of Virtue and of Justice, which maintain it Brahma,
Dhariua and Buddha have many characteristics in commonScience, Justice, Sanctity in the Truth,-these are the three
terms to which they correspond . The Egyptian Hermes or
Thoth), has all these characteristics, and is at once in the
Heavens, on the Earth, and in the Infernal Regions . The Hermes or Mercury of the - Greeks and Latins is Son of Mara, as
Buddha is.-Gt1Gxarr, Crevzer, ro?. i. 1xtrt i. pp. 2S6-291, ?f+'?
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An aureole encircles the bead of Buddha, and that of his
Mother, and it would be difficult to distinguish them, on the
Monuments, from Krishna and Devaki . Moreover Buddha.
symbol of Lemming and Wisdom, is almost always represented
in the - attitude of tcacliing, or in that of meditation ; and most
of his attributes relate to the Sciences, the invention whereof is
ascribed to him. In the palm of his hand and on his chest lie has
the Ma ric Square, divided into smaller squares . or the pentagon
in which are three triangles, and to him often are assigned
V
the Lin_a, the I oni, the Lotus, and the crescent of the Moon.
And it is worthy of note, Creuzer sacs, that in the symbolism
of the Pythagoricians, Hermes also bears the Square, as .loco;
' .~17)CL1'o ;, Infallible Reason . Damasc•i us says t .J cr. in Plufon.
Par mcn .l, 'LE, uoti ai ro rErpcrJ~w1 •~.~ . the Square is Mercury's .
--G t'ia_. t•oi. i. part i. 293.
Buddha, Maya, Brabm,-these are the whole religion of the
Brahmans, either in its germ, or, by a more natural return
than can at first blush be believed, in its highest development .
These are three symbols, bases of the Secret Doctrine, and presented under innumc cable aspects in the popular myths ; perhaps, even, it would not be difficult to refer them all to the
Lin_a and the Triinurtti, the two and mysteries of the
common faith . Oum, Br thm :i, Krishna, the ' double Rama,
Bu ddiha, Calki or Maidari, to allude to the most prominent
forms only, of this single Symbol, is the fruit of the junction of
the two creative principles, of c •i va-Vishnu, as well as of BralimMaya ; is the Son, par excellence ; is the Demiour os charged
-with the development of the primal creation ; is the T egenerator and the Regenerated ; is the world and man, at once ; is the
Logos or Ford Creatrim, descended and incorporate in matter ;
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is the physical Life and the intellectual Life, in their Union ; is
the Spirit, the Breath and the mystic body of Brahm ; is the
Medium or Mediator by which Salvation is effected ; the
Repairer and Destroyer ; that is to say, in the tree sense of
the Brahmanic doctrine, the resolution of Duality in Unity, the
return to God, and, morally speaking, the annihilation of the
ME, the absorption of all Form in Being, of all transitory Existence in the immutable Existence, of the phenomena in the
Substance.
The name of Buddha is now covered with a thick veil
among the Hindus ; of Buddha, identical with Krishna, with
Dhama-r1ja (Hermes-King), and with Brahma-0m .--GrIG\ .,
rd. .part i. 296, 306.
Horus, in the Egyptian Mythology, was 'The Shepherd of
the Peoples,' born of Osiris and Isis, the two Principles .
. Bunsen, Birch and
These names are all foreign renderings
others give as the real name of Horns, Her or Bar ; of Osiris,
Heshar or Ua.sar , and of Isis, Hesi or Uaci. Hermes ('£p,u7l )
is a Greek name. The real name of Thoth, Taaut or Thauth,
is given by them as Teti. Horus is also called AR, which they
render 'Assistant' It at once reminds us of A1eih a •sar 4hi1€ ;
' I am abstract Existence,' or 'that which Is .'
If, as Bunsen thinks, the names of Osiris and Isis came from
Phoenicia to Egypt, it is equally probable that Her or Ear was
the Phoenician Ehir or h71%(r, from the Persian, the same with
the Hindu Dharma, and the Greek Herm',-s .
Plato says that the tnirerse is the Son of Thought, the
Father, and Matter, the Mother ; and in Egypt the Divine Intelligence, personified as Pimander or Pcemander, calls Himself
'The Thought of the Power Divine .' Har or Her is the Soul of
the World.
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Manetho relates that Sesostris, on his return through Africa,
entered the Sanctuary of the Oracle, saying, " Tell me, 0 thou
Strong in Fire, who before me could subjugate all things, and
who shall, after me?" But the Oracle rebuked him, savin_
" First, God, then The II -ord ; anti with them, The SpI, it."
Aped _Valal., lib. i. ch. In

One of the most interesting ruins in the world is the vitrified
brick edifice which crowns the summit of B :rs \imrtid, a
mound in the alluvial plain below the ruins of Babylon, and a
little way from the Euphrates . Benjamin of Tudela, in the
twelfth century, regarded it with reverence as part of the Tower
of Babel.
Sir Henry Pawlinson, ascertained, by excavations, that the
structure consisted of sis distinct platforms or terraces, each of
which teas about 20 feet in height, and 42 feet less horizontally
than the one below it . The whole were so arranged as to constitute an oblique pyramid, the terraces in front being 30 feet
in depth, while those behind . were 12 feet, and at the sides 21
feet each . On the sixth story stands the vitrified mass, which
was the Sanctum of the Temple . Built into the corners of the
stories were cylinders, of - ebuchadnezzar (\abu-buduri-tzur)
designating the whole structure ` The Stages of the Seven
Spheres of Borsippa.' Each story was dedicated to a Planet,
and stained with the colour peculiarly, attributed to it in the
works of the Sab2an Astrologers, and traditionally handed
down to us from the Chaldxans . The lowest stage was coloured
hack, in honour of Saturn ; the second, orange, for Jupiter ; the
third, red, for Mars ; the fourth, yellow, for the Sun ; the fifth,
green, for Venus ; the sixth, blue, for Mercury ; and the Temple
was probably white for the Moon .
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The record on the cylinders, as read by Rawlinson, states
that, " the building named the Stages of the Seven Spheres,
which was the wonder of Borsippa, had been built by a former
King," who had raised it to a height of 4 cubits, but had not
completed the superstructure. It had f.•i llen into decay, anti
- abu-Kuduri-t zur repaired and completed it
Borsippa was the City to which Alexander the Great retire( L
when warned by the Chald can Priests not to enter the CitT
from the East.
The seven stories of different colours explain the account of
the seven-coloured walls of the city "of Ecbatana, in Media,
described by Herodotus . The structure was a Temple, dedicated to the Heavenly bodies, in which the Chaldxan Saves
studied the movements of those bodies .-LoFrrs, To*arels he
C &ddcra and Susiann, 2S-32

Herodotus says that the walls of the City called Agbatana
(in the inscriptions, Hac-matan), were of great size and strength,
rising in circles one within the other, each out-topping the one
beyond it, and there being_ seven in all, the outer one white, the
second black . the third scarlet, the fourth blue, the fifth orange,
and the sixth and seventh coated respectively with silver and
gold.-R . wLL'SON, He rod. i. 241 .
Nizami, in his poem of the Heft Peiher describes a Sevenbodied palace, built by Bahr . m Cur, dedicated to the planets,
of seven colours, the same as those assigned to each br Loftus ;
green being the hue applied by the Orientals to silver . Rawlinson gives a picture of Bars -imr:d, at p. ?42, vol. i.
The God to whom this Temple belonged, was Nebo or
1 abu, the Assyrian Mercury . The identification of this Deity
with the Planet Mercury is proved, both by the books of the
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Mendeans and by the Calendar of the Sabmans of Harran, in
which the fourth day of the week (Dies Jlercurii) was named
Neh k, with the guttural termination that was so often added
after a long vowel.
He was " the holder of the sceptre of power," ` the God
who teaches or instructs,' `Inspector over the Heavens and
the Earth, Possessor of Intelli`ence, Lord of Lords who has no
equal in power, the Sustainer, the Supporter ; the Lord of the
Constellations .' He was the DeitT of learning or letters . In
the Mend .pan books, he is called The Scribe ; and it is to him
are to be referred the traditions of the Babylonian Hermes,
reputed author of the Chald .-can Oracles .
A more full description of B :rs -imrc d is given by Pawlinson (H-rv7. ii. 5S0) .
The number seven has always been a sacred and mystic
one.
It owed this, probably, at first, to the Seven Stars of trsa
Major, the Great Bear, two of which always point to the -North-Star ; and which, in that high northern region near Samareand,
which was the cradle of our Great Arran race . rose hi`h in the
Heavens, and, never setting, described its etrrual circle with
an-varying re` nlari ty.
Afterwards an additional sanctity was ascribed to it, because
the Planets, as they were then termed, -were Seven in number,
-the San, the Moon, Mercury, 'Mars, Tenus . Jupiter and
Saturn . All these were regarded as PersoniSeations or Angels
of the Deity. Each had its Genius or Archangel . These
Spirits were ' the Malachim of the Ph:cenicians, the Cabiri .
We may, without entering the realm of the improbable,
imagine that we behold the ancient Sage stretching forth his
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hands to the Stars, and praying, in the words of a poet of the
first order
Look down upon us from Tour spheres of Light,
Bright ministers of the In%iAible !
Before whose dread Supreuiacv, weak man
Dare not appear. For what are we-earth-worms,
That the All-Holy One to us should stoop
From the pure Sanctuary where He dwells,
Throned in eternal Light? But ye His face
Behold, and in His presence stand, and His commands obey .
Who in Tour burning chariots path the Heavens
In ceaseless round-Saturn and mighty SolThough absent now beyond the ends of earth,
Yet hearing human prayer-Great Jupiter,
Venus and Mars and Mercury-oh ! hear,
Interpreters divine, and for Tour priest
Draw the dread veil that shades the days to come .
ATEEBSTO\ .

The connection between the Planets and certain metals is
mentioned br Origen (lib . ri. c intia Celsum), as acknowledged
by the Persians, in the mysteries of Mithra, to intimate the
passage of the Soul through the seven spheres of the Planets
of which spheres a ladder with seven rounds was the symbol.
There was a scale of seven gates made of the seven planetary
metals .
Julius Firmicus Maternus sass : The five stars (Mercury,
Venus, -Mars, Jupiter and Saturn), and also the Sun and Noon,
sustain man by a fiery and eternal agitation, as if be were a
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lesser world, so that the animal made in imitation of the -world
-night Ix. governed by an essence in like wise Divine .
The Heretic ideas as to the creation of the Universe, were
tlie,-c of I'hilo Jud ;eus.
If Got] remained always concealed. in the darkness of His
inrifable antl inaccessible nature, any communication between
the Creator and the creature would be impossible ; the human
lietelligeucr, even assisted by the Divine Grace, would never
attain unto the Divine . God has not meant that this should be
not lwinn able to raise the Soul to the height of the infinite
Nature, Hr ,lr .scends towards it and manifests Himself to its
,., •r ntinv . The Scripture says that God has shown Himself to
t ho Sage, -andl not that the Sage has seen God . In this revelation, God does not discover to a human eye His Invisible
. He shows him only His Image, His Word .
tare
The ancients compared the Deity to that source of Light,
fr, , mn which the light flows : not an ocean from which a part of
ttsrlf flows or flashes out, but a substance of which the visible
t .i ;lit is an effect or manifestation . Of the substance itself
there could be no cognition . It was but a somewhat unknown .
r%vu Fire, t .kgui) of which Flame, Heat and Light are effects
„r manifestations, is but a name . Combustion, Burning, is but
„ Chemical operation, and the Mature of all these, even of heat
„1e,i Light, like the nature of Electricity, is as utterly unknown
t ., u ; now ns it was to the ancients.
The utmost effort towards cognition of Deitr that we can
,,,,eke is to say that it is a Spirit, Elm a human Soul, known to
,,,, a4 a soul is, by its manifestations. But we have as little
, ,1,. .li t to compare God to a human Soul, to conceive of It as
,, •ie .mbling a Human Soul, as we have to compare It to the
u
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substance of Light or to the self of Electricity . A Soul is as
much a creature as these are . We can absolutely have no conception or idea at all, of what the Deity Is, nor even attribute
Existence to It, in any sense which that word can have to us .
Though the theory of Philo in regard to the Word contains
many elements borrowed froth Platonism, it must be considered
as aa natural and necessary development of his theological doetrine . The principle that is supreme over this whole theory is,
that Jehovah is retired in the impenetrable profundities of His
essence. The rabalah declares that the Z ere God has ;,o name .
Seeing the action and works of the Deity, we accept them
as evidence, not only of His purposes and designs, as those of
an Intelligence, but of His affections and sentiments as a moral
being. We thus assign to Him in :;enuitT, design, intention,
and also beneficence and wisdom, with the meaning which those
words have to us, when applied to our own nature . But
always the question arises, how can the action and works of the
Creator be evidence of the possession by Him of the faculties
and sentiments, the passions and impulses, the calculation and
contrivance and wisdom, with which He has endowed His creatures? Might we not as reasonably argue, that because we only
see by means of our eves, and bear by means of our ears, the
Deity can know what we do and say, only by means of the same
senses
We speak of the Force of Attraction, of the Force of Gravitation, of the Force of Magnetism, which directs the needle to
the pole . We know the action, effects and results of those
Forces, and can formulate the laws of their action ; but what
are the Forces tlicms rrs ? Is a Force Matter, or Spirit? We
must confess that every Force is "retired in the impenetrable
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profundities of its essence ." We know its manifestations only .
Might we not with as much reason impute personality to "a
Force, as to the Deity ?
How, then, explain the creation of the world? How explain
the communication of God with created beings, otherwise than
through a Mediator? The 'Cord is precisely this Mediator .
Philo represents it as the outer (or uttered) Ford (?oyfx
Tpuq•opvio :), the Image, the Countenance (Tpd6wzov) of God ;
that is to sar, as the manifestation of the potencies concealed
in the bosom of the Supreme Principle, Jehovah . Only he
does not admit that the Word itself is the perfect and complete
representation of the potencies of God . He considers it as only
the Shadow of the Divine Light . As first manifestation of the
Divine potencies, the 'Ford is the First-born, the first Archengel, of God : as the ideal type of human nature, he is the
perfect man, the Celestial Adam. In this latter title is contained the principle of a great doctrine, to wit, the Incarnationof the Word of God, in the human form .
Upon this important point it will be well to quote Philo's
own words
"Why did God say, `I have made man after the image of
God,' as if He meant another God, and not Himself? In effect,
it is not the Supreme God, Father of the tniverse, whom a
mortal being can resemble, but a Second God, who is His Word .
For the Intellectual type in the Sort of man must be an
imprint of the Divine Word, because the God who is before
the Word is superior to any intellectual nature ; wherefore
nothing Mortal can resemble the God above the Word, who
dwells apart in the most excellent essence ."
Another decisive passage is : "I have heard a disciple of
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Moses ( : ra'zps 7') pronounce this oracle : `Behold the man
whose name is Orient (avcrrulrl)'- a strange appellation, if it
was meant to speak of man composed of a soul and body . But
if it was said of that incorporeal man who contains in .himself
the Divine Idea, it will readily be admitted that this name
Orient is that which is most appropriate ."
So, as Philo viewed it, the Ford, which, in respect of God,
is the image of the divine Potencies, becomes, in respect of the
creature, not the vague and universal type of created things,
but specially the type of the intellectual nature, and consequently of human nature, in so far as it is intellectual Philo
not only conceived the principle of this great doctrine, which
was to be the basis of Christianity ; be also perceived its moral
consequences . If the Divine Word is the type of Humanity, He
is its Father, and all men are His sons, by imuiediate filiation .
They are sons of the Word, before being children of God .
The Word, with Philo, is at once the type of the Thought
and the organ of the Power, of God the Creator ; He causes
things to live, at the same time that He causes them to be : He
constructs and animates the universe . God alone creates ; the
Word only concurs in the creation. It is God alone who creates ; but His creation is limited to an act of the will . He wills
that the world be, and re-enters into His repose, leaving to the
Word the care of accomplishing His will For the rest, the
Divine will is a fruitful potency ; to will, for God, is to produce .
It is evident that Philo did not confine himself to the doctrine of Genesis, and that he conceived of the work of God as a
true creation, as a real making (hr1oz ;). This doctrine, more
Oriental than Hebraic, was already contained, in the germ, in
the Books of the Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus . It was necessary,
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Philo sass, " that to make what is better brilliant by contrast,
the worst should be also engendered by the Power and Goodness of this Divine Cause, which is God." But here is a phrase,
which leaves no doubt as to the nature of the Divine Creation
God, in causing things to be born, not only made them visible,
but produced that which before did not exist ; he is not only the
Architect of the Universe (87i,uzoupyo=), but also its Creator ."
God is therefore, according to Philo, the `Creator,' in all the
force of the word. He does not merely arrange the Universe,
as a simple Drmiourgos ; he products it, he esp1-es .~rs it, in its
eutirety, not from nothing, but from Himself : in a word, he
!gels it, and ma-es it within Hiniscdf -No test reveals, in the
books of Philo, the least idea of creation ex nilsz7o . Creation is
not a transitory and momentaneous thing, according to Philo ;
it is a necessary and perpetual act of the Divine Power . God
produces incessantly, because His nature is to produce, as the
nature of Fire is to burn . Evidently, whatever tradition Philo
followed, lie came much nearer, in his theory of creation, to the
Oriental doctrine of Emanation, than to thee ideas of Genesis .

JCBELtt, JCBELO, JrBELj

.

ABIP.AM, AxIROP, ABrBU.,
PolivEL, HoBHE1, Gcrns, GRAVELOT, OrrzP.Frr, ScHzEFrti
The first three names should be thus written
Tn bal a
Y u bal o
Tn bal Cam
incor;' is, in compound words, such, for example, as
rectly rendered Joel ; ,;\ ~', Jelioach ; =\ i', Joab, the name of

I
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Baal, abbreviated, as in
God
', abbreviated. ~~ is
.Tar. rlri. 1, Jc,-. 1. 2, li. 44, and Dan. sii.
Thus we have, first, 3%:d-i"aj, male-female, the Hebrew
Deity ; Second, Boal or Ed. the Tvrian or Pliceniciau Deity,
coupled with the former as Tar-D(il, with the terminations
affixed A, 0, and U'-)I.
The words Jatulunr, JchaLulum and Guibulur,i exhibit like
combinations.
Abieain, is a proper name, in Yunih . =ri. 1-12, zzri.
Geseuius gives its meaning as Paler
19, 1 Sings, zri. 34.
,5tliiiudinis, Potent, Strong r -Noble Father, Master or Chief :
meaning strong, able . potent, noble ; and _ or _N1
high, lofty . But there is nothing appropriate in this derivation
and interpretation.
')'_N also means a Chief or Prince, Leader, Ps. lzriii. 31,
I Sarn. zzi. S, and contumacious or perverse, Z.vi. zlri . 12. And
one meaning of ; i'_
amah or anflt, is 'terror,' and another, `the
populace .' So that the word mar have been used to mean
Rebellious Chief, a Leader of the Populace, by those who srnibolized Charles L by Khur-Om ; and it could, not inappropriately, be used to designate the Lord Protector, Cromwell .
ALi-bal,
whace falher is Baal : Son of Baal, equivalent for a Hebrew, to ` Child of the Devil,' or `Child of Sin .'
.
Ak rop : =1t ;;, Akarab, a scorpion, or scourge
Rornrel, is evidently an anagram for Cromwell, whose name
we find written in the .French Rituals, Crornvel.
The Earl of Essex, who was the first Parliamentarian General,
and deemed by the Royalists a Traitor to both his King and
his Order, was a Hertford ; but the Bobuns also were of his
ancestry, and the arms of Boliun were quartered on his shield
-with those of Hertford . Hobhcn is but an anagram for Lohun .
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reversed, is To7e arg, and may hare been intended
for _1iyyk•, especially if written Grarik1, there being only the
change of i into v, which is really the same letter.
Of the Marquis of Ar_yle, in 1645, lie then sitting with
the Commissioners front Scotland, Clarendon says (Hist. qr•
1«1•. lli:, B-A.- ix.), "He abhorred all thoughts of pace, and
that the King should ever more have the Goverumeut, towards whose person, notwithstanding the infinite obligations
he Lad to him, he had always an inveterate malice ; " and in
1G47, the Scottish Commissioners sent to Charles I . imputed
his delivery to the Parliamentary troops, by the Scotch, "to
the malice and power of the 'Marquis of Argyle, and to his
credit and authority in the Council and in the army."
Grins : This is evidently a French misspelling of Gibbs .
For whom it was intended, I hare not been able to ascertain .
Perhaps for Goffe, one of the re= cides ; perhaps for Montage,
Earl of 'Manchester, a Parliamentarian General .
Yalml, from `; _', `flowed forth cohioncly, and impetuousir, ' meant `rain, flood, outlpouringg, outflow, a rlv-r or stream .'
labul-uln or Yabul-ow . meant `outflowing
So that L.
or emanation from Om .'
The Carthaginians had a God 1'ul.,ad (Jubal) . The name
given him by Polybius (vii . 9, 2, 3), in the Treaty between
the Carthaginians and Philip of Macedon, is Iolaus, who is
mentioned in the Greek Myth as Heros, to-ether with Hercules. Esculapins is said to be "the Fairest of the Gods ;"
and so we read in a Phcenician inscription, Yu-Baal [`'~
i. e . Beauty of Baal, which Movers ingeniously interprets
.£sculapius .~mun-Tuba' .-Bt,sE., Egypt's Place, 'ir. 257 .
GP.tvELOT,

i
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31AHiBOS

3io

BON-

MkCHBE_1 NCH.

Bro . Albert G . Mackey derives the first of these three words
from three Hebrew words, N Ma,
Jut, and
I mch,
and these he renders, "What! is this the Builder?"
A11 manner of etymological feats may be performed in the
Hebrew tongue, without the slightest diEcultc . Fords in it
have the most incomprehensible variety of often opposite meanings ; an ignorance of the real difference in sound between ; ,
and
and p . ` and and ~, xz and y, and of the true
sounds of several of these, and of others of the letters, with
the uncertainty as to what vowel-sounds are to be supplied,
whereby one is never sure whether the same written series of
words is really the same word or another, afford the widest
field for adventurous speculations and plausible derivations in
etymology.
:, Cladd. id grrrd febr . .77-1, quid? et citra uderrogalionein,
And ; he says, is an interrogative pronounn, g enerally used
in regard to tbiag_,~ , as '= is of persons : quid ? in direct interrogation, as `what bast thou done?' and the various other modes
in which the pronoun what may be used. It is also an indefinite and a relative pronoun, and an adverb of interrogation,
.,w great ?
Mi,ercforc ? 11'h,,? how? 7,

Lee and - ewman give the same meanings, rendering \" ,
w1.d, that icltich . And Lee's grammar designates
who ? and
what?
:,
as they are designated in the dictionaries, that is,
as interrogative, and occasionally indefinite pronouns .
is not an exclamation, `hat! How! ' or the
Thus ,;
like, as it has to be to make Bro . Mackey's interpretation good.
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Lo! Erlold ! In Chaldaic the same ; or also, t1ix, t7 (it.
Gen. zlrii. 43, E_- r. v . 43, Danm ii. 43, iii. 25. \ew •m an, Gesenius and Lee give only, as meaning, Lo! Bclold! Ecre .'
is the definite article, Me : and if
be elision from
1,alKncl would mean Me builder.
hnele means builder,
But I cannot find that -, ;Z ought to be read I' ch, but
rather Lanalr : nor that, it has the meaning of Lm7der. It is a
verb, not a noun ; and means he build&, and it is bu :7ded.G esr-sit S \ewman gives the meanings, to build, to be b 0t ; and
is a structure,
Lee, bf,Rt, erected, & u7t z-h, 1ec •c une built. While
building, cf•c.
JIuct or Jla7ab, means, s&-d, or progeny of the Father.
From the Father.-\zw Lc . Is there in the
--GEscnS
substitute for the True Word, that is, the true \ame of Deity,
an allusion to the substitution of the IT'ord, the Son the First1,egotten, the Only-begotten, as the Creator, instead of the Father
or Very God, who ha no name, manifested in the Son, in His
creative aspect ?
What if both the French and English words conceal, her7'drd
in each, the TRr'E WORD ; as the Father is in the Son, God in
every manifestation of God . •
1IaxAB ON . MtABos.
If we reverse the letters of the latter word, we obtain \obAt1I, ,; . N6b means, '11,i-err out s1iexts, hrodl uc!d as fruit,
bicrea'
d;' and spoken of the mouth, `Lduy fortl, utter :' in ChalnIJJ, ` fruit, produce.'
daic
The most conclusive objection to the conjecture of Bro . •.
Mackey, is, that he makes the 'word to consist of four syllables ; whereas it is a word of three . He does not reproduce it, but another and a different word . In my opinion, the
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Substitute or cotrring Word was of three syllables, in order to
hint to the Initiate that the True Word was also triliteral ; and
Jlualr.%n, reversed gives l~b.~ UJI, while 1laliaboneh reversed
would give only nonsense .
don or On [the name of the City called by the Greeks,
Heliopolis], means `robustness, strength, vigour, vires, the ;rile
easi(1c 1t'aun, the first fruits
capacity and ener,,' (1 ;\,-,
of his virility, i . e. The First-born) : `Power, Wealth, Fertility ;
Powerful, Vigorous, of great capacity for generation .'
would mean ProThus Muab-aun ~i 3 e:r-- g geny, Issue, or Emanation from the Potent Father, or, the abundantly generative Father, i . e. the Divine Generative Infinite
Energy .
reversed, is "ub-Aunt ; and 1lalial on
Jlualron
reversed, is lob-a1am. But there is no Hebrew
word that can be read ah'lm .
I think that the French word is correct, and that the
English word is corrupted, or has been purposely changed for
Aunt
more complete concealment, still keeping one letter of
in each syllable, -while in JIuaZon they are all in one .
It is to be remembered that the Sanskrit, and other Arran
languages, except the Zeud, are read from left to right, and the
Hebrew, Phoenician and Samaritan from right to left . In the
transfer of words from one ancient language to another, reversal of the letters is not uncommon. The Persic word for head
is Sar, which became Pas in Arabic and Hebrew and Ryas in
~Ethiopic. In Arabic, Kid meant rule, regulation, justice, kc .,
and in Greek with ,i added became Dik~, justice . 0,16m, in
Coptic, is a crown, and, became Jldoch in Phoenician and Hebrew .
In Hebrew and the other Semitic languages, Lab was the heart ;
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in Chaldee, Bad meant the same . Rama in Sanskrit is the Deity
of Love . Reverse(L it became in Latin .Amar and Amor. From the
Sanskrit Di)xzka, `inflaming' (often written, Sir William Jones
says, Dipuc), we have the name of the God of Love, C?,)-dd.
Dilxikci was one of the names of Rama, the God of Love . And
so we find the Ineffable Hindu word included and concealed
in the Substitute,-the Ford which it required the three, Salonioh, Khur-om the King and Khur-om the Artificer, to communicate ; and that it means that which One produces, brings
forth, utters,-again the II'ord Creative, the Only-Begotten. It
is also curious that the word Om occurs in each of the names ;
of which Salomob is from ;` :1 , Salami, `peace, salvation, perfection, retribution, and complete, -safe, absolute, perfect,' also
' iicteg itas, i ncdu3nitas ;' that word being from ,;`,~;, 'was safe,
secure, &-c- ; to enjoy freedom or ease .'
Thus L;t;*; is the Peace, Perfection or Salvation, of Om .
ur, means white, a window, opening or aperE,
And
ture ; a hole through which the white light appears (Newman .)
Ebur-om, therefore is the opening through which the
Divine light of Om, cmaratilig .fro ;n the Deity, 1m.Sfs, to create.
In the Kabalah we read, of the Emanation or outflowing of
the Divine Light from the Emanative Principle, as Sephiroth
or Manifestations and Potencies, that this Light is extended
into the Sephiroth, by the mode of a window or aperture
But from Kether to Hakemah it is communicated 2.%-r modimri
fcniestrar, if I may so speak. But the opening which extend :
from Kether to Hakemah (Wisdom), is greater than that from
Hakemah to Binah (Intelligence or Understanding) . For that
radiation which flows forth from Ketlier, to become the ambient and internal Light of Hakemah, rejoices with a greater
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Light than that radiation which goes forth from Hakemah, to
circle around in and fill Intelligence . And in this respect the
symbol
of a window is used-"-Introductio in Lliirum Sohar.
r
ACE-BEN- is a word found in the French work.
M
H
.C

The simpler the derivation, the more likely it is to be right,
of the words taken in Masonry from the Hebrew . I find the
following
Makh-,a, covering, concealment, hi din g-place, Lee ;
Aqui7a, lcpv :rrcav :rvfi'pa : Symmachus, a inoxpvip7j : latibulum,
hiding-place, Geseniu. .
_'lakah ; struck, smitten, hounded, struck down, killed.
In compound words, such as proper names, the final ,; is
often dropped . 1nd on the continent of Europe, v~ is represented by e.
Thus we obtain, in the simplest manner possible,
; _,
Inn
fal- ,ennk, the place of concealment of the murdered one ; i e.
the place where the body of the murdered one was hidden .

L=os : said in the old Rituals to mean a baiustra&.
But the Dictionaries give no such word, with that meaning
Ziz, means `Abundance, Riches, Strength, Power ;' and
on, added, gives the meaning of `great abundance.' also,
I
`what moves, movable.'
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THE Hebrew letter _, perhaps for the preposition _,

nial', iieen, "from, " pronounced ;itd before consonants, is an

inseparable prefiied particle, baring the meaning "from, out
of."-L<•e, lleb. Grantm ., 1,
"h ") is the definite article " the ; " ::\ t. d?:~, " father ; "
(hab), "The Father ."
represented in our translation by i'n (as the Hindu
aum is b y 6m), in the translation of the LXX, D means
"jacultas, Tires,
and especially robur ririlis, and vis
genihj/LS ." "capability, virile energies, rigor," especially the
virile rigor and generative
(rdsit/' h'vi,), "the first-fruits of genital rigor." In Latin veres
meant "the testicles."
."--Vzrman . " Virtue,
strength, power of generation
manhood, weal th."-Lce
In Genesis slis., 3, Tisrael calls Reuben
(ra-cith a'rni or Cm), " the first-fruits of my ririlitT or power
of procreation."
In Job il., 16,
(a unit or %,)iu b'sariri
t'ton :1*\, "leis genital rigor is in the ligaments, nerves, muscles,
or chords, of his belly," said of behemoth or the hippopotamus .
The fire first verses of the Erangel according to St Jobn
are, as translated in the common version
In the beginning -was the "Cord, and the Word was with
92a
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God, and the "Word was God. The same was in the beginning
with God. All things were made br Him, and without Him
was not any thing made that was made : In Him was Life,
and the Life was the Light of men . And the Light shineth
in darkness, and the darkness comprehended it not .
In the Greek, the first phrase is E" apXyj >>>•
en
arche cn ho Logos . E3 "in, on, at." .4pryj, "be ginning,
origin ; first principle, element ; sovereignty, dominion, empire, realm ."
.loyoc, from Afyw, "to say, speak, utter," meant "a saying, speaking, utterance, outward expression of thought" ;
not "a word" in the grammatical sense, as the mere name of
a thing, a single word, but the saying, an oracular response, a
divine revelation, speech, discourse, the power of the mind
which is manifested in speech, reason (Plato), Thought as the
Uttered Reason, the Utterance of the Divine 'Wisdom .
In v. 1, we find rd C)FOv, is the God ;" and SE6,, "God,"
without the article. 7.4 pr' is without the article "the ."
TIpo; rdY C Ed' ( pros ton Theon) . The preposition epos
meant " toward, to, upon, with, in ."
(.iron, rendered by "the same," means "thi .~;, this one ."
EyivErO, aorist of yiyvoppat, does not mean " made," but
" to come into being, to be born, to be or become by birth, to
be, simply to occur, arise, happen ."
1Tcvpts, rendered by "without," is "separately, asunder,
apart, by one's self, besides, except, without, independent of,
separate from ."
KerrAnflEr, aor. of xcrraXapldrrv, is "to seize upon, lay
hold of, occupy, apprehend, comprehend, bold down, keep
under, check, put an end to, stop, bind."
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More accurately translated, the verses mean
"In the beginning the Logos existed, and the Logos
existed in the God, and God was the Logos . This one was
originally in the God . The ill-things became through ior,
out of i Him, and independently of Him became not one that
became . In Him Life was, and the Life was the Light of
mankind ; and the Light shines in the darkness, and the dark .
ness hath not confined it"
According to Philo, the Jewish Philosopher of Aleiandria,
who was born before Christ and outlined him, " the Supreme
Being, Primitive Light, or Archetype of Light, uniting with
'Wisdom, the Mother of Creation, forms in Himself the types
of all things, and acts upon the Universe through the Word
(Logos), who dwells in God, and in whom all the powers and
attributes of God develop themselves" The Logos, according
to the Gnostics, manifested in the Creation the hidden divine
essence. From the Highest tnitT all existence has emanated,
and to it strives to return . God, too profoundly concealed in
His very self to be within the reach of the senses or intellect
of men, displays Himself, the invisible in the visible, in the
Universe, by an intelligence emanating from Himself
The Logos is, according to Tatian, the creative utterance,
manifestation of the Divinity, emanating from the Thought of
Spirit ; according to Foetus, the first utterance ~f the Father ;
The Only Begotten.
The Logos, or out-speech of the Thought of God, the
expression of that Thought, the Divine Intellect manifesting
itself, was the Creative Agent of the Unknown Father . The
Divine Trinity, according to Zarathustra, was the Deity,
Source, and Essence of Life and Light ; the Divine Intellect
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in the Deity ; and the Divine Intellect manifesting itself as
the human understanding .
The later philosophies and religions made the Word the
Demiourgos, the Creative Energy of the Deity, acting and manifesting itself, and being the Source and Origin of all that is .
This First-born or First-begotten is declared by Paul in
the Letter to the Christians at Rome, i. 4, to be "the Son of
God by severance, in potency, from the Spirit of Holiness "
(Cpcnta Mainvu, the White or Fruitful Divine Mind or Intellect, of Zarat .h ustra ) . He was the Creative Agent, Preserver,
and Animating Principle of the Universe . " God was in Christ,"
Paul said to the Corinthians . " God who created all things br
Jesus Christ," he said to the Ephesians. "Who is the image of
the invisible God," he said to the Colossians, "the firstborn of
every creature ; for by Him were all things created, that are
in heaven, and that are on earth, risible and invisible, . . .
all things were created by Him and for Him, . . . and He
is before all things, and by Him all things are united together.
In Him dwelleth all the plenitude of the Deity bodily ."
The writer of the letter to the Hebrew Christians sacs
" God bath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son,
by whom also He -made the worlds, . . . the
brightness of His glory and the express image of His person,
the First-begotten : ". and John said, in his first Epistle : " the Life was manifested, . . . that eternal Life
which was with the Father, and was manifested unto us .
God sent His only-begotten Son into the world, that
we might live through Him, . . . the Father sent the
Son, the Saviour of the World"
"He was the true Light,'' it is said in the Gospel accord-
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ing to St. John. "which linliteth every man that cometb into
the world." So, according to the dogma of Zarathustra,
Vobu-mane, "Intellect of being," is Cpruta Mainvu, the
Divine Intellect manifesting itself in Humanity as the Human
Intellect or understanding, and author of all good thoughts,
good words, and the ancient prayers .
" He was iu the world, and the world was made by Him,"
it is said in the same Gospel, "and the world knew Him not ."
" The only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the
I proceeded forth and came from God ." Jesus
Father."
said : " before Abraham was, I am. . . . I and the Father
are one. . . . The Father is in me, and I am in Him."
Philo calls the Logos, " First-begotten of God ."
The "Cord, the Gnostics said, is the Light of Light, having
the three primitive forces of the Divinity, Light, Spirit, Life.
He is the Adam Kadmon of the Labalah, who reveals himself
in the Ten Sephiroth, the personified Potencies or Attributes
of the Deity .
The TRUE FORD of a Master Mason, lost, it is said, by
the death of one of the TaREz who had agreed not to give it
unless all were present, and which succeeding ages have not
re-discovered, was the '-K-um, and the symbol and representative of the ITarrjp "Ayvm6roc, the unknown and invisible God,
incomprehensible by the human intellect, who, the Kabalah
says, has no name ; the Em, A. 1L+zim, the Selfness of Life and
Light, of the Zend Avesta, who reveals Himself to Humanity
only by Fohn-mano. These are the Wisdom and Understanding, H-SEx& and Bn;A$, of the Habalah, whence comes
Thought or Intellection, the DAdTH of the same.
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The .kayo ; 'rxoxarac'rnro ; is the symbol of, and represents "The First-born of Creation," .c opH, "in whom
shines the image of God, by whom all things are created " ;
the Demiourgos fry-, m whom all souls bare emanated.
There is, St. Igiiatius said, " one only God, who bas manifested Himself by His Son, the which is the Eternal "Word
Logos), and who yhas not issued forth from the Silence ."
Simon the Magician. held that the manifestations of the
Supreme Being, as Father or Fehuah, as Son or Christ, and
as the Holy Spirit, were only so many modes of existence or
of different Potencies or Powers or Energies (4v7'au zfl, of
the same God ; and he called himself " The First Power
of God," "the Great Power ( T-irtwz) of the Supreme Being ."
Gl vl, meaning " Limitation
The words GtiBrL- M
Al, meaning "flow, emanation"), contain
and Y tIe t
the same ancient idea
(Ma-h'ab Cn).
The 1oyoz 'rrrxn•r acraro ; is 1iN
The French word llotBax reversed, is Nob-Aum ; \ ::~, nb.i,
meaning "inspired ; " and :ij, nub . "sprout, off shoot, issue,

product."
(jlakhba), latibulum, "hiding place, lurking-place,

covert, den ."
Nakah, percusvu,Q, "smitten," occicus, trucida is, "slain,
murdered
."'Grsenius. -iph. pass . (of] Hipb ., "is smitten, is
_~ was wounded, 2 Sam. ii. 15.-Lee ;
slain."- Gesenius.
~_ "smitten, slain, murdered ."
Mal hba-nabh, "the place where the murdered one was bidden ." `
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.end ; •' ,,:
;I,
, means `blossom, flower, anything that shines,
plumage, wings .'
Sis, ' a swallow.'
.Sits, `white, marble, fine white linen.'
; ~ . 5(7-5 ,-o? . ' Joy, Rejoicing.'
Z' zi),, ' a precious Stone,' Cl,ald .
It seems impossible to ascertain the derivation of this word .
In the old Rituals of this degree there are three Passxords,-Jua. Adonai, Jea. These are names of the Deity .
,ir:a and Jea were pronounced Yua and Yea ; and were intended
- or ;; ,', or to
as apprc'Cimatious to the word n land
Hua and Hia .
and UM, of the Divine
i to : ZAfl : .A Hierogram, li1-e
Triad, of which the Trian`le is a srmboL
don, means 'Possessor, owner, husis the same,,
band, i. e . Lord of the woman, Master ;' and
or ' .11-v Lord.' Hence . .1dwvz_.
means Adouai
Jr.t :
'He.' At Isaiah, vii. 14.
4 i
Himself : and, at Deuti-ronomr .
Hon, ' I, I, am HE ;' where, and elsewhere HrA is used as
a name of, or to designate, the Deity .
AcacL

_luaxia, innocence, guilelessness : also the Acacia tree .

**e
Yeva : ;-, F,;d-F'af .: it the cabala, the representative signs
of male and female, of the generative and productive energies
of Deity. The Samaritans, we are told by Theodorus, Q'c T.~t.1 .
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ad Ezoc1. called God LABS', i . e. Tare, of which Tera is a variation. The YCd-Vaf was evidently the same thing or symbol
as the Lin,--a.
In the old Rituals this word it- as written JET
Word used with the Token : lL B-uos.
BzzBrrH

a covenant : agreement. Also, the Commandments
of God, to be kept by Israel, i . e. the Divine Law, the
Jer. ri. 2-8, .crrir. 1S. E.:n xrrir . 2S. Dtly i arith,, the precepts of the Law . B.v.rrE or B.tAr.AT.

hC*~r* g9
1EDER

.

1-, ; :

A -row : a sacrince Towed.

Nir .u.

I

6)1

C_

F ~

SEFubra
~[Rabbinical] : a Perfection. -ewman. Also Per-3Lanainz Salami~tl~, Perfect,
feet, Complete :
i. e. unhewn stones . Deut. rzt•. 15, rrrii. 6.
In the old Rituals, this word was written SEZttoTH. It
may be S.u_taLOTH, or S$u_ciOrH. The gabs to-daT use the
Hebrew salutation, SiNrn ?r;~•-. err .

or JOFiiBEc
The English sylhble Jo is an entire misrepresentation of
the Hebrew syllable which it pretends to reproduce in our
JOABEpr
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letters. Job is, in the Hebrew,
.4y%!l# : and
J1077
or I!!r"l -Ama hth is
Y-d, or Yar'il. Joel is
} ibur~cc!~«L,

as Joi4ut1 an is

rlit!-,,ulcni .

Jc"s-cjle

is
I

}'%l,,:i : and
which should be I'%f and 37111t, are *,' and 7' Or
Ju and
all of which are names of the Deity of the Hebrews .
1_NI, -filer, means 'stru ;_ied to rise, mount up, climb,
ascend, did climb, that which is high, lofty, that transcends,
:' and so
energy, strength, vigor
Abir, means 'strong,
stout, potent, noble, a prince, hero,' etc .
A n, meant a 'stone'
And
hil, razen, became like a stone, stiff, rigid), ' a perpendicular, or plumb .'
-4Ler also means-'a large quill or a wing' (i . e. that b y which
a bird ascends) . And in Egyptian ALr means 'fat,' and 'a goat .'
The final t not being pronounced in French, the first named
word would be, in Hebrew,
and the seeond .
the.
meaning of the former being ' wboin Diu makes strc'n ;_, mivhty,
;' or 'whose strength, vigor, energy is Ihu : ' and the
vigorous
latter (as
Il~u-scii-,, means 'the help or aid of Ihu,' and
i,;', I1ru-s :il:iii, 'the oath of Ihu,' though the noun in regimen generally precedes the one which is in the genitive in
Latin and preceded by of in English,) may mean ' Tlie Stone
(or pillar) of Ihu,' like the Joris La)ideus of the Romans.
The former word, according to that construction, means 'the
Divine Energy, Vigor, Potency, or Greatness,' and the latter,
'the Divine Uprightness, Rectitude, or Impartiality .
(Aler), Chaldaic : a
-Newman gives in his dictionary,
member, or limb . Targ. Jer!!s. : J!~L, ii. 4. And in his grammar
(p. 10, n .) lie says that sometimes, when two nouns are in
regimen, they are transposed, as tulvat sarri, for :Y(7ni tulaat.
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It is the same with the nominative and the -verb, the former
generally following the latter, but sometimes preceding it,
when a particular emphasis is intended to be expressed by it .
I think this is the case with proper names that are •compounds of the Ineffable -Name or part of its letters . And if so,
Y v- .4xER means the Energy or Uprising of Deity, and has a
phallic signification, meaning the ' gcieeruti re Energy :' and as
upright stones were also phallic symbols, Tt:-k2E_N would have
a similar signification : one meaning 'Strcitytl<' and the other
'Ere ,I ioji .
CS

9

41

~-

~

C-1,"C :

.

~ 3

STOLEzz

`i , S!t, means 'planted.' P-, St, meaning 'the part of the
body on which we sit, the foundation, •j:nidaiiieutlm, ,,atcs.'
s-tfd.'planted' (as a tree) . F .F. i. 3 .
stc'lim,'those who
are planted' ; in the House of Jehovah} .
s-N7, a 'plant
3.
ur Toot' -of the olive, applied to the children l . Ps.
Kin, 'pedestal,' or 'mast, base,' etc .,
For the meaning of
`upright,' etc ., see the word J_.-cHn .
_, .St~dA- in : 'a firm or stable foundation, an upright
or erect plant or shoot ; a mast or pedestal set upright .'

ZERE.IL

Zer and Tser, Foreigner, Enemy .
and
Ztrlril or Zrrb!ral, an enemy of Baal .
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Joca
This is another approximation to the True 'Name, being its
It was
three letters arranged thus from right to left),
no doubt suggested br the Latin name of Zeus, Joris
Tiro : Prince H . r.oDIM
rwlcih, means to
The name Trro is not to be found .
subdue, rule, govern :' and the plural of its participle is
h'rndwi,
rnclin z . In 1 bi)e , r. 15, - •e find the -word
meaning 'the governors, rulers or superintendents,' 1, bein_ the
definite article, 'the.' These, 3,300 in number, `ruled over the
people that wrought in the work .' They were not 't1 . Hcciotlini,' but 'the Radim .'

Ss=.s :

.

.

.

in French,

.

JAc

fir .

~ . .. .. Sacan-Yap
il 'J~1r

Sakai),al :

.

.

~ : Le, Sawn, ' to dwell, inhabit,

rest, abide .'
'God resident .'

Km . . . KN . . . Kneel ! . . . P,ise !
Words formerly used in the course of the ceremony .
IN, or T •a l, : 'obeyed,'-an unused root, whence nnpi,
ikhal or yekhczt, ' obedience .' 11-hence, perhaps, the ImperaEf i : 'Ober thou ! Be obsequious!' and thence, 'to
tive
empress obedience, ' Kneel thou ! '

C c . i, 1

6~c

1

T
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is the Infinitive, 'to rise, to rise up, to stand .'
Kuzaah !
The Imperative is
;}„

A-%inn,

Other words of this degree, in the old Rituals, are,

HIR .t~t,

STOLKL\, CGEOMETFUS, ARCHITECT, LINII.

.-, 'land-measuring, geometry :' yfcJ-pirpfj :. ' a
/-kW-Jaarp u
also g-',-4), land-measurer. geometer.' . . . Latin,
tro, gc%i :!er, ' a geometer.' The Latin accusative is g&.wWra. .

The word, therefore, should be g~ •'.mvtr ;s (yww-f , rmi-'), ' a
geometrician .'
It is impossible to ascertain the meaning of Xinmi, unless
the word was, as in some Rituals, Xr .\cszr .
L\cHzr
a bush :' E-:•c t?. iii. 2, 3, 4.
RrE or KATAH : 'burned,' ' burning.'
•
SIa, in French, would be pronounced Ksun, Sun or Zun. .
The cl, is hard .
The ord is, therefore, pronounced as in English, SunbKI1 . But, pronounce e as a iu .!« and as oo.
SANH .

•

.

.

. '

tiw -

k,

it

Y ~ ::r YAP"
IzE_A.CHLAB
i 1;

; Zora111 : 'To rise' (as the Sun or the light) .

Ps. Civ.

22, ezii. 4. A shining forth, a rising. Is. Ix 3 .
1 C1'rcn. xzrii. S .-'Indigenous, homeborn,
for
•
native : one who is in the place where he had his rise ;' i. e.
where he was born .
The word f'1 ;' is an augmented or Heemanti noun, the
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prefixed giving the meaning of 'strength, durability, excellence,'
or the like . So the grammarians sac ; but the truth is, that
the force of this prefix is not well determined . .
Izrak1,- lhl. (really )l-_rak1l, the full or strong, or
great out-shining of Deity ; the emanation of God (G ..aZ.u1- ).1,
Yab ul
The Riabalistic idea is thus eipressed, in regard to emanation, in Teactatus i., Libri D .•uscl.nn, or jlcto)a.ysicnl lihaductio,t
to t1.F halxclal., br Rabbi Jizchak Lorjensis
The Supreme Light, above all things, without end, and
called br the name of `I\m z,' can be attained unto br no
cogitation or speculation ; and Its foundation is evidently abstract and remote from all intellection . It is That Which Was
before all things produced, created, formed, and made, and in
It is no time nor head nor beginning, since It always existed
and remains perpetually, without any beginning or end . But
after that from this Infinite descended the Existence of that
great Light produced (uttered forth) br Emanation, which is
called _4 , 7anr Kadmon, Adam, before all primaries ; then in like
manner from him descended lights from him depending, which
are very many and proceed from him, and emit outside of him
the rays of his splendor.
At first, said the Kabalists, before any emanation or creation, the Supreme Light filled the whole TTrhere. That was the
Aur 1.'En.sohl., the Light of the Infinite . When to this everywhere Extended Light the thought of creating occurred, it receded on all sides from a point, so forming a circle, into which
the Infinite inimitted a line of light, from Its concavity, from
above downward, which formed the successive circles of the
Sephiroth, ether, Hakemah, Binab, etc.
%' In ).
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The letter Eizd, ' and C~'6, is represented as the Creative or
Generative Agent, which, sent down into the circular space,
thereinto immitted light, in the successive Divine Emanations .
This is the point within the circle, and also the I 0 of the
Ancient Mythologies .
Izrachiah (Y ezrakh-Tah) is the shining- forth of this Li alit,
or the I i d itself, and as such, the Generative Agent, the 'Word,
or Logos, the First Begotten Son of God .

-9

_Y cc_c -

BE-1CHOPLV :

14 6~ _~3

.

_, plural ' Jam, Ben, benai : `Son, Descendant, Disciple.'
. Elturaim : .Kl1orinz or C11orim .

is generally rendered by CH . The word is plural, and
means those clothed in white ; noble or free-born persons .
Ben-Chorim, a
And \ewman gives the compound .
son of noble or free-born persons, i . e . a free-born man, a
noble man.

-;f

(-4-~

a,

-j )~~ -

't 9

A cE-LR :

dkhar or 4dsar. `One more ; another ; behind ; The
West'
1_

; ..car : a husbandman.
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Neither of these seems to have any meaning in any manner
connected with this degree or its subject : and I am strongly
inclined to believe that
has been taken, by mistake, to 1 .,e
The former, -41-had or Achad, means ` Orie, First :' and
mar have been intended to be given with Berceorim, and not
as an independent word. _Achad-Bernchoriuz is First (or Chief)
of the MuUes, or those of high Degree.
Aw ir ; disturbed, aflJcted.
Actkar ;. root, stirps, truncus.
In some of the old Rituals, the word is Jcl 'd, and said to
mean 'Our only God.'
Such a meaning is to be found for the word in the Hebrew .
For
Akltad, or (as written by a Latin), Achad, means ' 0,ie,
Single, First, Single of its kind, IrhcornparaUe .•' and the word could
well be used to designate the One, Single, Sole, Unapproachable Deity, of whom there is no likeness . Undoubtedly, therefore, the word was A~•h ad, meaning the Divine Unit-r, the One,
Single, Sole God .
Achad itself meant the Sun .--Dt_\Lkr, 710.
CT

ECM

.

.

.

JET

.

.

Words, in the old Rituals, given with the 3d Sign .
J4cEz1_U or S=z kE

Given with the Token .
JEy 4 or J=t : . or Jti_
I-V or T-7. Ie- 17a. Fad- Paz. ,III LII .H. . .

Yu-Ha.
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+! ECL"3f
Infinitive and future,
the former .1'acan or
. . ` To avenge, take
.1eciim : the latter .1acum or ..Vk m :
7 revenge, either for one's self or another.'
lakan<ah : `Vengeance.'
p; : feminine,

Y EFL4.if

:

.

.

.

IFLb-

IFL~

'To destroy.'
lekah . ` Struck, killed .'
JIakah : ' wound, slaughter.'
or _
cr

~, :ah,
1
meaning 'struck with calamity, beaten down,

' a blow, wound, calamity, misforinjured, afflicted ;' and
.1-ekah-llakah,
tune :' the old word may have been
` smitten, adiicted, ruined, etc ., by calamity, mis fortune, ill-fortune,' etc.
'
'B3GLZ~L

Y zf
BEGO AL-FOOL

. 7.
Guhh or Glob : `revealed, manifested :' 1 Sam . iii
:, b, prefixed, has many meanings : among them, that of 'as:'
for example, • ;J ~;\], `as El Shadai,' also, 'by, with,' etc.
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Fd : `Voice, Sound, Word.'
Thus
Bayul-X or Begoal-Eol means 'The Voice
,or 'Word, as Manifested or Revealed .' Perhaps another covert
allusion to Khiir-Om, as the representative of the Divine Creative "Ton of Plato, Philo Judxus, St. John and the Gnostics .
The second of the two words may be
; 'all, the whole,
the universe .' In this case the compound means, The tniverse,
as revealed ; The tuiverse, God's revelation : but I consider
the former the true meaning .

In the old Rituals, this word, in some written GkBrusi., is
said to mean " Chief of the Tabernacle, or Faithful Guardian
of the Secret place of the Sacred Ark ." But it is impossible
for the word to have anything that resembles either meaning .
L%
/, ::;, Gubul, means 'boundary, limit, space enclosed within
bounds, the borders of a country .'
H 1-G-utul, 'the
whole country' [of the Mitzraim] . Gen . z. 14, 19.
But 1 ;n;, Gab<<r, means 'Strong, Valiant, a Hero, a Military
Gabur-E7iayil, Fir
Prefect, haughty, a Tyrant .'
stcenuvs,1 King-s,

2S. eheln. xi.14 ; olpibus pdlcns ; Rutli, ii. 1.
Xayt7 and dal, mean 'Strength, Fortitude,

~'- and
Force, an Army, Virtue, Probity, Integrity .'
Geiir, 'Lord, Ruler .'
So that the word may have been Gabur-Kal, meaning
'Chief, Leader or Hero, of the Host .'
.

4 A)T -

CAA~

~ 9

Y
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HH.u or J3$
I-H, Id,, 1A or Iah. A name of Deity, often occurring, and said to be an abbreviation of the Tetragrammaton .
That is, it is like the word Joe abbreviated from Jcweph. The
notion is mere nonsense . Wlere it is said in the P=alms,
no abbreviation is used . It was
` Praise him by his name
a name, and had a meaning .
To the Eabalists God is of both -Natures, Male and Female .
ToD is Male, they say often ; HE is female : the former is
Hakemah, 'Wisdom ; the latter Binah, Intelligencc .
Hlati, is found in the old Rituals .
Zi,ai : `Life, living.' It is also a name of the Deity, our
translators inserting `God' as understood.
rA'7,ai, The
Living (God) . Gen . rri. 14. It means `The Self Existent'
I have no doubt that EAu is right and should be restored .
It is more likely that a new word was adopted here, than one
so common and so often used elsewhere .

r~
ELEH-LY

CTV

Hardly a corruption of Elohim, a word too well known to
be likely to be mistaken or permanently corrupted .
and
A1ale and .Alha, God. Dan. ii. 19. Ez:a,
r.
Dan. ii. 23.
and C:",, Am or 4ani, the People : Thus ;
3lah-am, or, as it would be written on the Continent, Eie1,-ain
`God of the People .' I have seen the word -written in an old
Ritual, H!deltani, which would be the same, with the definite
article, ; ,, prefixed : `The People's God.'

I
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-~N also meant 'an oath,' ju jurarid r<m . ;;L
In&7 ya lxilo& : ' to bind one with an oath.' - Ez. zr; . 13.
Also, ' a
Coreuaut or Agreement confirmed by an oath .' Gen. .rrn: 23.
Lrut. xxix. 11, 14. E. xri. 59. Perhaps the meauing of Ei2H.Ut was, 'the Compact or Association of the People, or of
,in Oil", nization of men . bound together by an oath .'
-Alol+ W4)", ' God of the People .'
h'4lal1 &'Mali, 'The God of the People .' Correct word,

ti~sx-~zn
found in some Rituals, in lieu of the former

merciful
'
.',

word .

~-, E7,a ;ion :

~~ : E1-K1+a)+a ;i : 'The God of ~Iercr.'

~~t :1 -Zls
In some old Rituals, this word is written Er ca:uu, and given
.
as the Sacred *Word
C-,,, A ,aru or C 'l,sin1 means 'Heat, Fervor, Warmth.'
A7+a>ualt or C1+am&i, the same . Hence the Sun is so called .
were SunCent . ri. 10. h -Lamarminr .
L.r . xxx. 26.
images. Lrr . xxri. 30. 2 CI+ron . xxxir . 4.
Ham, Am, mills, Lama, Iowa, were all names of the Sun,
among different nations.
And hence EI-Clam or -41-C1eam meant Al, the Sun-God.
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The Pass-word in this Degree, in the old Rituals, was
BAL, and the answer to it, BE .\AYAL
y
Zer-471, Enemv of Baal
.
Benaialr, Son of God.

ZEP-

EaiETH

Aurat : .Anietli : or, as ordinarily rendered, En weil. .
Truth, Justice, Right, Fairness, Sincerity, Fidelity, Integrity ; Firmness, Stability . Perpetuity, Permanence . True . A
true 11an.'
ZS-

-h-

XDOSAi :

from
C~<

C&

.Ad,)n, the name of the Sun-God of the

Pbcz-nicians ; Adonis.

The names of the Twelve Elect, given in the old Rituals .
are
Of the Tribe of Judah Joabert
Stolkin
Benjamin
Tercy
Sc imeon
Morphy
Ephraim
Alquebar
Manasseh
Zebulon
Derson
berem
Dan
Betbemer
fisher
Tito
apthali
Zerbal
Reuben
Benachard
I_=achar
Tabor
Gad
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Some of which are absurd, several not Hebrew, and all
arbitrarT and without significance .
RUB-B .Lnany
R3BBOaZ :-R. . i

`Great, potent, highest, chief, Prefect'
Rat-Sarisim, 'Prefect of the Eunuchs :' Dan. i. 3. Esth. i. 8. C~ ~
Rab-Mag, `the chief -+ i 4 T"
Also `Master, Doctor, Peritus .'
Magus.'
'y1, Chaldaic, `a Great One, a Chief, a Doctor .'
Rabun, `a
Dan . ii. 10, 48 . Targ . Ruth, 1, 2 . Ecc. v. 7.
Lord.' Targ . Onk . Gen. riZ. 9.
07
\
0
in
one
place
in
the
"New
Testaaboni;
;
Rabicni or
ment, Rabboni (Pafi,8ovvz) .
`build,' and `builder .' NTewman (Ena . Heb. Diet.) renRab I.'banim, `Head, or Chief, of
ders `architect' by
those who build, of the builders .' As Rab-Mag is `Chief Maso ; d ~-]~, Ra1-Irzr~al . or Rab-Lonah, would be 'Chief
0
:1, Rat,

Z-,

'*;:~'),

Builder.'
In the old MS . work the word is Rabanim.
therefore, it must be Rab-banaim, chief builder.

a~9-9

:::~

Correctly,

11~

But it may, nevertheless, have been Rahbonai or Rabboni,
as will be seen below.
RLBBOxr :

.

.

.

R iB-BAx.u .

Rab : ` Head, Master, Chief .'
~~_, Boni, Beni, or Banoi : ` Builders, Masons .
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D1'1"i1 ~ :D1 iiDSV >>D ; Bni Shlomoh u-bni KAirum : the
Builders of Solomon and the Builders of Khir-am . 1 Kings,
c. 18.
Thus :fit and IZ], compounded, and the i interposed in the
latter (Gesenius gives
as the same as '4 ]_), gives us ~] iD'D1,
Bab-bitni or bunai,-the Chief or Head of the Builders .

0-C ~3 ~ 9 = 9 C~

Ton-BAYAi

D1`, Tvb or Tavab ; `Good, sweet, pleasing, beautiful, joyful,
honest, amiable, kind, that which is good, fortunate, excellent,
surpassing .
Goodness, Benignity, Wealth, Beauty, Health,
Felicity, Majesty, Glory,' and so used as a name of Deity.
AayT-T .Fca GEuLmy

7,~*L: : Malakh, llfalech, Melech, in the Vulgate, Moloch . `Ring,
Ruler, Commander, Leader.'
And with the definite article ,, h, the, prefixed, h'Malakh,
Hamelech or Ham melech • as in
ha- Halakh ha-gads
the Great King.
Gebal ; or ~1Da, Gab(l, Gebul, or GabcZ
A city of Phoenicia, lying between Tsidun and Orthosia .
The word which the Translators render Stone-Squarers, 1
Kings, v. 18, in the Hebrew is
Gebulim, and in the Septuagint is Bz,61zoz, or Men of Byblos, the Greek name of the City .
So Gebal is rendered Byblos, in the Septua gint, in Ezek.
=Vii. 9.
This city was near the river of Adonis ; and its inhabitants
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were famous for their devotion to the Adoneia or Mysteries of
Adon or Adonis, whom Venus loved, and who was said to have
been slain by a wild boar on Mount Libanus, from which she
never descends. Its waters are annually red like blood, occasioned by a red earth that abounds near its sources, which
in the rainy season is washed in great quantities into the
river. At this period the people lamented Adon, believing the
waters then to be colored with his blood .
From them, no doubt, the Hebrews borrowed the names
;,s,~ and
.4 don and Adondi, the latter of which our Translators have rendered `Lord,' and which the Hebrews substituted for 71.7%
meant, originally, `a limit, boundary, border, frontier,
range of mountains,' oopoc and opoc . The City of Gebal, Gesenius says, was Phoenician, between Tripoli and Bervtus, not
far from the sea, and on high ground . Gebal also was a mountainous region inhabited by the Idumarans, extending from the
Dead Sea southward as far as Petra, now called by the Arabs
Dschebil : in Greek, Golilitis, Gebalrne, Gabala . The city
was called Bu)61o ; (Strabo, Ptolemy, Stephen of Byzantium),
rarely Bz,BA os.
2' also means a `hill or mound, a natural muniment and
boundary.' Z ; is ` high, a high place, a mound for defence .'
`formed, defined as
The equivalent of 5i ::a in Arabic is
`a mound for defence, a hill, natural or
to form : ' and
artificial' The Syriac is 'S,, `formed .'
Shy the word Gebulim is rendered Stone-Squarers, I cannot discover. Salomoh applied to Thir-Om for Tsidunians to
cut and hew timber for him ., cedar-trees of Lebanon ; and these
were furnished ; but I find nothing about the Gebulim, except
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in the single verse (I Kings, v. 18, in our version, and v . 32, Heb.),
where we read,
1 ui'1'i i -'-:1 ii='iti7:
u-ipsahc beni Shlomoh u-beni Khir-Om u-ha GeNim ; `and Salcmoh's builders and KhTrom's builders hewed, and the Gebalim'
(rendered in the Vulgate by `stone-squarers') .
`a Son ;' and also from
~~ and (in Gen. xiix. 17),
banah or b=&, `build.'
banai, `builders,' as above .

'n

r,

Tob banai, h'Mdekh Gebulim, means, therefore, The Chief of
the Men of Gebal, the Glory of the Builders .

CcG 2,

3 9 Y~ 2 i

3 9 9 C

and also, emphatic, C'
and
Malaka and
Malakah, is Rex, King.
In the old Rituals, the words said to have been spoken to
Gcbulurn or GuZulum, who first reached the bottom of the
Vault, were Hammela hahek Gibulum.
The first of these is evidently and grossly corrupted .
But it may have been, with the definite article prefixed,
^, Hamalec, also means is or was
Hamalekah, The King.
j 7T
made or constituted Sing. Dan. iz. 1.
And the word Guzbulum or . Gzbulum, as a name for him who
was the means of re-discovering the lost Word and finding the
undying Light, may have been intentionally adopted, with the
intention, also, that it should be supposed to refer to the city
and men of Gebal. It is so, as we have often seen, that the more
intellectual and philosophical of the men who arranged the
different degrees, like the Hermetic philosophers and Alcbe'
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mists, concealed the meanings and doctrines which were to be
known only to a select few among the Initiates .
We have seen the word Ox appear more than once . Perhaps it is again concealed here, and also in another word found
in the old Rituals of this degree, Jehabulum or Jabulum.
If I am right in my supposition here, the words have a singularly profound meaning .
For as
~~ is `King,' with an emphatic meaning,
is `The King,' par excellence ; and j',-,_~ :, ,, h')Ialakahic, `Thy
F i"g. '
The Egyptians called Ra (`the Sun'), `the Shining King of
the Worlds, Creator, Producer and Governor of the other
Gods, the Lord of the Heavenly Hosts' [the Phoenician and
Hebrew Adon-Tsabaoth], `Prince of the house of the Stars .'UE t1f u , Thoth, 41. The Sun is called `The gins,' in the
Odvsseus and the Homeric Hymn to Ceres . ` Ihuh, our King,
he shall save us,' says Isaiah ; and ` The King in his beauty
thin eyes shall see .' ` Great King Osiris ;'-PLrri cH, De
Iside et Osiride.
"Zeus is the King."-ORPHLzs.
"For the King previously placed before the multiform
world an intellectual, incorruptible pattern, the impress of
whose form is diffused through the world ." Chaldcean Oraries.
"Blessed be the King that comes in the name of the Lord ."
Luke, xi.r. 38.

"I invoke the first-born of a twofold nature,
"Egg-born, decorated with Golden wings,
"Bull-faced, the Procreator of the blessed Gods and mortal
men " .
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Bringing the sacred brilliant light ; wherefore I call thee
Phanrs,
And King Priapos, and Light-reflected Vivid-eyed
Orphic Hymn, vi .
Helios, Ores, Osiris, Anai, Dionusos, Apollon,
JZinn of the flaming Stars ; and Immortal Fire .
Eusebius, Prep . Ev. iii. 15.
Ring of
His name is called the Word of God
Kings and Lord of Lords . Rev. ziz. 13, 16.
"Horns is upon the throne of his father ; Horus is on his
throne. . . . Thy Son Horus is crowned on Thy throne .
All life is through him, be has made millions, he has formed
the Gods .-Book of the Dead (Egyptian) .
" The ging " was a title of Horus, Hermes and Mithras . The
Masayah of the Hebrews was to be a King .
G uibul, as we have said, means ` limit, boundary, the
space enclosed in limits ;' and Gulbul-Om, 'Om, or the Deity,
limited and manifested .' H'lfalek Guibulum, the Ford or
Logos, mani festation of Om .' H' .lfalekah Guibulum, the same ;
and H' . faZekahik Guibulum, `Thy Logos or Creative Agent, the
manifestation of, or Emanation from Om .'

r~~.

or

Zr

1

L.,c

(~1

d

4

The following cut is taken from a work before mentioned
[vide I Khircim'), entitled `4zoth, etc.,' printed in 1613. It is found
in the Second part of the Book, on the middle of the 52d page;
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in the middle of the Tablet of Emerald of Hermes. 'No eiplanation of it is given.
In it, as will be seen, are, on one shield a Lion, and on the
other a double-headed Eagle. At the top, out of a cup which
stands on the Sign of the Planet Mercury, issue two stems,
that at the right hating at its end the Sun, and that at the
left the Moon. Below these are Mars and Venus, Jupiter and
Saturn. To each of the last two a hand points, the last two
fingers closed on the palm . The Tablet and its Preface are
VERB .&

HM=S n

PG:MI301-DRO.

Hza3i ris TRISxEGISTI P(r%ra`rEB.
Once, when I was reflecting in regard to Entities, my mind
greatly exalted, but the senses of my body lulled to unconsciousness, as when they are heavy with sleep from satiety of
8
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food or bodily labor, I seemed to see a very great Somewhat,
of indefinite dimensions, that called my name, and said to me,
What dost thou desire to hear and to behold? and what by
the intellect conceiving, to learn and know?' I said, `But
Thou, who art Thou ?' `I, indeed,' he said, `am Pcemander,
the Mind of Him who is the Lord . I know what thou desirest .
And I am with thee everywhere.' I said, `I wish to learn
existences, and to understand their nature, and to have cognition of God.' ` How ? ' ` I wish to hear .' He said, `Have me
again in thy mind, whatever thou desirest to learn, I will teach
thee.' When he had said this, he changed in form, And thereupon all things were opened to me in a moment .
TABVLA SMAR.AGDI :id HEBXETIS.
y EBBL SECBETOBFM HEE-

metis .
This is true, and from all envelope of falsehoods remote
Whatever is below is like unto that which is above . By this
are acquired and perfected the wonders of the work, of the One
thing. In which manner also all things become from Unity,
through the contemplation of Unity . So all things are from
this Unity, through Conjunction . Its Father is the Sun, its
Mother the Moon, the Air conceived it in its womb, its nurse
is the Earth, the mother of all perfection. Its potency is perfect. If it is changed into the earth, separate the earth from
the fire, the subtle and light from the gross and heavy, and
all prudently, with Modesty and Wisdom . This ascends to
Heaven from the Earth, and again from Heaven to the Earth
descends, and receives the potency and efficacy of things above
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and things below . In this way thou mayest acquire the glory
of the whole world. Therefore thou wilt avert all darkness
and blindness ; for this is the fortitude that carries the palm
away from all other fortitude and potency, for it can penetrate
and subdue all things subtle and heavy and hard . In this
manner the world was established, and hence its admirable
conjunctions and effects to be wondered at, since this is the
way by which these wonders are effected, and on account of
these things they call me by the name of Hermes Trismegistus,
since I possess three parts of the Wisdom and Philosophy of
the whole world. My word is consummated which I spoke of
the Solar work.
This is the most excellent saying, and which bears away the
palm from all others uttered upon this subject, as Theophrastus also taught the corollaries of this art The sum of the
sayings consists in this : receive the Moon from the firmament,
change it from its place above into the water, and cast it upon
the earth, and then thou shalt work a miracle to be wondered at
by all the world. But if thou shalt conduct the operation to the
end, and from the beginning shall cast it into sifted earth, which
in our art is prepared of loamy earth, purge and free it from
that, and then it shall shine -with far more splendid radiance .
But if thou shalt perceive it to be somewhat sad and changed,
wash it in the bath of beauty, and adorn it with the vestment
of brilliance and with the crude earth, in which it wonderfully
rejoices, and in that vesture let it remain for such time as may
be fitting for itself, for then it remains in it perpetually,
wherein also at your pleasure you may place bonds upon it.
This is the mystery of the inverted moon, which if thou shalt
have attained, all the Secrets of the Art will be revealed unto thee .
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In the legend retained in the 13th Degree is an account of
the recovery of the Key of the Ark, in the time of the Judges,
a lion having it in his mouth ; in commemoration of which
this phrase (according to the old Rituals) is used, "Inveni Verbum In Ore Leonis ; " with the figures 525.
In the symbol which we have given, from the Book Azoth,
and in two others, in the same book, is the phrase, as we have
said, Vita Inferiora Term, Beth cando Invenies Occuitum Lapi-

dem. It will be seen that the initials of the words in the
phrase given above, are all included in this . That phrase, no
doubt, was intended to cover this, concealing it from the Profane, but reminding the Adepts of it ; and the degree contains
the descent into the Earth .
'We have not succeeded in discovering the signification of
the figures 525 . The EgTptian Cosmic year consisted of 36,525
years ; iL e., the Sothiac Cycle of 1,461 years, multiplied by 25 .
Every 1,461 years from the coincidence of the solstice, the
heliacal rising of Sirius, and the swelling of the Nile, at the
first hour of the first day of the month Thoth, the same
coincidence occurred again. The Sun was then in the Constellation Leo, the Lion, which, says the Scholiast on Aratus,
was dedicated to the Sun, "for then the Nile rises, and the
Dog-Star rises at the 11th hour (dawn) ; At this period the
year commences ; and the Dog-Star and its rising are considered as sacred to Isis." It is barely possible that the
figures 525 alludes to this Cosmic period as connected with
Thoth or Hermes .
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PASS-WORDS OF THE NINE ARCHES .
CORRECT WORDS.

OLD WORDS .

1 *. YOD
2= . YiEU .
11"

4` . .4 FrATAR
5

ALOEI

6'. 3 ta~T
7" .

.DOtiu

8'. AL-sH,L.nti
9' . Y
.3= -OM
.

Jub.
Jeo.
•
Jua.
•
Hash.
•
Goths.
•
• • Adonai.
Jachinai.
•
Helehinam.
Jehabulum.
•
•

I '1 I S

The first three are parts of the Tetragrammaton.
The 4th is found in "Ahaiah asar dhaiah, I am that I am.
I am (As uA a) hath sent me unto you ."
It is often said by God : "I am your dlohi."
In Daniel and elsewhere, Aliun is a name of God.
ADO\u, Lord, is constantly a name of God .
Ar -za.&x.& means " God, the Merciful."
YiBuL-OM (Jabulum), 'the Outflowing or Emanation of Ox :'
as C, I' ;=,`, (Gut alum) is `the manifestation by limitation
of Oat.'
Jub and Jeo are corruptions .
Jua is
HIIa, `HE,' often used by itself alone to designate God .
- , Him, Hayah, `is, was, being, eiisting ; Existence, The
Absolute,' considered, as Simple Existence, not cognizable by
the intellect, and of which no attribute can be predicated .
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This idea of The Very Deity, the Nameless, came from the
cradle of the human race . The Ancient Hindu or later IndoAryan Sages said, 'He whom the Intellect only can perceive,
whose Essence eludes the external organs, who has no risible
parts, who exists from eternity, even He, the Soul of all bein,
whom no being can comprehend, shone forth as a person .'
Khi or Shai (by corruption Sham, translated `The Lining
God,' meant this abstract existence, of which no attribute
could be predicated . Man has no reason for imputing to the
Deity anv of his own characteristics, either moral or intellectual, any more than for assigning to Him (or rather IT), his
own bodily organs. But he always has made his God after his
own image, giving Him his own reason, intelligence and the
like, with infinite extension .
Jub, Jeo, Jua and Hayah represent combinations of the
letters of the so-called Ineffable 'Name ; and each hints at the
great fact that the True Ineffable Word was a word of three
letters, and not of four . It was, in fact, not a word, and therefore it was ineffable . It was the initials of three -words ; and to
pronounce it did not give them. The great Gnostic Word, on
all the gems, was L4t2.
Gotha is not a Hebrew word .
Jachinai is French, for Shekinah .
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In old Rituals the three Pass-words are
1 S xrnor zrH.
2 '. 3L&-Amax ; and afterwards in the same Rituals, Feienecham, said to mean 'Mercy of God .'
3'. KzLra-ECH.ur : ButIn a French Ritual, the 3' Password is3L&HA E31A &, R3BACH .

In other Rituals,ALkHA-wAHA-BOE.

9"r
7CA
said to mean, ` God be praised, we

And in others,M. E Ac-M uLkB- ABAc3 ;
have found it!'
Also, in the old Rituals, the Covered words are
1°. GmBuLum, said to mean `a friend or chosen favorite .'
2'. 1L.taABoN, meaning `Silence and Respect.'
3'. Ano e r.

The Passwords and Covered words in the Southern Jurisdiction of the United States, are
1°. SHABALAT.
Passwords
2'. MoABOw.
3'. T.FS.Ex-rTr ;rAv.

Covered words 2' . As -KHAxAH.
3°. ADO:cAL
river from
M:=, Sabalat or Sahalath, I an ear of grain, a ;'
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5::V, Saw, ' went, ascended, grew, flowed .'
is also ' a branch.'

i1 n V 1 Sabalai,

3foabon . : 2 ob-AomHE7 ENVA.- .
F ~Fti'ECH.i3i

H'A1ahi or H'Elehi, 'The God.'
.Mxam or Nam, `Beauty, Splendor, Grace, Favor.'
-, Halahi-n8m or Halehi-nc£m, 'The God of Grace
and Splendor .'
-,.I

eve - r YZ
. L .7- Y

Ealah or Eeleh, `Perfection, Consummation .'
YeAham or Necham, `Solace, Consolation.'
Eeleh-Nel:ham, `Perfection of Solace,' or `Perfect
Consolation.'
GOI$L

x

JABULUX
JEaa.BCI.UX

ci-~ha
nr~
: -Z - z 3 ca GZ'G
Gebul or Guibul : `Limitation' or `Formation.'
01-~ in; ; Guiul-Om ; ' The Deity limited.'
Yabad, erroneously Jabul : same as ~]' : 'Produce,
. 4. Job, xx. 28. ' A stream,
Product, Increase, Fruit' Lev. =vi
river, outflowing.' Is. xxx 25. Jer. xvii. 8.
Yabul-0m ; 'That which is begotten, or produced by, or emanates - from Om.'
Jehabulum is but a corruption of this.
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Our knowledge of the Deity, like our knowledge of the Soul,
is not the cognition of the Deity Itself, but of Its manifestations
only. The Thoughts of the Soul are not the Soul itseL£ We
know these Thoughts when spoken or written, or expressed in
action : and we have no other knowledge of the SouL It may be
capable of an infinity of other thoughts, which no one ever
knows. Yet, it is the whole Soul that thinks, in every Thought ;
although no one Thought, nor any number of them, nor all
that it ever thinks, are the whole Soul !
We have the same knowledge of the Deity . In Its very
Self, It is not cognizable by us, nor can we know what IT IS ;
nor what attributes IT has, except so far as these are expressed
in that partial revelation of ITs=, the Universe of things . The
old philosophers said that we had no more right to ascribe
intelligence to God, that being a human faculty, than the
human senses, and that, as there may be, even belonging to
beings inhabiting other planets, an infinity of senses, other
than those that we have, and of which we can, of course, have
no conception, so the Divine Unity may have none of the characteristics of the Human Intelligence, or even of existence, in
the only sense in which n e can understand that word.
When we say that God sees, we conceive of Him as haying
the sense of sight, as we have it, and, of course, the organs of
sight. When we apply to the Creator the words He and Min,
we conceive of Him as a male, and, of course, as having the
distinctive characteristics of the male . In short, when we
cease to conceive of Him as resembling us, we cease to have
any conception of Him .
- We can conceive of no other potencies than those of which
we have cognizance in ourselves and in the Universe around
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us. We can conceive of no other intellectual action than that
which belongs to ourselves, of no other moral qualities, no
other passions and affections ; and therefore we impute to the
Deity, not only sex and senses, but Love and Anger, Justice
and Mercy, Intelligence, Forethought and Design . The Creature is endowed with all these ; but how can he know that
any of them belong to the Creator?
Hence the Kabalah says, "'He who is the Author of all
things, has no name ." The Idra Suta says, "And because in
Him is not beginning and end, hence He is not called
Thou ; because He is hidden, is not revealed, and is called %Xj'i,
He. But where the Beginning is, there the name Thou applies,
and the name n ;Z, Father. . . . Wisdom is the beg nning
of all things, . . . is the Father of Fathers, and in It are
beginning and ending ."
This Divine Wisdom is comprehended in the letter Yud ;
and Yud, it is said, is the beginning and the end of all things .
In IT all things are included .
But what we do surely know is, that if God has no Intellect
or Intelligence, He has and is something higher than Intelligence ; that if He has not wisdom as we are wise, He has
something s uperior . to Wisdom ; if He is not a Force, He is
something higher than a Force. We say that He sees and
hears us, for want of better words ; but He has his omniscience by some faculty higher than sight and hearing .
The Deity, it is said, is manifested in the Universe ; but
only God as Creator and King . He is manifested, or appears
to us, in His works and government, as the Soul of a man is, in
an act which evidences or makes manifest by expression, a
thought, which is the ad of the whole Soul, but neithef is nor
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expresses outwardly or reveals the whole Soul . The Deity is
Infinite, and cannot be manifested, in ITS wholeness and fullness, be the Finite, the Illimitable br the Limited .
Wherefore, all the old philosophers said, as the Rabalah
does, the Deity, the Infinite and Lnmanifested, so concealed,
that no conception can reach to Him, first limits Himself, to
create, and it is His wisdom, producing a Thought, that is the
beginning of things. The Thought is the creative Agent,-the
Thought expressing itself as the creative Word
; which is, in
the words of Paul, "The image of the Invisible, the First-born
of every created thing ."
This creative Agent is the Pex, the Ring. It is the outshining of the Infinite Light, limited by, as it were, an aperture,
luoerna, through which it radiates . It is thus an emanation or
ontflowing from the Deity ; " and in it is revealed whatsoever is
revealed." It is the shining forth of the Light, but not the
Very Light itself, the splendor whereof appears to us, while we
do not see, nor know the nature o4 nor can conceive of, that
Very Light, that substance, of which the risible Light is the
splendor.
This is the Demiourgos, in which all things consist and are
from it produced, the Son of the Father, the Logos or lTrd ;
God, limited, that He might manifest Himself, or rather His
Wisdom and Power, as Creator ; remaining unmanifested and
concealed in all the infinity of His other attributes, and all the
infinite variety of His other aspects . We see only- so much of
the Infinite as is manifested in the finite, and can attain unto a
knowledge of Him only as thinking a single Thought, as by a
single exertion of His will creating or producing the Universe .
The 'Very Deity Himself is not represented, even in the
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Hebrew Scriptures, as generating or creating or producing, the
Universe . In the first of the two accounts, it is the Alohim,
diverse persons acting as a unit, who create ; and in the second, it is Yahveh-Alohim, that is, the Deity manifested as
Alohim.
It is not the Hidden Deity who is " The Grand Architect of
the Universe," according to this philosophy : but the Deity
self-limited, and acting as The Word. "By Wisdom," the
Hebrew writings again and again tell us, " God has founded
the Earth ." "I, Wisdom, came out of the mouth of the Most
High
He created me from the beginning, before
the world."
"The Logos," Philo said, "is the oldest image of God ."
-Wherever, in the Hebrew writings, God is mentioned as personally appearing, His Word or His Angel (Malak) is meant
Both the Word and the Wisdom appear as a BED G, the Second
God, the Demiourgos, the axtive Agent of the First cause, in the
creation of the world. The Logos is the Revealed, the Mediator between the Father and Creation. "He is called," Philo
said, "the oldest and First-born Son of God, the Only-Begotten,
Monogenes and Protogonos. . . . What he here calls God,
is His Most Ancient Word . . . . The Creative Power is
God ; for it is by this, that He made and arranged the universe .
The Divine Word, His own First-born Son . . . It
was impossible that anything mortal should be made in the
likeness of the Most High God, the Father of the Universe ;
but it could only be made in the likeness of the Second God,
who is the Word [utterance] of the other ."
And Saint John says, "In the beg nni a was the Logos, and
the Logos was with The God, and God was the Logos."'
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This Word was the mediator between mankind and the
Father. He is, says Philo, "continually a suppliant to the
immortal God on behalf of the mortal race, which is exposed
to affliction and misery ; and is also the ambassador sent by the
Ruler of all to the subject race."
The Persians, Plutarch sacs, name Mithras the Mediator.
The Chaldaeans called him LAO. He was the Demiourgos, and
also the coming ring, the Masarah or Mithra.
Each was an emanation from the Supreme Light . Each was
the Spiritual Principle of Light and Life . Iao was the SunSpirit, -whose light was a manifestation of him . He was that
Light which was called Intelligible ; i. e. which was cognizable
by the Intellect alone . -Not it, but the splendor that flows from
it, is risible ; and itself is an emanation from the Infinite
'Unknown.
This word was triple, and yet one : in India Aum or Om, in
Chalda:a Iao .
Gsias 2'o(pigs : 'Philosophy is a
&zAoao(Jia o-pEEz- r7
longing after the Divine Wisdom,' Plutarch said .
.,v),
God is the Creator of the Universe (d >>uzovp 'd v .&
rwv 5
and, as it were, the Father of all things, in communion with
all things, and a part of him pervading all things.-DioGzzs
I .tts.
The One Logos that arranges all things, and the One Proridence that governs all, and the assistant Potencies appointed
for all.-Droo='Es L aTrCS
The verb Zanah, to build, is applied in the Hebrew writings,
to the Deitr, as Maker or Builder of the Universe . Ban-13,
builded by God, was a name given a man . The Alohim were
the builders of the world ; and Tob-banai, the Glory or Excel-
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lence of the Builders, signifying the Chief of the Architects
of the Temple, might also mean the Manifested Glory or Splendor of the Alohim or the Deity ; and Guibul-Om meaning the
limitation of Om, the Deity manifested in the Act, the whole
would signify, to the Sages and Adepts, the Word, the shining
forth of the Glory or eicellence of the Deity as Maker and
Creator, the Deity limited, manifested, incarnate : in other
words, the Mediator and Logos,-the same as Khir-Om, in connection with whom the words Hakemah, Binah and Daath are
so singularly used.
The three columns of every Masonic Temple, and of the
universe of which each is a symbol, are Wisdom, Power, and
Harmony or Beauty,-the Wisdom and Power of the Deity in
equilibrium, and the Harmony or Beauty that flows from
them ; of which Harmony and Beauty, Ehir-Om is the symbol.
The descent of Guibul-Om into the bowels of the earth, his
finding there the undying Light, symbol of that which flows
from the Deity, and of which Ebir-Om was the representative,
and his discovery of the True Word of a Master-Mason [of the
Supreme Artificer?] all seem to prove that the whole embodied,
for those who framed these degrees, a profound philosophical
meaning . Did it allude to a hoped-for restoration of the True
Faith, in the place of Error and Superstition? and was that
the meaning of the rebuilding of the Temple? or, did it foreshadow the coming of the New Law, taught in a higher
degree ?
Invcnies Ferbum In Ore Leonis, is engraved on the Treasurer's
jewel, in this degree. ' Thou shalt find the word in the Lion's
mouth .'
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MASA-ExA$A-RABAcm
MAHA-3LUAA-BOL.
-VA A.+s-MM -.ABACI.

These variations indicate uncertainty as to what the -words
really should be ; and we search in rain for any of them in the
Hebrew, with any meaning that would give any significance or
be appropriate here .
The following is but a conjectural reading
ltaarah or .ifarah means ' a place into which one
descends ; a cave ;' ziz. Gen . 30. zziii. id. 9.
which is 1 IN, `Light,' with = prefixed, l1-aar or
if-abr, means `Light, Luminary, place of Light,' or, rather,
'that which sheds light,' e. g. the Sun, a lamp, candelabrum.
Abrec or Abrek or Abrak, is the word used in proclaiming Joseph Prime Minister of Paroh, King of Egypt .
" He let him ride in the second of his chariots ; and they proclaimed before him, Abreck ! " Gen zli. 43.
Of course the word is Egyptian ; and we find in the Coptic, or modern Egyptian, & TT e p e K or d. TT p e K,
Aberek or Abrek, `Incline the head!' In the Hebrew itself,
barak, is `the knee, kneel, bless, praise,' etc
., i. e. `pay homage
and adoration.'
Jablonski (Opitsc i. 4) does not doubt that the word is
}( meant `to incline
Egyptian. He says that the word p
or bend,' & 4 F ' K ` to bow.'
These words give us .lfarah-Jlaar Abrek : ` The Vault, the
Place of Light ! Bow ye the head.'
But I still believe that there is a better interpretation, if it
could but be discovered, and that, some day, it will be . Cor-
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rupted as the words evidently are, I believe that the trae
words are not so different from them as those conjectured
above ; and that the real meaning is something ILLe that given
in the old Rituals .
In the Sanskrit, -:T 'q-, Jlaha, meant `great' and 'light ;'
Mahant, `great, pre-eminent ;' lahas, `light, lustre, a festival, a sacrifice .'

OFFICERS OF LODGE OF PERFECTION .
Th. •. P. . Gr. . 3L •.
Sen.- . Gr.-. Warden
Jun.-. Gr.

•. Warden :.

Keeper of Seals
Gr.-. Treasurer
Gr.-. Secretary
Gr. •. Orator

Gr.-. M •%

of Cerem.

Capt-. of Guards

•.

Salomoh.
Adoniram.
Moabon .
Galaad.
Yabul-Om.
Yehoaber.
Abad.gymun.
S tolkin .
Zerbaal
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Saturn.

Jupiter.

9
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Venus.
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Mercury.

h
73-

Seb, Bhaga or ~.mqa.
Varuna, Sydyk .
Arraman, Ares

Sol : Osiris :
Mithras : Shir.
Venus : Astarte.
Aphrodite.

DSaus : Surra : Sura,
Indra.
31itra, llithra .
QukrB.
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Mercury : Eermes

Pushan.

Luna : Isis

Saritri.

Saturn
Jupiter
Mars :
Sol
Venus :
llercurT :
Luna

Sabatai.
Tsadoc or TsrdTk.
P'`'s,
`'~~ _,
Madayim .
Shemesh ;
oaah.
Eocab.
Labaneh.

The Greek vowels and particular metals are also assigned
to the respective planets, thus
£Z
1U
I
H
E
A

Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
The Sun
Venus
Mercury
The Moon .

Lead
Tin :
Iron
Gold
Copper
Quicksilver
Silver

111 y 14ap rat.
Badil.
BararaL
-;, Zahab.
hakhas
Basap-Ehai.
Kasap.

,

A .RCSL ;GEL4
OF

Thz

PL&a-EZS.
Saturn : ~I-, Marac _ l (Michael) : The Image or Likeness of AL
SE«
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Jupiter : L;,=Gabrai-Al (Gabriel) : The Potency or
Virility of AL
Aurai Al (TJriel) : The Light, Splendor, or
Mrs :
Shining-forth, of Al.
iZarakhai-Al (Zerakiel) : The Rising or OutSol :
pouring of AL
Khamalai-A l (Hamaliel) : The MansueVenus :
tude or Clemency of AL
1Tercury : L, ~'_1 Rapha .4l : The Healing of Al (RaphaC-l) .
Luna :
Reflection of AL

Tsaphai-Al (Tsaphael) : The Mirror or

Other Angels assigned to the Planets are
To Saturn, Zaphikiel.
To Jupiter, Zadukiel.
To JSars, Samacl, Benachiel, CamaeL
To the Sun, Zadkiel, Sealtiel, RaphaLL
To Venus, Anacl, Uriel, HamaiL
To Mercury, Michael.
To the Moon, Orifiel, Jehudiel, Gabriel.
The Archangels highest in rank are Raphael, Auriel, Michael
and Gabriel ; and they are thus assigned and characterized
Michael : of the South :' : Angel of the Water.
Gabriel : of the North :,-, : Angel of the Fire .
Auriel : of the East : 'j : Angel of the Air .
Raphael : of the West : ; ,, : Angel of the Earth.
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Michael : Of the Tribe of Judah :
The Lion.
Gabriel : Of the Tribe of Ephraim : The Oz.
Anriel :
Of the Tribe of Dan :
The Eagle.
Raphael : Of the Tribe of Reuben : The Man.
In the Book of Enoch (ch. z. c 1), it is said, " Theu Michael
and Gabriel, Raphael and Suryal and Driel looked down from
Heaven, and saw the quantity of blood that was shed on earth,
and all the iniquity which was done upon it ." These are
called "Holy Ones of Heaven."
In Chapter xx. we read
"These are the names of the Angels who watch .
" Uriel, one of the holy Angels, who is over clamor and
terror.
" Raphael, one of the holy Angels, who is over the spirits of
men.
" Raa el, one of the holy Angels, who inflicts punishment
on the world and the Luminaries .
Michael, one of the holy Angels, who, over human virtue,
commands the nations .
" Sarakiel, one of the holy Angels, who is over the spirits
of the children of men who transgress .
" Gabriel, one of the holy Angels, who is over Ikisat
[ ) 'n,fttE ], over Paradise and over the Cherubim ."
The symbol of Mercury, a Cross, surmounted by the symbol
of the Sun, and that by the symbol of the new Moon, in the
sign Taurus, in the Vernal Equinox, is an allegorical expression of the great idea of the union of the Active power of
generation, and the passive power of production, in one and
the same universal Deity ;-the Brahm-Maya of the Hindu
mythology, the Yud-He of the babalah .
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13,5

Yz=sa
.
Old word, Juda
.
1,7 : from 1 ;-, Hud, 'Splendor, Vigor, Beauty, Majesty :'
Hud-1h, `Splendor or Outshia ;ng of God .' The word
Jehudah or Yehudal, means the same, i . e. that this Tribe were
the progeny of Deity .

-

T

T

~

Y

X

Old word, Benjamin.
: 'Son.'
im, Ben
Imin, Yamen or Femain : 'the right side or hand ;' and
these being of good omen, `Felicity, Good Fortune, Prosperity :'

Y&TZR0Y H 4 V { r4
1 ::p, Abar or Acar, is ' a ford or crossing of a riser .'
. Thus,
11, at the end of a word, gives it an intensive sense
Sabatun, 'most solemn rest :'
Sahat, is 'rest,' and
Bariun, 'great contempt,' ii*~~\s, Allan, 'the Highest .'
A.nd i (I or Y), prefixed, gives a noun the enlarged meaning
of 'continuance, prod essiveness, repetition .'
So that Yaveron i

: 7 ] is good Hebrew, and means ' a
long-continued and difficult, arduous passage .'
Maim, is ' water, waters ;' and with the definite article
ha-maim, 'the water, riser, lake,' etc .

. '-Z& XC --%5 Y -

:3 t O~ 9 V ~N
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SRALU,-SHALOM-AnAI

Shalal, 'Spoil, prey, booty, plunder.'
Vl~ J, Shalom, 'restores, shall restore_'

'Father :' the i added to :I,t giving greater intensity of
meaning. In Greek Ttrnrtr ; in Latin, Papa, a `Father, a Bishop,
the Pope.'
So that these three words unmistakably mean, 'fine Pope
;' i. e ., Libertas, Libert . de penser, Free..bfrll restore the spoil
dom of Conscience. Perhaos also, secretly, the spoil taken
from the Order of the Temple .
.

T•

(-

J `l'- -

"3 ~ 2+

L

.,-AA/

-

T

\-&

T

Other Pass-words of this degree, in the old Rituals, are
Grrlxion, Styr, LiLanz , David.

Sm
Saar or Star ; Heiph.
h'styr, 'he hid, concealed, veiled ; a veil, occultatio, arcanum .'
A hint to the Initiates to look for some concealed meaning,
that could not safely be intrnsted to all, under the words of
this degree and their pretended explanations .

01

4

~ "~

ZY

4

G.u Aos
from y~1;, GalNm, 'anything that stands upright or
erect, as, a mountain, a hill ;' especially when round, as a head,
n cup. A large city of the Tribe of Ben-Yamin, where the
,;; ,' i1~, Arun Ihuh, the chest or ark of Ihuh was, until
I
David carried it to Zion .
post-fixed makes the word 'the large or high hill .'
11
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The allusion is, perhaps, to the symbolic mountain Heredan
Hur-Adon, the. Hill of Adon. Zion was
or Heroden,
H r Kadoshi. The Temple was built on
called
31ura:ah, a hill of Jerusalem .

:n`0 9Y
D.wm
Dad or Davad, meaning sexual love or erotic desire .
Daud was a rebel, against Saul, who wore the crown by divine
right ; and the word may have been selected for that reason.

The River where the Combat is supposed to have occurred,
is named Gadara conjecturally. It was perhaps the same
river at the crossing whereof Ezra had those to rendezvous
who accompanied him to Judma . For that was "The River
Ahava," according to his Book ; and in the Sanskrit, and therefore presumably in Zend and Persian, ahava, '~j 1£q'9
i. e,
a-hve--a, means `war, battle .' But where the River is, it is
impossible to ascertain .
Lrs cc-rs
labanah, white, The Moon.
1aLan, white.
Labanun, or Lebanon, Greek, 11,davo ; ; Latin, Libanus ; a mountain range on the confines of Syria and Palestine,
covered with perpetual snow. Called in Chaldaic Xa~i •1
Tiir taiga, Mountain of Snow .

~j ~ ~i 9 2j.
RSoDo .N

Rph, raph or reph ; `Healer, Physician, Consoler, Comforter, Paraclete.'
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the name of the Phcanician San-God, Ado .
So that Rephadon, Raphadon, or Rafodon, is 'Adon the
Healer, Consoler or Comforter .'
_

T

Atrk

A-

.7

J

6~

The letters L . •. D.-. P. •. on the bridge, are said by Dumas,
in his novel of "Joseph Balsamo, or the Memoirs of a Pbvsician," to have meant ` Li7ia pedibtts destrue : ' `Destroy with
your feet the Lilies!' or, 'Tread under foot the Lilies ! '-a
declaration of eternal hostility against the Bourbons.
But in the old Rituals they are said to be the initials of the
words `Liberte de passer,' and this gives the clue to the real
meaning. It was thus that the Hermetic Philosophers and
Alchemists concealed their real meanings, by giving false interpretations to mislead .
The Pass-word of the degree is Ltbertas, a word not suggested in the least by the ceremonial or history of the degree
contained in the old Rituals . The passage over the bridge
was not free. It was a forced one, won by the sword, a long,
difficult and arduous one .
The true words, of which the letters are the initials, are
` LIBERTE DE PE1sER :' `Freedom of Thought and Conscience ;'
that spoil which it was the object of the Knights of the
East to recover from the Church of Rome .
Part shim : Equites : `Knights.'
C)1-1 P : K'edin: : `The Orient : the East .'
,Z-1r, : X ? arab, `Sword.'
Even these names are .significant. Rome was the Western
Church . In the Orient the doctrines of John prevailed, and
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many doctrines stigmatized by Rome as heretical prevailed
there, also. And the Knights of the East were not non-combatants, but Knights of the sword also . Kedim means also `the
ancient time, that which was of old, the orianes, the old faith .'
Kharab means, also, `desolated, destroyed, ruined, derastated .'
Tzz z
i'1_',:, the tenth Hebrew month, extending from the new
moon in January, to the new moon in February . Also, the
name of a town ; and meaning `celebrated.'
ADAR .

.

the twelfth Hebrew month, from the new moon in
March, to the new moon in April. ' Jfagnipic .n .'

h9~
„A
Yasaiayim-Yeri Salem : Princes of Jeru-

salem.
The ancient Temple of the Knights of the Holy House of
the Temple still exists on Mount Moriah in a perfect state of
preservation, as a Mahometan Mosque ; and the shattered
walls of their ruined fortresses and castles are still to be seen
at intervals, in Palestine and Syria, from Gaza to Antioch, and
from the mountains of the Dead Sea to the shores of the
Mediterranean . They were the bulwarks of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, during the short period of its existence, and
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they were the last European forces that contended for the
possession of the Holy Land.
In 1118, nineteen years after the conquest of Jerusalem b y
the Crusaders, Baldwin IL, King of Jerusalem, granted the
Templars a place of habitation within the sacred enclosure of
the Temple on Mount Moriah, whence the poor Fellow-Soldiers
of Jesus Christ came thenceforth to be known by the name
of "The Knighthood of the Temple of Solomon ;" and the
Statutes of the Order, arranged by St . Bernard, and sanctioned
by the Holy Fathers of the Council of Troves, were entitled
"Begula Pauperum Cornmz7itonum Christi et Templi Salomonis ."

The Grand Master of the Temple ranked in Europe as a
Sovereign Prince, and had precedence of all Ambassadors and
Peers in the General Council of the Church . He was elected
by the Chapter of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, which was composed of all the Knights of the East and of the "Test who
could manage to attend .
It was the Knights of the Temple under their Grand Master Hermann de Perigord, who first re-entered Jerusalem in
1240 ; and it was natural that they should make the rebuilding of the Temple of Solomon the symbol of the hoped-for
restoration of the Order ; and that, in adopting this and the
preceding degree as a means of maintaining their organization
in secret, they should call themselves Knights of the East, and
Princes of Jerusalem, and Chiefs in Masonry .
J:iBtZ.~c

Yabul-Om, `Issue, Progeny or Emanation from Om .'

~~
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AL, `Father.'
-~, ddon, The Pha?nician Sun-God.
ab-ddon, ` Adon the Father : God the Father.'

:D

34'ls-9z1

7

f

HOSCHi s
H' slraa, HJ•shaa or Hostang . Sch on the Continent

is used for Sh, as in Eadosclh .
Liberation, Aid .'

The word means `Salvation,

7 lj_~ ~ ~
ExxL-=_L :

This disfigured Hebrew name, which is really dmanu-Al,
is rendered 'God with us,'
meaning with, and ;J, us. It is
singular that the old Babylonian name of the Deity should
have been revived in it, especially if it was meant to designate
and be, as it has become, a name of the Word, the Saviour,
Redeemer and Son of God .
Onranes or 4manus is the Grecian rendering of the name of
a Persian Deity . Am was a name of the old Semitic and IndoGermanic Sun-God ; and _\ was the Amun, of the Eaptians.
Amanu-Al, was an appropriate name for the Sun-God, the Light
of Al, the Ford, shining forth from the Father .
In Hebrew, the name is L. ,Nt j ;"!% Amnu- .41 or -4 manwa l,
and it means 'Al near to us, with us, in our home .'

M

C/-%
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THE SOLEMN FEAST.
This Feast is always held on Maundy Thursday (the
Thursdar before Easter), in the clay or evening.
Maundy is merely a corruption of Vundali. The day
was anciently called . Dies Jlandati, throughout the church,
probably so named from the mandate which Jesus gave his
disciples, to commemorate his last supper, which he this day
instituted after the celebration of the Passover . In England,
Edward I . in 1363 instituted the custom, ever since then
observed, of feeding and clothing indigent persons, and distributing money to them on that day . The Lord Almoner or
Sub-Almoner attends at Whitehall Chapel, and after the religious service is completed, distributes the royal bounty to as
many poor men and as many poor women as the King has
reached years of age .
Easter Sunday is a movable festival in commemoration of
the resurrection . • It governs all other movable feasts throu`hout the -rear. In the Greek and Latin churches, it is called
Pascha, from the Hebrew word,
pasaki, `passed over,
spared,' from the passing over, by Jehovah, of the houses of
the Beni-Israel, when he slew the Egyptian children .
But the Easter festival in England was the festival of
Eastre, a Saxon Deity or Goddess of the East, celebrated in
the month of April .
Formerly some observed the Feast of the Resurrection on a
fixed day ; others kept it with the Jews on the fourteenth day
of the moon, following the vernal equinox, on whatever day of
the week it happened . Other churches kept it the Sunday
following that day.
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In 314, the Council of Arles flied it to be kept on the
Sunday after the fourteenth dap of the March moon ; and the
Council of Nice confirmed this in 325 . But there was no precise method decreed for calculating the return of the festival ;
and in 387 and 577, some churches kept it on the 21st of March,
some on the 18th of April, and others on the 25th of April .
Gregory Xiii., in 1582, corrected the calendar, and since
then Easter is always the first Sunday after the full moon
immediately following the 21st of March, when the sun enters
the Constellation Aries. If the full moon is on the 21st of
March, it is the next full moon that is Easter .
The Jewish Passover begins on the 14th day of N isan
(March-April), at even, and continues until the 21st at even.
But if the Tekztphah Xisan, the Vernal Equinox, happened
after the 16th Nisan, the month Veadar was intercalated
between Adar and \isan, so that the 14th 1 isan should be
after the Vernal Equinox, and that the corn might he ripe and
the fruit trees in bloom. It will be remembered that every
Hebrew month is lunar, beginning on the day of .the new
moon.
The Lamb to be eaten had to be a male, of the first year,
without blemish, or a Kid of the same kind, and killed on the
14th \isan, between the two evenings, between 12 M . and 6 .
It was eaten with unleavened bread and bitter herbs, which
is complied with by putting tansy in the mint sauce .
The Saxon Goddess Eastre was the same as the celebrated
virgin Ishtar, the Grecian and Roman Cybele .
A feast similar to the Passover is common in Hindostan, a
lamb being sacrificed on the occasion, and eaten by the Brahmins, who on all other occasions abstain from eating flesh .
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Maimonides says that God commanded that a lamb should
be killed at this festival, because the Constellation Aries was
dominant in April, and caused the fruits of the earth to germinate . Before the time of Moses the Egyptians fixed the
commencement of the year at the Vernal Equinox, and the
Eg<ptian festival commenced on the same day on which the
Paschal lamb was selected .

~7

crc

H.U.LELrJ .H

Halal u- Iah
halal : `shone, glowed, emitted splendor : praised,
glorified.' Halalfc is the Imperative .

-
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THE BREASTPLATE OF A .EARt.
And he made the breastplate of cunning work, like the
work of' the ephod ; of gold, blue and purple, and scarlet, and
fine twined linen.
It was four-square ; they made the breastplate double ; a
span was the length thereof, and a span was the breadth
thereof, being doubled .
And they set in it four rows of stones ; the first row was a
sardius, a topaz and a carbuncle . This was the first row.
And the second row, an emerald, a sapphire and a diamond.
And the third row, a ligure, an agate and an amethyst
And the fourth row, a beryl, an onyx and a jasper ; enclosed
in ouches of gold within enclosings .
And the stones according to the names of the Beni-Israel,
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twelve, according to their names, like the engraving of a signet,
each with its name, according to the twelve Tribes . E.rod.
ruin. 8 to 14.
Brea.ciplatc :
X assn, or more fully
Ehacan Ii'mespat. bha.can means, `was beautiful, an ornament.'
.UeYprit, `judgment, justice, sentence, lawful, law, religion,
privilege, custom, mode, reason .'
The Septuagint calls it AoyEiov, and Philo Aoyecnv, ,1r)yEzov
xp :aew ;, 'the oracle, the oracle of judgment .'
A Span,
Zarat : 10 inches 944 dec. [Lee] : as much as a
man can measure, from the end of the thumb to the end of the
little finger, about nine inches [-ewman].
r_-j`,
Sardius :
Adorn, 'red ;' LXX., Zing. sardion. A ruby
[1ewman] . A ruby or cornelian [Lee] .
Topaz :
Petadah. Topaz [Newman] : Topaz or Emerald [Lee] : according to many of the old interpreters, a
Topaz [Gesenius] .
Barakath :
Carbunde :
is `lightening, coruscatr,,
ing.' The LYV., Vulg. and Josephus render this word smaragdum, a green stone ; emerald, beryl, jasper, malachite . Grotius makes this stone the chrysolite . According to some, the
is, however, according to Casemerald_ The Syriac 7'2 ;
tell, a carbuncle. Carbuncle [Newman] .
Emerald :
Napak : LXX., a v c pi'rff, a carbuncle.
Sapphire :
Saphir .
Diamond :
- Yahalam . The old interpreters render
this by adamant, emerald or jasper ; most likely the former
[Lee] . Supposed to be the diamond [Newman] .
Ligure : LL; L,, Lasam : Opal [Gesenius]. Hyacinthus [Castell] .
10
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Agate :
Sebre : ,T, V., Vulg. axar>>s. Usually translated
Agate (Lee] . Agate : [-ewman].
Amethyst :
Aklilamah : T.77. Irulg. Amethystos .
Tarasis : chrysolite, or topaz of late formaBeryl :
tion. LSSM chrusolithos, `gold-stone .' Probably topaz [Lee] .
Onyx :
Saham : Sardonym or out's [Gesenius] .
Jasper :
Ishpah or Yeshpah : Jaspis, a stone of different colors . Jasper (Lee and Newman] .
The following are thought to be the colors of these gems
The Sard i us, probably a wary or striped red cornelian.
Topaz, Greenish yellow.
Carbuncle, Brilliant red.
Emerald, Lir'ht green .
Sapphire, Pure blue.
Adamant, Rose (diamond).
Ligure, Vari-colored, semi-opaque .
Agate.
Amelh yst, Violet.
Beryl, Bluish green, Aqua-marine .
Onyx, Semi-pellucid, a kind of Agate.
-Jasper, Vari-colored .
The following are said to have been the twelve Great 'Names
of God, on the breastplate
.
.
.
?ltalaL, fling.
1 „_
Gamul, dispensing reward and punishment .
=~
Adar, Fire, Splendor .
Aloh, The Adored One.
,1~;t
1 jJ ,
Aayen, The Eye, The Sun .
Al-EFhai : The Living.
L • ;,~~
.lohim : The Lofty One : The Potencies

•
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Al, 'Up : Lofty, Exalted .'
Yahu, The Creative Triad .
Ash-GebAh, ' Majestc of Fire .'
Adoni, Adonis .
•
Yah-Vah : 'Male-Female Being.'
•

•
•

These belong to the Stones, in this order : Sardoncx, Topaz,
Emerald, Carbuncle, Sapphire, Diamond (or Jasper), Ligure
(or Lcncure), Agate, Amethvst, Chr_csolite, Onsi, Berri .
The Stones in the Breastplate were set in four rows, of
three each, and on the gold plate in which they were set was
engraved, in the rear of each stone (i . e., on the other or reverse
side), the name of one of the twelve Tribes . The Stones were
arranged from right to left . In the rear of the first was the
name of the oldest Tribe, Reuben, and so on, in each row, in
regular succession, so that when the plate was reversed, the
names of the Tribes read from left to right .
The Tribes, in the order of birth of the Sons of Jacob,
were,
Rau-Ben.
Reuben,
Sama-un.
Simeon,
L.
Levi, ""I /I Levi.
Yehudah.
Judah,
Dan, 1-, Dan.
:laptalai.
IKaphtali,
Gad, -;, Ged.
Asar.
Asher,
Issachar,
Yessacar.
Zabul-un.
Zebulon,
[Joseph], :~~h, YuseL
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Benjamin, 1'n'--n, Ben-Yamin.
And, Sons of Joseph,
Manasah.
Manasseh,
Aparayim.
Ephraim,
It is said (Ezod. .:.viii. 30), `and thou shalt put in the
breast-plate of judgment (khasan h'mespat), the Aurim and the
Themim : ' and (Lev. viii. 8), `and he put on the breast-plate,
also he put in the breast-plate the Aurim and the Themim .'
These, therefore, were not the breast-plate itself, but something put in it or put on with it .
plu of 'J ;x, aur) were `Lights, Luminaries,
Aurim
Lightnings, Fires.' Aur also meant `Twilight, Dawn, the cre`the Orient, revepusculum, Aurora, Enlightenment .'
lations, manifestations,' etc .
once C:1 1"), them or turn, which meant
C `O- j i , plu of
integrity, plenitude, safety, prosperity, good fortune, innocence,
simplicity.' And the plural also meant `Integrity' and , Truth .'
Gesenius renders these two words, Revelation and Truth .
The LXI. S,;Acvzszs xaz zrAr zza ; and Lusher, Licht and Recht.
Gesenius says it was some apparatus for divination, or augury,
which the High Priest wore in or -over the breast-plate . Josephus says the Aurim and Themim were the stones of the breastplate, by the glittering whereof the High Priest divined ; but
Philo, a much better authority, says, " on the Logeion he
embroiders two woven pieces of cloth, calling the one Revelation and the other Truth ." What these two "woven pieces of
cloth " represented, or how they were made instrumental in
divination, we do not certainly know . Gesenius says that
Philo describes them as two small images (imagunculx), put in
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between the two thicknesses of the breast-plate ; and that, in

this, the Hebrews imitated the Egyptians, among whom the
Judges wore images of Truth made of Sapphire, suspended
from their necks.
The Egyptian God Osiris was termed 'the Manifester,' and
Har or Aruer (Horns, Oroeris), his son, succeeded to his attributes . Har (Harpocraies) is occasionally seen wearing round
his neck a vase, the emblem of Thmei, the Goddess of Truth
which, says Sir Gardner Wiildnson (Ancient Egyptians, iv . 407),
probably refers to the amulet, said by Plutarch to have been
" worn by Isis at the time she brought him into the world,
which was reported to mean, `speaking the Truth."'
Senrick says, speaking of the principal Egyptian Court of
Judicature (2 Ana Egypt. 42), " a chain of gold and precious
stones was worn, by the President, to which an image of Thmei,
the Goddess of Truth, was attached, and he pronounced sentence by touching with this image the Plaintiff's or Defendant's
pleadings." In a note to this, he sacs that the resemblance of
this ornament to the Urimn and Thummim worn by the Jewish
High Priest has been noticed by all writers on Jewish or
Egyptian Antiquities ; but that the use was very different ;
that one was an official chain, probably with a seal attached to
it ; the other answered the purpose of an oracle . For this he
refers to Ezod xrxix. 10 ; Lev. viii. 8, and Numb. zzvii. 2L Of
these, the first two say nothing of the kind : and the verse in
Numbers is, "and he (Joshua) shall stand before Eleazar the
Priest, who shall ask counsel (consult) for him, by the judgment of the Aurim in the presence of Yahcah ; at his command they shall go forth, and at his command come in ."
Exod x=-iii. 30 reads, " and thou shalt put in (or, 'on') the
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breast-plate of judgment, the Anrim and Thmeim ; and they
shall be on Aharun's breast when he comes in before Fahvah ;
and Aharun shall wear the judgment of the Beni-Israel on his
heart before Fahvah continually."
In deciding what should be done by Feshna as Military
Leader, the Priest, no doubt, pretended to speak what Fahvah
prompted him . So also did the Egyptian Judges. Eenrick
sans that there is no etymological ground for deriving Thummim from the Egyptian Thmei . We think there is ample
ground for it, better by far than for most et_vmoloo cal derivations.
is t or th, m, i, m . Thmei or Thmai omits the
vowel just as the Hebrew word does, and was probably pronounced Themei or Themai. The Hebrew word may as well be
pronounced Thmeim as the Egyptian word Thmei.
Temu or Tam was also an Egyptian Deity ; and, as we
have seen, Thmeim or Thummim is the plural of C I-1 or
tem or tam. The God Tam, `the Sun when he rises,' `the
Great God creating himself,' `Lord of Life supplying the
Gods,' is continually invoked and adored in the Book of the
Dead.
The Aurim and Thmeim were, most probably, pictures or
images of Bores and Thmei or Tam, borrowed from the Egyptians. At all events, they were separate and distinct from the
breast-plate, which could be worn without them.

OLD FRENCH R11 U ALS .
1'. P. •. W. •. Animane, said to mean, " I am what I am_"
Ans. . Stolkin.
2°. P. . W. .. Jubedum.
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3*. P.-. W.-. Zanabarre, said to be the name of him who laid

the Foundation Stone of the new Temple.
Secret Word . . . Razah Bet-rjaJ.
in Hebrew, is the personal pronoun, Ego, L N;t
and,- :.X
. are the same in Chaldaic, ana and anal:. X,-, ina, is
what, that which.'
The auiiliary verb 17IM, is continually omitted, as any one
may see bT the italics that supply iu, was, etc., in our translation.
Thus ,-,;N ; 'N]`, ani-m'aneh is `I [am or was or shall
be] that which I [was, shall be or am].' And it may hare'been
intended by this to declare that the same God was God of both
Hebrews and Chald.ans.
1

Y

~3

z's
'e ZI

-

a ~ 2~

(-

JUBELr
This is probably Jabulum, incorrectly copied ; which, as I
have shown, meant `the product of, that which proceeded,
issued or emanated from Om .'
If correctly written, it is compounded of r or 11-1, Yu or
Yah-u, 7 y1, Baal or Bat or Bel, and Om, thus combining the
names of the Hebrew, Phoenician and Hindu Deities, to indicate that they are in reality the same.
In some old Rituals it is Jabnlnm .
1

Ay

9 -

or~~- 2+ ]9(7~

f7

~

i
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ZZHABA 7A RE .

X13, tang, ` a flock.'
-~3, tsanah, ` a shield or buckler,' of large size, covering
the body. Also, ` that refreshes or protects.'
, 1iy and ; y, azara and azarah, `a refuge, aut7ium .'
prefixed means, among other things, `of, for, the instrument or e Y ent cause, as,' etc
. Thus, in Sosea, riii. 9, we find
71 1; y brlzarak, `for' or ` as thy help .'
zanah-bdzareh, would mean, `a shield
And thus
for' or 'of aid, help or protection .'
bazareh, means `a sheep-fold, or fortified place .'
like ;Z1y, means `the flock, the sheep and goats ;' and
X13 ~-~] ~, zana-bazareh would mean 'the flock of the fold .'

Y `~ z 7 9 - V~
or
. If <~>,

-~~ 9 -

ZY ~3 ~ 44~

RAaka BETSIJAa

C .s.t1, Ras, ` Head, Chief, Leader, Ruler, Prince, Top, Summit : the sum, aggregate, whole number, multitude, crowd .'
Also, ' Principium, the Beginning.' The Bedouin chiefs are
still called by the same name.
itsa, `went forth from, proceeded from ;' and
itsia, `those that came forth from' [his bowels], i. e., his issue
or children. 2 Chron_ =ii. 2L
or
h'bitsai-Yah
The word betsijah may be
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or betsiyah, ; , being the definite article, and I, pleonastic,
meaning 'as it were, as, as if,' etc
The whole word is either,
lias h'a - bilsai - lah, 'Leader, Master,
Head or Chief, of those who are like the Sons of God,' or
n t1, Basah Bitsai-Yah, ;
1, which is feminine,
meaning, like - ;t1, ' a multitude, collection of persons, agmen,
caterva ;' and hence, very properly, the aggregate of persons
composing an Order or Association. So that the meaning of
the word, thus written, would be, `The Association of those
who are, as it were, the children of God,' iL e ., of those who
have emanated from the Deity .
David was called a Son of God ; and the phrase only means
those of higher excellence and dignity. So Kings were called
. 6, 9 ; xu 6 ; xvi.13,14 Isa. zi. 1, 2. Ps.
Sons of God ; 1 Samm x
Zzxxii. 6 ; and to the people of Israel the same term was
applied ; Has. xi. L E=d- iv. 22, 23, and elsewhere .
With the first interpretation, the word fitly applies to the
Grand Master of all Symbolic Lodges.

Vr-6 i7cc 9- -ham
or

Y Ccf - c,11r9 JEISON :

KHase N : 'Was strong : strength : power : possessed :'
whence, 'treasured up,' and Niph ., ,C,', Yekhsan, 'laid up,
;,
pr-

treasured up, hidden .' Irk. xxiii. 18.
; Yeksun or Yeksan, is the name of one of the Sons of
;p1,
i %
Abraham (Jokshan), ancestor of the Sabaeans and Dadani . It
means ' a fowler, or one who snares, auceps '
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kus, `bent or curved,' Like a bow, a circle, the back, etc. ;
: 21, has the future, I IV ~, Yekson, ` lay a
ensnared,' Isa. =x
snare for.'
The latter meAning has no significance. I think the first
derivation the true one . p(ji, Yekhson, is found in Isaiah,
=iii. 18. The verse reads, "And her merchandise and her
ti ; -p (Holiness, consecrated to Ihuh), la
hire shall be
yatzar u la yekhsun, (not to be treasured or concealed) ; for her
merchandise shall be for those who lire in the presence of
Ihuh." Thus the word means `hidden, concealed, secret .'
`,';p,

PFaT7G

Pa*, `divided ; division ; a riser ; creek ; canal'
From the root ~_, pal, whence
`separated, divided,
consecrated, i e ., set apart.'
In Ps. lv. 10, we find paler lasunim, `divide their tongue,'
L e., ` cause them to quarrel.'
Phal, Sanskrit, 'to open, separate, break .'
;,~_,

01~<

n

Y2 . ,
r-

C,~;,

Sem, Sam, or Shem, means `a name ;' and thence
Lam, Shem Yahvah, `the
`Glory, Memory, a Monument'
Name of God, Deity.'

C -, Khem : ` Hot, Heat' Ehem, also, was the second of the
eight Egyptian Gods of the First order, the Generative God of
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Nature, worshipped at Shemmis in the Thebaid, or Panopolis.
Stephanus of Byzantium says that there was at that place a
great statue of him, with his membrum virile exposed . In the
Hieroglyphics one hand brandishes a Sword, and the other
., L 373.
holds the Priapns .-BusEN, Egypt's Place, etc

Japes .T
patah, `spread, opened, enlarged .'
1 , Yapat from
j-y_"
iL. ~ fr1, Papal Alohfm Papal, may Alohim enlarge
Yaphet ; Gen- iz
. 27.

ZY 'L

~j

Passwoans
Quiet, Rest, repose.
BErszI,-AL : Shade of 4L
YY.PAT : Enlargement
Asor_u-AB : Coruscation of the Father.
Tsmrtu : Men of Sidon .
LEBdxox : Mount Libanus.
NIIess :

Hoah and Yaphet were builders of the Ark ; Betsel-Al and
Ahdiab, of the Tabernade of Moses.
The Tsidunai or men of Sidon worked for Solomon, in procuring timber for the Temple, from the mountain-range of
Lebanon .

The only signification of the words is their connection with
Labor,-on the Ark, the Tabernacle and the Temple .

Z9
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SACRED WORD

AL SHAD AL

i~~ fit, AI or EI Sadai, Sadi, Shedi or - Shada-z. 'AI, Who
conquers', or 'The Destroyer' : perhaps the Phoenician SunGod, Shadid or Shadad .
sited or said, ' a woman's bosom :' and Shadi, perhaps,
`Nature, the producer ;' and Al Sltadai, the Great Nature-God,
the impersonation of the Powers of Nature, worshipped by
men before they conceived of a separate and creative personal
Deity .
IIRZEL

Aurai-Al, 'the Light of AL'
In the old French Rituals, the Grand Word was
Jrt -i'llit,

KE-

DOSCH ADONAL

once (Dan. 2i. 30), g,7Kodash ; 'holy,
consecrated, Holiness, Sanctity, The Sanctuary.'
V., ';a, KDBH,

I

TZ

D uw

-ADONI
Drrrak :

11-,

' the way, mode, reason of, worship, religion .'

ADo n-ALOFn3i

7 :D

4dun or Adun and Adini
meant 'Possessor, Owner, Master, Lord ;' and the compound
word, 'Lord of the Alohim,' or the Being in Whom the Alohim
are, and from Whom they emanate . Adonai was a Phoenician
Deity, as Al was a Chaldi an God .
Adonai-Ailohim .

z (TT Y 2,~-

Z-S- -

a~ ~

C.F Z~Y
, -
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The old Rituals sav that in some Lodges, the Password in
Yabel `a stream of water, iuxil,
this degree is Jabdl.
flowed forth, went forth .' A son of Lamech was so called .
It means also, `to lead, to bring, one who leads or conducts ;
a Leader, Conductor, Guide .'
5 1::% yab~rl, which is but a variant of the same word, means
that which is poured out or produced .' (Pro-ducere is `to
pour or send forth out of itself.'] So that Yabel means 'outflowing, emanation .'

HoL
.Tn

noSholah, `was sick, a$iicted, infirm .'
"I
laiti, `I was sick, afllicted ;' the first person perfect in gal,
KAU or ghu1,
'-I being the pronominal suffix, L And as
means `being in pain,' the first vowel is o or u,-and Holati or
gholatai is correct . ` I was sick or wounded .'
,,, " ,,

EL-a&. & ; ; or AL-H .LSA
Al-Khanan, Al the merciful.
.

~ ~ 1~(-

2+- z"S-

The Covered Word, the old Rituals say, is John Ralph, who
was the Founder of the Order.
Goa -rT.
L.
gml, a verb ; meaning `pare to, brought upon, repaid,
punished, a camel'
i=a~ gamal, `action, work, benefit, bless-

0-1-

1 a-J
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ing, beneficence, retribution .' L.
Gamali-A4 the Beneficence of Al .'
Thus it appears that the word should be Gamal or Gamal.
It means, also, `increasing, consolidating, perfecting, maturing,
ripening and weaning .' Dr. Arnold renders it Gamal.
GAB3o\

Gabaun or Gabaun, 'belonging or appertai ning to
j ;y
a hill,' i e., `built on a hill' The name of a city of the
Xherites, afterwards belonging to the Tribe of Benjamin . The
Holy -Tabernacle was there during the reign of David, and
until Solomon built the Temple .
gabi and gabdh, mean `a hill,' from a root
y-a and ;,y
signifying whatever rises up, exalts itself, etc.
Gabah, `high, elate, exalted, haughty, proud, potent,
arrogant : Height, majesty, pride, haughtiness.'

V~

Y . . :3~`G9Y

GIBT FM

Geblim or Gebalim,-the People of L']',, Gebal or
Byblos.
And

also means ` a high place, an elevation.'

SR~T-»rrR

Salamah or Sldccmah : `Retribution, punishment.'
Ps. xci. 8. This is the word which we misrepresent by the
word `Solomon.' It means also 'remuneration and reward,
payment, peace or peaceful, prosperity, health,' etc.
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SrIBrTmd

A Latin word : 'Antimony,' in Greek, 6rifiz and d-riii jz, the
sesgni-sulphuret of antimony ; said in the degree to mean prima
,,
materia.

IT Z.

A4 ncsr or Eax_A.LB.as
These words are in the old Rituals, and the latter is said
there to mean ` a Sing full of Glory.' They are, no doubt, corruptions of some -cord used by the Alchemists, and of Arabic
origin, perhaps for Ai c .LaEST, the universal solvent .
AzoTS

The First and the Last ; the Beginning and the End.
Formed of the first letter of the Hebrew, Greek and English
Alphabet, A ; and of Z, W and 1 (T or Ts), the last letter of
each.
S. •.
S. •.
S. •.
Over the Lights
The commencement of an inscription at Rome, on one side
of an altar representing a bust with a radiated head, on an
eagle, is
Sdi Sancfis.simo Sacrum
TiZerius, etc.
Potum Sdrerunt.--2 Rio_Nzrrocoa, 249.

So in Grater is the inscription,
Sanc o Sanco
Semoni. Deo. Fidia
Sacrum ;
Sem-on signifying Celestial San ; and Sancus was the Sabine
Sun-God ; the same as Sun. At Rome they called him Zeus
Pvstios [Greek of Deus Fidius], as we learn from Dionysius of
Halicarnassus.-1 BRt_~_N-r, Anal. 45.
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Thus the three letters mean, `Sacred to the Most Holy San ;'
meaning to the Sun-God, Apollo . Mithra, Sancus or Sem-on .
ATE GEBLm LI= Anos .u
")*j::; ,;"jN : Pronounced, a learned Hebrew
says, Atah gebiir legnolam Adonai [instead of `] . ' Thou art
mighty forever, 0 Yahvah .'
[Phcen . 7117 Y],
The initials of these words form .~;,x
X
the word suspended in the East.

D

ALRD IRFi : Angel of Fire.
I do not find this or the other three names of gels
anywhere, in the Kabalah or the Book of Enoch . They must
be combinations of other words ; but what, it is difficult to say .
means `glorious, magnificent, amplitude, magnificence.' With the Persians it was the name of the ninth month
of the Solar Year, and dedicated to fire . It was the name of
the Angel, Lee sacs, who had charge of the Sun.
I think therefore, that this name should be Adar-El ; the
Glory or Fire of God .

Angel of the die, I can find no derivation for.
T.i= : Angel of the Mater.
tal, and, with suffix, `~,`, tali, 'dew, fine rain.'
;' so, perhaps,
h ud, `majesty, splendor, vigor, beauty
Tali-hid, 'the Dew of Vigor and Beauty,' iL e., "The
CAsLU:Ls-N :

dew or rain that strengthens and adorns nature .'
In the East, where it rarely rains during the summer
months, the dew falls so copiously that it resembles a gentle
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rain, contributing greatly to the nourishment of vegetables,
and, as it were, overshadows them, and prevents their dying
away from the intense heat .-NEww.
The Book of Enoch, ch . lix., v. 12-13, says : " The Spirit of
Dew has its abode in the extremities of Heaven, in connection
with the reservoir of rain ; and its outgoing is in Summer and
in Winter. The cloud produced by it, and the cloud of the
mist, become united ; one gives to the other ; and when the
Spirit of rain is in motion from its receptacle, the Angels
come, and opening its receptacle bring it forth. When, likewise, it is sprinkled over all the earth, it pours an omen with
every kind of water on the ground ; for the waters remain on
- the ground, because they afford nourishment to the Earth,
from the most High, who is in Heaven ."

FuRT..&c :

Angel of the Earth .

pharah or phoreh, 'to bear or bring forth, to bear

fruit, to bear coung, to increase .'
pharai or pherai,
`fruit, product, foetus .'
L
,1 `, l« b•, `for thee ;' i; ;, lakh, `humid,' whence, `recent,
new, fresh, green, freshness, greenness .'
phicr-lak, `new or green fruit ; producing greenness.'
This derivation is furnished by Bro.•. Albert G. Mackey.
In the Sanskrit, pluila is ' a ploughshare,' and phal. 'to burst,
produce, bear fruit ;' and phcda, 'fruit, crop .'

NEBd3i A.DO\3i

IN"ek-am or - ekunt, 'was avenged, took rengeance, vengeance, revenge .'
11
`p ;, -Yak-ant,
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Tnfir,
nakam ; Imperative
nkm, or more properly =1p j, nakuni : Be avenged : Be Thou Avenged ! Do
thou take Vengeance!
0 Lord!

--p:, Xekamal, (feminine') ; 'Vengeance .' `Revenge .
-Nekhamah, `Solace, Consolation, Vengeance, Revenge (because revenge is a consolation and satisfaction) .
FTrrr,

AN-Al, or Eli-E1, 'the Strength, Might, or Potency
perhaps His potency manifested_ in the Demiourgos as
of
Creator ; his Word or Logos ; his Power eierted, in creation .

al ;'

MT CAxoc &z BAT. r ADo I ?

'I-

`Who of the B<ilim is like unto

thee, Jehovah ? '
Y~11"

0

-

II-J)

a4Z~: 9 Y

i czc

BAArnc :
-_`Vengeance, Revenge .' 1-ekamah BJlim, `the Ven&il, means `Lord, Possessor,
geance of the Balim.'
Master, Husband, Chief .'
The Vengeance of the Chiefs of Masonry .
1EFa~f+A

M~ 3CHE.u .
1lekhamah : `Comfort, consolation, Revenge,' because to avenge one's self comforts and consoles .
~T F'~Hs~f ~.$
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h'aknam or 11'achem, 'was grieved, repented, comforted,
consoled himself, revenged himself.' Participle
tlena_
khem, or as written in French, 1lenacliem, `consoling himself,
being consoled, taking vengeance .'

ParsoL
Said to mean `separated .'
POT SAI. :

PA

.

.

.

.

rSaT .

Said to mean `united,' or, 'reunited, to accomplish .' But I
can find no derivation that will give this meaning .
N'; :+, ;;~_, pala, palah, 'slid separate, distinguish, divide .'
Chald. "7 , 'divided, dissected .' The primary and bi-literal
pal ; Sansk. 'Tt phal,'to open, split, produce .'
'admirable, eicellent, miraculous, distinor
guished,' etc.
'to separate, distinguish .' Erod viii. 18 ; is. 4 ; xi. 7.
palakh,'to cleave, split.' 41
ptrlal,
Ps. r.Lii. 7.-\Ewx~.~.
'to separate.'-Id.
Eul, the former Chaldaic, the latter
Ea1, same as
Hebrew, ' a voice, sound, word, proclamation.'
once ~L EJ1 (Jer. ==iii. 8. Clcethzbh), 'universifas,
totality, the whole, all (persons or things) . Complete, perfect,
entire.'
,-) ^_, pharai, 'oppression, tyranny : broke, broke to pieces,
crushed, split, separated .'-GEsz_N-xs. 'Rubbing, grinding,
harshness, oppression.'-LEz . 'To break, rigor, what crushes
or breaks in pieces .'-Nzwmw .
p1_, pharak, ' Violence, rapine ; broke, broke to fragments,
root is
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tore in pieces .'--GESzN-ms. `Separating, tearing asunder, tearing in pieces, prey ; fragments, portions .'-LEE . `To break in
pieces, rapine .'-NEBxAs.
sal, a particle compounded of Z' and ~, `to which,'
b'sal, ' on account of.' In Rabbinical Hebrew,
hence,
the genitive, 'of.' It is of the later or Talmudic Hebrew, and an
tsar la. `_ e L _, b'sal-mi, `on account
abbreviation for
of what belongs to whom ? ' iL e., ` on account of whose conduct ? '
or perhaps, 'by what conduct of whom ?' i. e., ` who is the cause
of it, and what has he done ?' '~L;; _, b'sali, `on account of what
belong to me ;' iL e., 'on account of what I have done .'
pala-kol or pal-kd, `totally sepaThus,
or
rated, dispersed, broken to fragments, crushed .'
-i~~ : or
pharak-sal, 'by means of violence and
robberS, or for rapine and as a prey ;' or, `by means of oppression and tyranny .'
Bc which words the Kadosh is always reminded of the
destruction and dispersion of the Order of the Temple, and of
the violence and outrage to which its Knights were subjected ;
and the robbery, rapine and confiscation of their estates which
prompted the persecution .
Neither
nor Q) Z7
- 1r', pharas-kd nor pharashkol, will answer ; for pharas and phardsh have the same meaning, 'to break to pieces, separate and divide .' Dabak, khebir and
;' and kaloth and haslim, ` to accomplish
al-had mean, 'to unite
or complete .'
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or

B,LGLmLRAL

BEGOa.LSOL

For this word see V
Said to mean ` I 'will be avenged,' or ` I will be the
avenger.
2 akah : `was innocent, clear, swept away, devastated.'
and 8"p], .Maki and I akia, `innocent, clear .'
h'akah, ` struck, wounded, killed, struck with calamity,
smitten, beaten down, injured, a$icted .'
Naka, `a$icted, broken in spirit, distressed .'
-,~
3faka7 : `a stroke or blow, wound, slaughter, calamity.'
3laka, `to drop, let fall.'
Xakah, 'to smite, smitten, injured' ;
_, ` a stroke,
an overthrow, a wound, a plague .'--NEwxu;.
not connected, but
These words are probably 1-1 : :,
;
meaning
or they may have meant,
independent, and of like
s` mitten with calamity, ,;
7 2 ]lakah- llakah .'

+y;, Dcik, ` eitinguished, eiterminated, destroyed, put out
like a candle.'
Amah or emah, `a People, a -Nation ; a family or Tribe ;
Ccztus : an association or Order.'
Dak-emah, 'an Order eiterminated or extinguished ;' iL e.,
The Order of the Temple .'
-

111*

~3

Z~- - '~,

111

7

CT
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HUB A xa.H
bamah or bemah, ` a high place, a castle on a height, a
hill, a citadel' With the definite article . ; ,, h or 1 a, prefixed,
.
habamah, `the high place,' etc
I " -,; 1», BA Habamah, `a place of worship, erected on
a height.'
The word alludes to the Holy House of the Temple, which
stood on a height, and to the symbolic Mountain of Heredom,
in Scotland.

AHEB ALOE

Love of God.
AEZB XEBOBG

Love of one's neighbor.
Aheb : `did love ; a friend ; one beloved ; Love.'
,-,;L;,j, Ali2h or Aloh, God.
i 1 p, Karob, Kerub : ` a relative, one near us, a neighbor .'
Kerib or A-erobo, `his or one's neighbor .'
Y

;ZlYr -9

~9~,

~P - 9 ~'Ix

1'. Ts=rris
2'. SEtAE U
3'. 3Ltroc
4' . A3rrtiuH

Y zl~-

A iE
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5'. :IM-T, S4GHLA
G'. S.ts .L
7'. GEx i : Bnas : T..ar

Roans.
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In the old Rituals these words were
1'. Ised halad.
2 . Scarlabac . . . Schor laban .
3'. Motec.
4 . Emunah .
5' . Hamak sciata . . Hamal saaghi.
6°. Sabael . . . Sabbal.
7° . Schoemek . . .
Ghemoul-Binah-Tabounah.
I'. -~7-~, Tsedekah : `Justice, Probity, Piety, Virtue ; Liberality, Beneficence.'
Ised or Yesud : `Foundation ; Principium ; ' the Seventh
Sephirah .
-~-, Ehalad or Halad : ' Perennita ; duration.'
YsJd-halad, `permanence of foundation ; permanent establishment'
2'. Labanah or Labanek : (fem.) `white, pure, pellu-

jt;

cid, whiteness.'

Shuah ; `what is equal, level, just ; a plane Surface .'
'whatis equal
\;1 ', Shuava ; `equalization, tranquillity.' ;
and just ; Equity ;' Job zrriii. 27.-Lrr
So Shuah Labanah is `pure or perfect Equity .'
_ ;'-'1 iv, Sleur or Schor laban, means `a white 0s ;' and the
words are thus rendered in the old Rituals.
3'. 1lotek or Jlotech :
Vatoc,
suavity, pleasant, amiability, courtesy .'

` sweet, sweetness,
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Amunah : `Good faith, . des, faithfulness, fidel.
ity, loyalty.'
Amal ; Amel ; dame : `work ; labor.'
Sagia or Saghia : ' great :' Job uzri. 26 ; rrzeii. 23.
Dan. ii. 31 : 'much ;' Dan . ii. 48 ; it. 9.
But, also
khamal or hamal, means `mild, mansuetus,
langanimis, mansuetude, clemency, pity, compassion, mercy .'
And the word should be Hamal, as in the old Rituals ; Hamal
Saghia : `abundant clemency, compassion, pity or mercy .'
5°.

6°. ~ :-, Sabal : ` burden, endured, endurance,' and when
Sabalnuth.
`patience,' in Rabbinical Hebrew
71.

Gemiil : `action, work ; reward, recompense, retri-

bution ;' literally, 'completed, finished.'-Lzz.
-* 'I, Bainah : ' understanding, discernment, prudence,
knowledge.'
„; ;:j1, Tabunah, 'intelligence, prudence, understanding,
discernment, ski1L'
The three words seem to mean, `Reward of discernment, or
knouiedge, and understanding ;' or, perhaps, wise and discriminating remuneration, in giving others their dues .

C1 -4/77'
2' .

9

3 '. Y

L ~ -`J

1+

~~
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.

5 13 .

LJ'
or
zl~-

6°.

(~T Y

-~A

U<g -~
'Y:3 391r :Y ~r9 :`q.3-.uJ T

The first Talmud, the only really Kabalistic one, the Mischna, was compiled during the second century of the Christian
Era, by the last Chief of the Tenaimes, Rabbi Yehudah-Eakadosh-Hanassi, that is to say, 'Yehudah Most Holy and Prince .'
The names, `Kadosh' and `Prince' were given to the Great
Initiates of the Kabalah, and have been preserved among the
Adepts of occult Masonry and the Rose Croix .
La Clef des Grands Vysteres : Elipltaz Levi, 352.
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ORDER OF THE TEMPLE.
Grand Masters, according to 'Histoire Aatique et Apologetique de l'Ordre des Chevaliers du Temple de Jerusalem, dita
Templiers,' by R P. M. S. (le Bet
. Pare dfansuet Jeune) : Paris,
4to, 1769.
Hugo de Pans, de Pahens, des Payens, de Pagano, de
Pagans .
Robert de Craon, Burgundus .
Everard des Barres.
Bernard de Tremelai .
Bertrand de Blanquefort or De Blancafort.
Philippe de - aplous in Syria .
Eudes or Odon de St . Amand.
Arnold de Tour-rouge, Torroge, Turri-rubra, Tarroja, Torrojio.
Terries
Gerard de Ridfort or Riderfort .
Robert de Sabloil or Sable .
Gilbert Eral or HoraL
Gilbert du Plessie.
Guillaume de Chartres.
Pierre de MontaDin.
Armand de Peiraa os .
Herman de Perrigort.
Guillaume de Sonnac, Senay or Sonnevey
Renauld de Tichier or Vichieres .
Thomas Berard or Berault .
Guillaume de Beaujen or Belgion .
Thieband Guvdin.
Jacques de )Iolai .
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GEBtna .

the fifth Sephirah of the Kiabalah : 'Sererity :' the
infiesible Divine Justice : literally, ` strength, fortitude, valour,
power.'

4

Formerly JcsrncI .

Y

O~)

9 Y

%

~P

GED~$
;the fourth Sephirah : Benignity, Equity :' also
Km swn : the Divine `Mercy' or 'Grace :' literally,
called
`greatness, magnificence, majesty .'
Formerly EQ=
-%

Y 2~- ~ CTY - - CBocAm&-a :

CT

Y

11~q

4

Hkr.zx r s

Ts nzb.,L$ .
C2 A7akanz or hakem, 'wise, skilled, learned, intelligent, a
Sage, a Doctor.' The Arabs have the same word, meaning a
ysician or other learned man, to the present day .
94
From this comes
Hakemah or Hakamah . but which
in the Eabalah, and now, commonly but improperly, is written
TSEDvxAR :
T-1,

ph

Chochnnah .

It means `skill, wisdom .' It is the Wisdom by which God is
said to have created ; the second Sephirah or Emanation from
the Deity ; the Logos or Word.

0
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Tsaduc and Tsadyk, `just, right, upright,' etc .
-3, Tsadak, Tsa&:c, Sydyk, `rectitude, justice, right (jus),
liberation, salvation, felicity- .' Also, the Planet Jupiter .
-~~-~, Tsadekah, Tkedekah, etc., `one's right or title ; Justice,
Probity, Piety-, Virtue,' salus, liberality, beneficence.
_Lla

.
:kDDMO .-

mar.

Y

%-L .0

I?

C-FTC

PASSWORDS :

P .-. 'W.-. T4TrVkH :

ins. •.

Aq

M3i_aoTH :

L; =, `

`what is hidden, a secret .'
kingly, royal .'

ADDmoAL SACRED WORDS

`Mercy, Benamity.' The fourth Sephirah .
GEBca a : Severity, Justice .' The fifth Sephirah .
`Harmony, Beauty .' The siith SeTEPH..RErE :
phirah .
JkswD :

The Kabalistic dogma was that of Hermes and of the old
Indian Philosophy, that the All has proceeded from the Primal
Unity, the Monad, Omnium Rerum Fous ac Origo . This One,
the Very Deity, is in its t'eiy Selff beyond all cognition of the
Intellect, which can form no idea of IT, nor in any- possible
manner conceive of IT, or represent IT to itself. "Nothing can be
predicated of IT, sei least of all. "Tone of our human faculties,
moral or intellectual, can be assigned to IT, any more than our
shape or senses can .
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In fact we can hare no cognition of the Soul rmmy, of
another human being. "We can, by his words, know what some
of his thoughts are, and hare cognition of some of the characteristics and qualities of himself, i. e ., of his spiritual and
intellectual self ; but that knowledge is very shallow, partial
and imperfect . The Soul expresses itself in a Thought . It is
the whole Soul, as a unit, that thhinl-s, that forms the Thought,
and utters it ; but no one Thought is the Soul, nor does any one
Thought or any number of Thoughts express, manifest or
reveal the whole Soul . It remains hidden from us .
Thoughts are not made. We are not conscious of any
operation of moulding, framing or fashioning, forging, as it
were, our Thoughts. They seem to be produced within us, to
be born there, in our Self, by means of some mode of generation.
The Deity, to create, the old philosophers thought, must hare
proceeded in a manner analogous to that in which the human
intellect proceeds, to express itself in Thought and iction. As
no human Thought is the whole Soul, nor even the Soul thinking, but what is generated in it and proceeds or flows from, or
is produced by it ; so no Divine Thought is the whole of Deity,
but that only which flows or emanates from him ; and set He,
like the Human Soul, acts in and by the Thought, and what
the Thought effects and produces, is effected and produced by
Him. Every Divine Thought is finite . It is but a momentary
flash or ray, from the TrAnite ocean of Light.
The idea of what the Deity creates, is and exists in Him,
before it is uttered outwardly in form . This idea is necessarily
finite. Wherefore, to create, or to act so that what is created
or acted shall be comprehensible to, or can be conceived of
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by a finite intellect, were it even that of an Archangel, the
Deity must limit Itself, in order to be manifested or revealed.
-Hence what the Kabalah terms the .Emanations or Sepla roth ; the forth-floorings of the Deity, Its self-utterances .
The First Sephirah is ),"I_ Kether, or Katar, `Corona, the
Crown,' which seems to me to be the Divine Tnfinite IT 'N, exerted and in its exertion finite and limited ; and so, also, when
existing in the Deity unexerted . When directed to a definite
purpose, it is itself necessarily limited.
The Second Sephirah is Hakenuth or Chochmah, `Sapientia,
Bainah or
Wisdom,' said to be male ; and the third is
Bayanah, female, which is rendered by the Commentators on
the Eabalah, ` Intelligent ia, Intelligence, Understanding .'
Hakemah is the Divine Wisdom, immanent in the Deity, the
Divine Power of Intellectual Generation of Thought and of
Ideas which, uttered and expressed, become Universes .
Bainah or Bayanah is the Divine Wisdom manifesting itself
Daath,
in men as the Human Intellect . From it proceeds
which is not a Sephirah, but the human Intellection or the
Thinking ; not the Thought produced, but the birth of it .
The next Sephirothic Triad is h'hased or Gedulah, Mercy
or Benignity ; Geburali, Severity or Justice, and Teplareth or
Taparat, Harmony or Beauty.
Infinite Justice and Infinite Mercy, Justice boundless and
Mercy boundless, seem absolutely to exclude each other, and
to be utterly incompatible one with the other. How can
Mercy temper Justice, and the Justice remain infinite? How
can Mercy exist at all, if Justice is infinite ?
The Kabalists say that if the Infinite Justice of the Deity
had existed without the Infinite Benignity, the Universe would
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have been impossible, because, if created, the Tnfinite Justice
would have required its immediate annihilation as imperfect.
But though these two attributes are opposites and contraries, they are not in antagonism, nor hostile to each other.
They are in equilibrium ; for above them is the Infinite Wisdom, holding the beam of the Balance .
-YetThe Seventh and Eighth Sephiroth are i ,>> and
sach and Had, rendered by the Eabalists ` Victory' and ` Glory .'
The result of the harmonious action guided and directed by
Infinite Wisdom, is the overcoming of all obstacles, is Success,
and a Creation precisely in conformity to the Divine Fill,
approved of, also, by the Infinite Diane Wisdom ; and this
Success is the Glory of Him whose worn the Universe is .
The result of these is Stac°J.ity, - Z`, Yesicd, the -Ninth
Sephrrah. . The work of Infinite Wisdom, acting in Harmony
with Tnfimte Might, is capable of Endurance, and continues
unaltered as a Whole, though its combinations change .
.Malakoth, `Regnum, Royalty,
And the last Seuhirah,
Dominion,' is that perfect Sovereignty or the Deity over the
'Universe, b y which everything proceeds in exact accordance
with and obedience to His will . -Nothing can happen, occur,
be done or acted, contrary to His will, but it is in everything
obeyed, our very free-will being one of His Instruments .
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The number of each Degree is in the margin, at its commencement, in the Celestial and Samaritan letters that correspond to the Hebrew numerals above . After the inquiry as to
each word, it is correctly given in Samaritan .
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